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Abstract
Wobbling Towards the Future: Applications of the Radial Velocity Technique to Detect
Ever-Smaller Exoplanets

Allen Bradford Davis
2021

The past several decades have seen an explosion in humanity’s knowledge about the
existence of distant worlds. Thousands of exoplanets have been now been discovered
thanks to the development and refinement of the radial velocity (RV) and transit techniques. We are beginning to piece together an understanding of the diversity of these
worlds and of the mechanisms that drive planet formation and evolution. While this
progress has been titanic, Earth-sized planets in the habitable zones of Sun-like stars (the
places most suited to host life as we know it) remain out of our reach. Noise created
by stellar activity along with insufficient instrumental precision conspire to obscure the
minuscule signals created by these putative worlds. In this thesis, I chart a course from
the discovery of giant exoplanets, to the novel applications of statistical techniques and
improved instrumentation, which together show promise of allowing us to finally detect
true Earth analogs.
In Chapter 2, I present the discovery and confirmation of a pair of transiting hot
Jupiters, both identified as planet candidates by the TESS space telescope. Our team
collected ground-based photometry, conducted high-contrast imaging, and performed
Doppler spectroscopy with CHIRON to verify the planetary nature of both candidates.
TOI 564 b is nearly 50% more massive than Jupiter and orbits its star in about 1.7 days. It
exhibits a rare grazing transit, making its planetary radius difficult to ascertain. TOI 905 b
is slightly larger than Jupiter but only about two thirds its mass, and it orbits its host star
in about 3.7 days. Both targets are good candidates for follow-up characterization. In
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particular, as the one of the brightest known stars to host a grazing transiting planet,
TOI 564 is a prime target for future observations that could leverage its planet’s transit
geometry to constrain the presence of additional planets in the system.
In Chapter 3, I present a novel application of principal component analysis (PCA)
to the problem of stellar activity. As RV precision has improved, astronomers are now
having to contend with astrophysical noise sources that contaminate RV observations.
Photospheric features such as spots and faculae create time-varying sources of RV noise
that collectively dwarf the RV signals induced by small (Earth-like) exoplanets. Overcoming this noise source is a high priority for the astronomical community because it
would enable the detection of potentially habitable planets around bright nearby stars.
When PCA is applied to realistic simulated time-series spectra, the fingerprints of stellar activity are revealed. Stellar activity manifests itself throughout stellar spectra on a
pixel-by-pixel basis. My simulations show that the signatures of stellar activity are better recovered with high resolution than with high signal-to-noise ratios, even after the
spectral lines are fully resolved. This prediction has contributed to the design of future
planet-hunting spectrographs.
Finally, in Chapter 4, I introduce a new spectrograph designed and built by the Yale
Exoplanet Lab, the EXtreme PREcision Spectrograph (EXPRES). I compare EXPRES’s performance to that of its predecessor, CHIRON, by focusing on two well-studied stars:
τ Ceti (a chromospherically quiet star) and  Eridani (a chromospherically active star).
EXPRES outperformed CHIRON in terms of its single-measurement RV precision for both
targets by a factor of 3. EXPRES’s improvement factor over CHIRON was smaller, however, when considering the root-mean square velocity error. I conducted a periodogram
analysis and a collection of planet injection and recovery simulations to further measure
the relative performance of these instruments. The results suggest that EXPRES is delivering exquisite instrumental precision, but that addressing the impact of stellar activity
remains essential to reach truly extreme on-sky precision for real stars.
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The future course of exoplanet science hinges upon whether it is possible to identify
numerous nearby potentially habitable planets. The RV technique, already enormously
successful at identifying and characterizing large planets, requires significant improvement in order to overcome the daunting challenge of noise produced by stellar activity.
Taken together, recent innovations in the design of new high-precision spectrographs
along with the burgeoning community-wide interest in the use of statistical techniques
to decorrelate stellar activity RVs from planetary RVs, afford many reasons to be optimistic about the future of exoplanetary science and about the search for life beyond the
Solar System.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Innumerable suns exist; innumerable earths revolve around these suns in a

“

manner similar to the way the seven planets revolve around our sun. Living
beings inhabit these worlds.
Giordano Bruno, 1584, in "De l’infinito, universo e mondi"

”

The Greek philosopher Anaxagoras was the first recorded human to propose, c. 450
B.C.E., that the stars were in fact distant Suns. If stars are really Suns, then isn’t it natural
to wonder whether they hosted their own worlds, as our Sun does? And if they do indeed
have planets, could those worlds host life? Such was the thinking of the Italian friar and
philosopher Giordano Bruno, who, in 1600 C.E., was burned at the stake for his heretical
beliefs in the abundance of inhabited worlds in the cosmos.
The arc of history so far has largely vindicated Bruno’s claims. With the work of
the Italian astronomer and spectroscopist Angelo Secchi in the 1860s, it was definitively
proven that the chemical elements that make up stars also constitute the Sun. And while
we have no evidence yet of alien inhabitants of other Earths, we have in the last few
decades discovered that the innumerable stars are host to innumerable planets. This
profound realization was the product of the work of thousands of astronomers, most of
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whom utilized two main methods to inform our understanding of exoplanet systems:
the radial velocity technique and the transit technique. Together, these two approaches
have allowed modern astronomers to begin to piece together a portrait of the diversity of
worlds that pepper our galaxy. There is much work still to be done, but there is also real
hope that within the coming decades we might make meaningful strides towards probing
Giordano Bruno’s final and boldest assertion: that “living beings inhabit these worlds.”

1.1

The Radial Velocity Technique

The radial velocity (RV) technique (also known as the Doppler method, or in more publicfacing settings, sometimes the "wobble method") is one of the principal methods used to
discover and characterize exoplanets. Most people are familiar with the Doppler effect for
sound waves: an ambulance’s siren sounds higher in pitch as the vehicle approaches you,
and lower in pitch as it recedes. This perception is caused by the bunching-up and then
spreading-out of sound waves as the ambulance passes. Similarly, an observer ahead of
a moving light source will measure bluer photons than were emitted in the source’s rest
frame; this is known as blueshift. Sources with a velocity component away from the observer are seen to experience the opposite effect: redshift. When this technique is applied
to stars using suitable instrumentation and analysis methods, the star’s line-of-sight can
be determined with high precision, allowing for the inference of orbiting planets. This
technique has achieved remarkable success, leading to 804 exoplanet discoveries as of
June 2020 according to the NASA Exoplanet Archive (Akeson et al., 2013).

2

1.1.1

RV Formalism

The Doppler effect for light is described by
1 + vc
q
λs = λ0
,
2
1 − vc2

(1.1)

where λ0 is wavelength of emitted light, λs is the shifted wavelength of light perceived
by an observer, v is the velocity difference between the rest frames of the emitter and the
observer along the vector between them (defined as positive when the relative distance
is increasing), and c is the speed of light.
Stellar spectra typically contain atomic and molecular absorption lines, which manifest themselves as deficits of light at specific known rest-frame wavelengths. These
absorption lines can serve as probes of a star’s radial velocity: that is, a star’s line-ofsight velocity component relative to the Earth. Most stars (G-type and cooler) contain
thousands of absorption lines, which provide an abundance of Doppler information that
increases our ability to determine RVs with high precision.
To first order, a typical star’s RV will have a fixed value on the order of tens of km s−1 .
This is known as the systemic velocity, and it is set by a combination of the star’s orbit
through the Milky Way, the Sun’s orbit through the Milky Way, and the Earth’s orbit
around the Sun. However, a star may also exhibit a periodic oscillation in its RVs. Although some types of periodic RV oscillations can be caused by stellar atmospheric phenomena (see, e.g., §1.2), they could also be indicative of an orbiting companion.
Stars are typically several orders of magnitude more massive than planets, but even a
small planet’s mass will exert a gravitational pull on its host star. This tug causes the star
to wobble back and forth in a miniature orbit about the system’s center of mass, which
produces an RV shift in the star’s spectrum that may be measurable. The strength of the
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maximum RV shift of the star (i.e., the RV semiamplitude) is given by the equation

K
28.4329 mp sin i
√
−1 =
ms
1 − e2 MJ



mp + M?
M

−1/2 

a −1/2
,
AU

(1.2)

where K is the RV semiamplitude of the star, e is the orbital eccentricity, mp is the mass
of the planet, i is the orbital inclination, MJ is the mass of Jupiter, M? is the stellar mass,
M is the Sun’s mass, and a is the orbital semimajor axis.1
K scales directly with both planet mass and the sine of the inclination, which creates
a degeneracy when attempting to discern a planet’s mass from RV data alone. The RV
signal of a high-mass planet in a nearly face-on orbit is identical to the signal of a lowmass planet in a nearly edge-on orbit. For this reason, the RV technique can only directly
measure the so-called “minimum mass,” mp sin i. However, if there is an independent constraint on sin i (e.g., through a transit; see §1.3), then it is possible to measure planetary
mass with the RV technique accurately and unambiguously. It is fortunate though that
it is much more likely a priori to see a randomly oriented system at an inclination near
i = 90◦ (edge-on) than near i = 0◦ (face-on). A simple calculation shows that viewing
a planetary system from a random angle leads to the outcome that mp sin i > 0.5 mp in
∼87% of cases. As a result, even when sin i remains unconstrained for individual systems,
we can build up a statistical understanding about the abundance of planetary masses in
general using the RV technique alone.
A star’s RV, vr , must be computed as a function of time in order to fit models to RV
data. vr (t) can be determined by solving the following system of equations:

M ≡ M0 +

2π
(t − t0 ),
P

M = E − e sin E,
1

A full derivation of this equation is available in Lovis & Fischer (2010).
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(1.3)

(1.4)

!
1+e
E
tan
,
1−e
2

(1.5)

vr = K[cos (ν + ωp ) + e cos ωp ],

(1.6)

r
ν = 2 tan−1

where M is defined as the mean anomaly, M0 is the mean anomaly at some epoch, P
is the orbital period, t is time, t0 is the time at some epoch, E is the eccentric anomaly,
e is the orbital eccentricity, ν is the true anomaly, and ωp is the longitude of periastron
passage of the planet’s orbit.2 An example of vr (t) (also known as a Keplerian curve)
is shown in Figure 1.1 (Brewer et al., 2020). There is no simple, closed-form solution
for Equation 1.4, and therefore the system of equations must be solved using numerical
methods. Various software packages exist that can efficiently compute vr (t) (e.g., Wright
& Howard, 2009; Fulton et al., 2018; Eastman et al., 2019).
In a multiple-planet system, we generally make the approximation that the RV signal
of the star is simply the superposition of the individual Keplerian curves described by
Equation 1.6. Therefore, fitting an RV curve entails fitting an RV systemic offset parameter, γ, and then five additional parameters per planet: P , K, e, ωp , and tp .3 Additional
parameters may sometimes be added to account for a linear or quadratic acceleration of
the star due to a poorly-constrained long-period companion, such as a gas giant planet
or binary star.

1.1.2

An RV Pipeline

RV measurements are obtained with a spectrograph, an instrument that takes photons
collected by a telescope and spreads them out into their component colors so that the
2

It is convenient, but not universal, to use the planet’s longitude of periastron passage in Equation 1.6
rather than the star’s, which differs by exactly 180◦ . Our choice here is in accordance with the historical
convention of measuring positive RVs when the star is moving away from the observer.
3
It is conventional to use tp , the time of a periastron passage (when the planet is closest to the star) as
the arbitrary epoch, t0 , in Equation 1.3.

5

Figure 1.1 Reproduced from Figure 2 of Brewer et al. (2020). Top: time series RV measurements of HD 3651 fitted with a Keplerian model (shown with the blue curve). The
planet has an eccentric orbit with e = 0.606 ± 0.09. Bottom: residual velocities to this
fit have an rms scatter of 0.58 m s−1 .
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intensity of the light as a function of wavelength can be analyzed. The details of this
procedure vary greatly from instrument to instrument, but there is a common framework
to most modern high-precision RV pipelines.
Spectrographs designed to detect planetary RV signals generally seek to maximize
(within budgetary constraints) their spectral resolution R, given by

R=

λ
,
∆λ

(1.7)

where λ is the wavelength and ∆λ is the smallest wavelength difference that can be
resolved at λ. High resolution maximizes the Doppler information available because it
maximizes the magnitude of the slope,

dI
,
dλ

(where I is the spectral intensity) for each line

in the spectrum. Wavelengths where the slope is high experience a major change in intensity for a small shift in velocity. For the Sun,

dI
dλ

is made extremal when R > ∼80, 000,

with greater resolution adding additional points along the fully resolved spectral lines
(Bouchy et al., 2001).
Most modern spectrographs use a glass fiber optic cable to conduct starlight from the
telescope to the spectrograph, which lives in an environmentally stabilized space that
minimized temperature, pressure, and humidity variations. En route, a fiber slicer may
be used to reduce the size of the star image, which directly increases R. Fibers may be
agitated in order to average over many configurations of modal noise produced by light
bouncing in repeating patterns through the fiber. The light is collimated and imaged onto
an echelle grating, which reflects many tens of spectral orders. Each order represents a
narrow band (a few nm) of wavelengths. These orders are passed through an additional
dispersing element, like a prism, to spread the orders spatially. This image is finally
projected with a camera onto a CCD detector, whose pixels return a 2D image in which
the echelle orders lie nearly parallel to the pixel rows (i.e., the dispersion direction), with
each column cutting through many echelle orders (i.e., the cross-dispersion direction).
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Figure 1.2 (Petersburg et al., 2020) shows an example of this arrangement within a small
portion of the CCD of EXPRES (Jurgenson et al., 2016).
A 2D echelle spectrum is converted to the familiar 1D spectral representation (intensity vs. λ) through the process of spectral extraction. This is straightforward to implement crudely for an order: simply sum the electron counts in each column along that
order. However, superior results can be obtained through more sophisticated approaches,
such as optimal extraction (Horne, 1986) and its variants (e.g., Piskunov & Valenti, 2002),
in which a cross-dispersion profile is fitted to each column, with its amplitude corresponding to the relative flux at each wavelength. Extraction may or may not preserve
the blaze function of an echelle spectrum: a sinc-shaped function that dominates the
broad intensity variation across an order.4 Extraction may also include the process of
flat-fielding, in which a standard, uniform illumination of the pixels is used to divide out
pixel-to-pixel sensitivity (or quantum efficiency, QE) variations in the CCD.
Extracted spectra are wavelength calibrated using one of the methods described in
§1.1.3. These assigned wavelengths are in the lab frame and do not account for the Earth’s
∼30 km s−1 motion through the Solar System, the Earth’s rotation, and relativistic effects.
Ideally, an exposure meter is used to compute a flux-weighted mean time of observation,
and then a velocity is calculated relative to the Solar System barycenter. This barycentric
correction (Wright & Eastman, 2014; Blackman et al., 2017) is applied to the measured
wavelengths, which transforms them to the frame where the star’s only visible accelerations are due to local causes (e.g., a planetary or stellar companion). Left unaccounted
for, telluric absorption lines produced by the Earth’s atmosphere pose a problem for high
precision RVs because they raster back and forth through the barycentric frame spectra,
contaminating stellar lines as they vary in both their positions and depths on a night-bynight basis; these lines should either be masked out or modeled and removed (e.g., Leet
4
The CCD and optics are generally configured such that the visible blaze function of each order is only
a single concave-downward crest of this periodic function.
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Figure 1.2 Reproduced from Figure 5 of Petersburg et al. (2020). Section of raw images for
a science exposure (above; HD 217014), laser frequency comb (middle), and calibration
flat (below) taken with EXPRES on 2019 October 24. The extraction aperture for our
optimal extraction of echelle order 100 is shown on the flat images as the intersection of
the traced order (with vertical extent of 33 pixels) and the single-column slit at x = 1460,
both shown in blue. The reduced counts in the extraction aperture for each image (i.e.,
removing hot pixels and QE variations) are shown in the right panels, as a function of
pixel row position y.
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et al., 2019).
RVs can be calculated from time series spectra using a variety of methods. One
method is template matching, in which a known spectral template is stretched and translated until it matches closely the observed spectrum (e.g., HARPS-TERRA; Anglada-Escudé
& Butler, 2012). For example, in the iodine forward modeling technique developed by
Butler et al. (1996), a stellar template is constructed by co-adding many high-S/N spectra
of the target star itself. This template is then deconvolved, translated, added to an iodine spectral atlas, and then reconvolved; an algorithm searches for the translation than
minimizes the least squares difference between the model and the observations, keeping
the Doppler shift wavelength as a free parameter (see §4.3.1 for details on this implementation). The other common method is to use the cross-correlation function (CCF;
Baranne et al., 1979). The CCF is the result of the correlation operation, which tests for
the similarity between two signals: in this case, a spectrum and a template (or a mask).
The CCF is extremal when the spectrum and template have been shifted so that they
overlap maximally. As the offset strays from this value, the CCF’s magnitude diminishes.
In practice, the CCF appears as a sort of average spectral line shape, with an extremum
corresponding to the radial velocity of the target star. Sometimes binary masks (whose
values indicate whether or not a spectral line is present at each wavelength) are used
rather than a stellar template (Pepe et al., 2002).
Over the course of an observing program, RV measurements are built up over days,
months, and years. The first step in searching for planet signals is to identify significant
periodicities in the RVs. Are the data more periodic at a particular period than would
be expected by random chance alone? This question can be answered with a Lomb–
Scargle periodogram (Lomb, 1976; Scargle, 1982), which is similar to a Fourier transform
except that it does not require evenly spaced data. When searching for Keplerian signals,
which will not appear as perfect sinusoids in the case of non-negligible eccentricity, a
Keplerian periodogram or a generalized Lomb–Scargle periodogram may be more ap-
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propriate (Cumming, 2004; Zechmeister & Kürster, 2009). The statistical significance of a
periodogram peak is measured with respect to a p-value5 obtained through a bootstrapping procedure in which the RVs are replaced by noise and the statistical significance
is assessed. True periods in the data may interact with periodicities in the observation
times (i.e., the spectral window function) to produce spurious periodogram peaks (aliasing; e.g., Dawson & Fabrycky, 2010; Rajpaul et al., 2016). Common periodicities in RV
data include 1 day (due to nightly observations), 29.5 days (avoiding the full moon over
a lunar synodic period), and 365.256 days (seasonal gaps in data over a sidereal year).
Radial velocities are fitted to Keplerian models, often starting with the most obvious
periodic signal, and then considering whether additional periodic signals are present in
the residuals (e.g., five planets in the 55 Cnc system; Fischer et al., 2008). Solving for
the best-fitting Keplerian parameters can be accomplished using a Levenburg-Marquardt
algorithm to minimize the χ2 for the model (e.g., Keplerian Fitting Made Easy; Giguere
et al., 2012). Calculations can be simplified somewhat through a linearization of Equation
1.6 (e.g., RVLIN; Wright & Howard, 2009). Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) also can
be used to explore the potentially dozens of parameters and their mutual correlations in
the case of a complex system (e.g., EXOFASTv2; Eastman et al., 2019).

1.1.3

Advancements in Spectroscopy

The most precise mid-twentieth century spectrographs could deliver RV precision on the
order of ∼750 m s−1 . At these levels, the systemic velocity of Milky Way stars could be
measured, but the detection of Solar-System-like planets remained out of reach (cf., the
Sun’s semiamplitude of 12 m s−1 due to Jupiter, or 0.1 m s−1 due to Earth). Struve (1952)
was the first to suggest that with moderate improvements in spectrograph precision, the
The p-value is sometimes referred to as a false alarm probability (FAP). This terminology can be misleading since a signal may turn out to be a false alarm even if the periodicity is highly significant (e.g., is
caused by stellar activity, not a planet; see §1.2).
5
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RV technique could be used to detect a then-unknown population of giant exoplanets orbiting close to their stars; this insight would prove to be prophetic in the coming decades.
Griffin (1973) proposed that greater Doppler precision could be achieved by utilizing a
wavelength standard, analogous to a meter-stick, whose photons would traverse the same
optical path as the stellar photons to ensure that both the science target and the reference source experienced the same perturbations. In this way, RV measurements could be
performed deferentially: optimizing precision over accuracy. Telluric lines produced by
Earth’s own atmosphere were an obvious convenient candidate for a wavelength standard.
Campbell & Walker (1979) had the innovation of incorporating wavelength calibration into the spectrograph itself. A glass cell full of hydrogen fluoride (HF) gas was used
to imprint an absorption spectrum onto the stellar spectrum. This technique proved to
deliver ∼13 m s−1 precision on bright Sun-like stars (Campbell et al., 1988a), more than
an order of magnitude improvement on the previous generation of spectrographs. Walker
et al. (1992) noted the RV residuals in the binary star system γ Cephei, and speculated
that it could be explained by a Jupiter-like planet, but ultimately they attributed the residuals to stellar activity (see §1.2.1). Hatzes et al. (2003) would later obtain higher quality
observations and conclude that the signal was indeed produced by a giant exoplanet.
Iodine gas, I2 , has proven to be a safer and less pressure-sensitive calibrator than
HF. Cochran & Hatzes (1990) used an I2 cell at the 2.7 m McDonald telescope to achieve
10 m s−1 precision, and their analysis suggested that improvements to modeling the instrumental profile (the spectral line spread function, SLSF) could improve precision to
better than 5 m s−1 . Marcy & Butler (1992) would prove this prediction correct very
early into their 25-year survey at the Lick Observatory. Improvements to the modeling of the SLSF (Valenti et al., 1995; Butler et al., 1996) and minimizing variability in the
illumination of the spectrograph (Vogt, 1987) ultimately afforded 3 m s−1 precision on
bright Sun-like stars. HIRES (Vogt et al., 1994) at the 10 meter Keck telescope, also used
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the iodine technique for its ongoing radial velocity survey (Butler et al., 2017).
Mayor & Queloz (1995) observed the star 51 Pegasi with the ELODIE spectrograph
(Baranne et al., 1996) installed at the 1.93 m telescope at the Observatoire de HauteProvence. These RVs revealed a clear sinusoidal Keplerian curve with a semiamplitude
of 59 m s−1 . The first exoplanet around a main sequence star, 51 Pegasi b, had been
discovered.6 The planet’s short 4 day orbital period, combined with its high mass of
0.46 MJ (placing it solidly in the gas giant planetary regime), were astonishing to most of
the astronomical community (cf., Struve, 1952). A gas giant so close to its host star was
irreconcilable with theories on the formation of the Solar System planets.
Over the next several years, a growing number of planets were discovered with the
RV technique (as reviewed in Marcy & Butler, 1998). Many of these new planets were
similar to 51 Pegasi b in their mass, period, and eccentricity (e.g., ρ CrB b; Noyes et al.,
1997) and some of which were clearly gas giants but in highly eccentric couple-year orbits
(e.g., 16 Cyg B b; Cochran et al., 1997). Even as this sample grew, there was still room for
lingering doubt about the interpretation of these objects as planets, given their truly alien
properties compared to the known Solar System planets. These concerns were handily
put to rest by the discovery of three giant planets in a single system, υ And A (Butler et al.,
1999); dynamical simulations showed that this system would be unstable if sin i < 0.2,
meaning that the bodies were undoubtedly sub-stellar in true mass.
The High Accuracy Radial Velocity Planet Searcher (HARPS; Mayor et al., 2003) spectrograph at the 3.6 m ESO telescope at the La Silla Observatory ushered in a new era of
1 m s−1 RV precision. HARPS was the first spectrograph designed with planet-hunting
as the primary goal. A thorium argon lamp is used instead of an I2 cell as its wavelength
calibrator, which increases the instrumental throughput at the cost of poorer constraints
on the SLSF. However, this is mitigated by the instrument’s extreme stability; HARPS is
enclosed in a vacuum chamber that stabilizes its pressure and temperature to minimize
6

The authors were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for this discovery in 2019.
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variability in the refractive index of the air and flexure of the optical component. To date,
HARPS has discovered more than 130 exoplanets. It has achieved single-measurement
precision (smp) better than 0.5 m s−1 in some cases, but it has rarely obtained root-mean
square (rms) RV scatters better than 1 m s−1 (Fischer et al., 2016). It had become clear by
this point that instrumentation had advanced sufficiently that for even chromospherically
quiet stars, stellar activity (§1.2) was producing measurable RV noise.
CHIRON (Tokovinin et al., 2013) is a spectrograph operating at the SMARTS 1.5 m
telescope at Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory. It was designed primarily to
search for planets around the very bright and nearby star system α Cen, although its
search has extended to thirty or so other bright stars since its commissioning. CHIRON
uses the iodine technique, and (like HARPS) is capable of achieving 0.5 m s−1 smp, but
only on the very brightest stars (a consequence of the smaller telescope and the I2 cell,
which absorbs ∼50% of the stellar light), but it suffers from greater rms scatter as well
(Fischer et al., 2016). In this dissertation, Chapter 2 presents two new hot Jupiters that
were confirmed primarily with CHIRON RVs. Chapter 4 centers on assessing CHIRON’s
performance on a pair of quiet and active stars.
A new generation of spectrographs is now emerging, in hopes of reducing instrumental noise such that the only major remaining noise is astrophysical in nature. One
such instrument is the Extreme Precision Spectrograph (EXPRES; Jurgenson et al., 2016)
designed, built, and operated by the Fischer group at Yale University. EXPRES began
science operation at the Lowell Discovery Telescope in February 2019. It has an average spectral resolution of 135,000, an instrumental stability of 0.1 m s−1 (Blackman et al.,
2020), and it has achieved an smp of 0.3 m s−1 (Petersburg et al., 2020). Among EXPRES’s
design innovations are its use of a laser frequency comb for wavelength calibration (see,
e.g., Steinmetz et al., 2008; Probst et al., 2016), an extended flat-field fiber for superior
QE characterization (Blackman et al., 2020), and chromatic barycentric corrections aided
by a miniature spectrograph in the exposure meter (Blackman et al., 2017). Chapter 4
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describes EXPRES and its RV pipeline in greater detail, and it compares EXPRES’s performance to CHIRON’s on a pair of quiet and active stars.

1.2

Stellar Activity

Although the smp of the latest generation of extreme precision spectrographs is finally
within the ∼0.3 m s−1 regime, the on-sky precision of stars, when measured over several
days, months, or years, is often significantly worse. For instance, EXPRES reports an RV
smp of 0.35 m s−1 for observations of τ Ceti, but an rms of 1.75 m s−1 (see Figure 4.1). The
reason behind this discrepancy is due to astrophysical (rather than instrumental) noise,
broadly referred to as stellar activity.

1.2.1

Drivers of Stellar Activity

The application of the RV technique to a stellar target generally entails the assumption
that the star is a static light source, whose only perturbations in wavelength-space are
caused by the Doppler effect resulting from orbiting bodies. However, a variety of phenomena in stellar atmospheres conspire to complicate this simple picture, ranging from
magnetically induced convective inhomogeneities (e.g., star spots, faculae, or granulation) to resonant acoustic pulsations (e.g., p-modes).
The outer envelopes of solar-type main sequence stars are cool enough to form H−1
ions, which increase the opacity and make radiative heat transfer inefficient. Instead,
these stars have convective envelopes, in which buoyancy causes plasma to cycle turbulently upwards and downwards (Charbonneau, 2010). The motions of this electrically
conductive plasma give rise to a stellar dynamo, producing a complex and evolving magnetic field. Magnetic field lines are entrained in the plasma and, aided by differential
rotation, they can become wound into dense magnetic flux tubes (Cameron & Schüssler,
2015).
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Loops of magnetic flux that pierce the stellar surface form star spots, where convection is greatly suppressed resulting in a lower average plasma temperature (about 700 K
cooler for the Sun; Meunier et al., 2010a) and therefore a significantly darker appearance.
At solar maximum, the Sun only ever experiences a total sunspot coverage of < ∼0.5%
of its surface, but very active, young stars may experience higher star spot coverage, perhaps up to 5% (e.g., TW Hya; Huélamo et al., 2008; Donati et al., 2011). Sunspots typically
have lifetimes of a few stellar rotation periods (Hall & Henry, 1994; Murdin, 2001), but
spots on other stars may live for decades (e.g., the polar spot on the young star V410 Tau;
Carroll et al., 2012). As a rule of thumb, larger spots persist longer (Gnevyshev, 1938;
Waldmeier, 1955; Namekata et al., 2019).
Faculae are bright points in the stellar disk formed by small magnetic flux tubes. They
appear on a variety of spatial scales ranging from the scale of granules, which twinkle
on the time scales of several minutes, to facular knots, which are more diffuse and stable
over several days (Solov’ev et al., 2019; Title et al., 1992; Berger et al., 2007; Kolotkov et al.,
2017). There is no firm consensus on what makes a facula brighter than its surroundings.
The “hot wall” model of Spruit (1976) posits that in facular regions we are seeing the
walls of convective granules in deeper, hotter layers of the photosphere. However, this
theory is not able to explain the high contrast of faculae near the limb (e.g., Libbrecht &
Kuhn, 1984; Keller et al., 2004), which implicates an additional unknown source of heat
that causes the faculae to shine more brightly (Kostik & Khomenko, 2016). In any case,
solar faculae dominate the changes in total solar irradiance in UV, visible, and near-IR
wavelengths on the timescale of its 11-year activity cycle (Shapiro et al., 2016). They
tend to surround spot groups, but they are also visible without spots. Faculae are not
well-studied on other stars.
As a star rotates, its approaching limb is Doppler-shifted bluewards, and the receding
limb is redshifted. Stellar lines consist of photons originating from all parts of the visible stellar disk. Since stars spots and faculae are localized inhomogeneities in the star’s
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brightness, they can disrupt the line-shapes measured by a spectrograph and therefore
create spurious RV signals. This is known as the flux effect, and it is the dominant contributor to RV stellar noise for fast rotators (Dumusque et al., 2014). For more slowly-rotating
and quiet stars, a different effect is more important: the changing inhibition of the convective blueshift (CB) effect (Haywood et al., 2016). The CB effect is caused by the fact
that rising material (which is necessarily moving towards the observer) in a convective
cell is preferentially hotter and brighter than the sinking material, and therefore it produces to a net blueshift across the stellar disk. Faculae and spots are both manifestations
of high magnetic flux densities, which tend to arrest convection in their vicinity. Varying magnetic flux can lower local convective velocities, leading to an observable redshift
(relative to the default scenario of unimpeded convection). Figure 1.3 shows that the convective blueshift impacts individual spectral lines differently because they are formed at
different depths in the photosphere (Reiners et al., 2016).
Granules are the tops of individual convective cells on the Sun’s surface, which are
bright in their centers where hot plasma rises and dark on their boundaries where cool gas
descends (Del Moro, 2004). Millions of granules appear on the Sun’s photosphere at any
given time, with lifetimes less than about 25 minutes (Title et al., 1989). Granules are the
smallest scale manifestation of the convective process, which is hierarchically arranged:
granules on top, the larger mesogranules below, and the larger still supergranules on the
very bottom. The larger the size scale of granulation features, the longer the timescale
over which they creates spurious RVs. Supergranules in the Sun have timescales of about
33 hours (Del Moro, 2004).
Another major contributor to activity-induced RVs are p-modes: acoustic pressure
waves that propagate across the surface of a star, causing regions of the star to pulse inwards or outwards, creating detectable RV signatures (Dumusque et al., 2011). Depending
on the spectral type of the star, the magnitude of a star’s disk-averaged RV rms can range
from 0.1 and 4 m s−1 due to p-modes (Schrijver & Zwaan, 2000). The period of each star
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is unique, but it usually falls within the range of ∼5–15 minutes (Broomhall et al., 2009).
The frequency of p-modes are thought to be proportional to the square root of stellar
density, and RV amplitudes are expected to be proportional to the luminosity-to-mass
ratio for main sequence stars (Christensen-Dalsgaard, 2004).

1.2.2

Strategies to Mitigate Stellar Activity

A wide range of techniques have been developed in hopes of mitigating the impact of
stellar activity on radial velocities. Some of these techniques require additional observations (beyond radial velocity spectra), whereas others attempt to identify and utilize
spectral indicators of activity to model and remove photospheric velocities. No method
has yet been employed that is close to reducing RV rms to the 0.1 m s−1 level (Fischer
et al., 2016).
The overall level of stellar activity in a star can be measured spectroscopically by measuring the core emission of specific spectral lines. The most well-known chromospheric
tracer of activity is the Fraunhofer Ca ii H & K line pair. Although the H & K lines are
extremely broad in absorption, increased magnetic activity causes heating in the chromosphere that partially fills in the line cores (Saar et al., 1998). The SHK index is used to
quantify Ca ii H & K emission core flux relative to the nearby continuum (Wilson, 1968),
0
is a similar index designed to normalize for spectral type (Noyes et al., 1984).
and log RHK
0
Variations in log RHK
can be used to determine the stellar rotation period (e.g., Wright

et al., 2004), or monitor long-term changes in a star’s magnetic cycle, analogous to the
Sun’s 11-year cycle (e.g., Hall et al., 2007). Although the average value of SHK is diagnostic of the RV rms of a star, it rarely correlates directly with the day-to-day RV signal
produced by activity (Isaacson & Fischer, 2010). The Ca ii infrared triplet (Ca ii IRT) has
also been found to be a tracer of magnetic activity (Saar & Fischer, 2000). Another major
notable activity indicator is the Hα line, whose core also fills in partially with increased
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chromospheric heating relative to the continuum (Kürster et al., 2003). Finally, the Na i D
line is a good tracer of lower-middle chromospheric activity (Andretta et al., 1997).
Various works have attempted to correct RV measurements using chromospheric in0
dicators of activity (e.g., log RHK
by Lovis et al. 2011; Ca ii IRT and Hα by Barnes et al.

2014; the Na i D line by Robertson et al. 2015; and Hα by Robertson et al. 2013 and Giguere
et al. 2016). In one notable example, Dumusque et al. (2012) noted a near-sinusoidal vari0
ation in log RHK
in the spectra of α Cen B. They fitted and removed an RV signal that
0
they assumed was correlated linearly with the log RHK
variations, and they revealed a

0.5 m s−1 signal with a 3 day period, corresponding to a planet with a minimum mass of
1.1 M⊕ . Ultimately, however, this planet was shown to be a spurious detection resulting
from the observational window function (Rajpaul et al., 2016).
CCF features such as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and the line bisector
span (BIS SPAN; Queloz et al., 2001) can be used to measure the deformation of spectral
lines as a proxy for stellar activity. In simulations based on solar spectra, Dumusque et al.
(2014) found that for slow rotators these CCF moments could be diagnostic of whether
spots or faculae were dominant in a stellar spectrum: if the ratio of the CCF FWHM to the
RV peak-to-peak amplitude is greater than three (for HARPS-like spectra) then faculae
dominate the star; otherwise, spots do.
Gaussian Process (GP) regression is a powerful Bayesian technique with a wide variety of applications. GPs can be used to model RV time series as consisting of white noise
plus extra noise terms that are correlated with stellar activity indicators such as FWHM,
BIS SPAN, or Ca ii H & K (e.g., Haywood et al., 2014; Rajpaul et al., 2015). Because they
are so flexible, GPs can easily overfit data, making physically-motivated kernel selection
extremely important. Unfortunately, GPs are only as effective as the indicators they are
trained on, and there are currently no known perfect moment-by-moment indicators of
stellar activity. However, the GP framework remains a promising path towards implementing activity corrections if superior indicators can be identified.
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When available, photometry7 can be used to estimate the impact of spurious stellaractivity-induced RVs. Aigrain et al. (2012) developed the FF0 technique, which uses a
stellar light curve and its time derivative to compute the RV signal caused by activity.
When high-precision Kepler light curves were used, this technique was successful at
reducing stellar activity to the 2–3 m s−1 level. If simultaneous photometric and RV
observations exist8 , it is possible to construct a joint model of the RVs and the light curve.
Giguere et al. (2016) performed this procedure with CHIRON and the Microvariability and
Oscillations of STars (MOST; Walker et al., 2003) space telescope to model the activityinduced RVs of  Eridani, discovering two polar spots. They also demonstrated that the
Hα core flux in a new HH0 technique (analogous to the FF0 technique) could be used to
estimate stellar-activity-induced RVs from spectra alone.
Oscillations in the stellar surface can be readily detected in RV time series when exposures are shorter than the p-mode period (e.g., Pepe et al., 2005). One simple strategy to
diminish this effect is to simply take longer exposures of ∼15 minutes that averages over
several (∼5-minute) p-mode periods. For dealing with longer-term granulation phenomena such as supergranulation, Dumusque et al. (2011) recommends acquiring multiple
observations per night separated by two hours so that these many-hour-scale variations
can be fitted out.

1.3

The Transit Technique

The transit technique is the second pillar of exoplanet discovery and characterization
techniques. A photometric time series of a star, with some geometric luck, catch the
moment when an orbiting planet crosses the line-of-sight between the observer and the
host star. Transits of the Sun by Mercury and Venus can occasionally be seen from the
7

See §1.3 for a discussion of photometry in the context of transits.
This is rarely the case except for specific bright stars that are of great interest and warrant the use of
a space telescope.
8
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Earth, and the black circular shadows cast by these planets can be easily seen with modest telescopes. Exoplanet transits, however, are not spatially resolved. Instead, a star’s
brightness is seen to decrease and then return to its previous levels.
HD 209458 b is a hot Jupiter discovered by the RV method using Keck/HIRES. Shortly
thereafter, a transit by this planet was detected (Charbonneau et al., 2000; Henry et al.,
2000), making this the first known transiting exoplanet. Monitoring a large number of
stars from ground-based observatories with adequate precision to detect new transits
is challenging, but Konacki et al. (2003) discovered OGLE-TR-56b as part of the Optical
Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE), making this the first new exoplanet to be discovered by the transit method alone. In the past two decades, the transit technique has led
to the discovery of 3,169 exoplanets as of June 2020 (Akeson et al., 2013), far surpassing
the RV technique in terms of the sheer number of planets discovered. The overwhelming
majority of these known transiting planets were discovered using data from the Kepler
mission (see §1.3.3).
Transits also enable the study of a planet’s atmosphere through transit spectroscopy.
Starlight passing through a planet’s upper atmosphere takes on new features that are
diagnostic of the atmosphere’s local conditions (e.g., composition, pressure, cloudiness).
This technique was first used successfully by Charbonneau et al. (2002) to detect sodium
absorption in the atmosphere of HD 209458 b. Many systems with transiting planets
undergo eclipses as well. When a planet is obscured by its star, its thermal emission
is blocked. These events can be used to constrain the eccentricity of an orbit and to
study the thermal emission of a planet’s upper atmosphere (Charbonneau et al., 2005;
Richardson et al., 2007).
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1.3.1

Transit Formalism

Exoplanet orbital planes are oriented randomly with respect to our line-of-sight, and
therefore the probability P of a particular planet in a circular orbit having an orientation
such that it will transit its star is given (to first-order) by

P =

R?
,
a

(1.8)

where R? is the stellar radius and a is the semimajor axis of the planet’s orbit (Borucki &
Summers, 1984). Non-zero eccentricity will increase the probability of observing a transit
for a system with a given R? and a (Barnes, 2007). The depth (relative to the continuum)
of a transit is given by


D=

Rp
R?

2
,

(1.9)

where Rp is the planetary radius and R? is the radius of the star. R? can be calculated
using a variety of independent methods, including with spectroscopy (e.g., Brewer et al.,
2016), astroseismology (Tassoul, 1980), and spectral energy distribution fitting (SED; e.g.,
Stassun & Torres, 2016).
Most published exoplanet transits are “full” transits, meaning that a planet appears
to pass completely into the stellar disk. However, a planet may instead only partially
transit its host star: a “grazing” transit. A transit is defined as grazing when the following
condition holds:

b+

Rp
> 1,
R?
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(1.10)

where b is the impact parameter defined by

b=

d
,
R?

(1.11)

where d the minimum projected distance between the center of the planet and the center
of the star during the transit. Grazing transits are more intrinsically rare than full transits,
and they are also followed-up observationally at lower rates. Grazing transits are less
useful from the standpoint of characterization because the transit depth can be attributed
to either b or Rp , and they can be hard to distinguish from false positive scenarios such
as background eclipsing binary stars (Torres et al., 2004). However, grazing transits are
also exquisitely sensitive probes of dynamical perturbations to the transiting planet’s
orbit because small changes in i or ωp directly affect b, which (when b ≈ 1) causes large,
measurable changes in both D and the transit duration (Miralda-Escudé, 2002).
The first stage of a transit is called ingress: the period of time when a planet is entering
the projected stellar disk. During this time the light curve falls rapidly, with a precise
shape that depends on the limb-darkening profile of the star and the impact parameter.
After ingress, the light curve mostly flattens out, but it does continue to deepen slowly as
the planet approaches the brighter center of the stellar disk. After the planet passes the
center, it leaves the stellar disk during the egress phase, which looks like a mirror image
of the ingress.
The gold standard for transit searches is observing three (or more) transits; this makes
it extremely likely that the transits are real (i.e., not noise or instrumental effects) and that
they are the very same planet. Two transits are sufficient in principle to learn the period
of a planet, but unless the S/N is high, it can be tough to claim a detection based on
only two transits. Surprisingly, single transits observed with high S/N can offer some
information about the orbital period P (e.g., Foreman-Mackey et al., 2016). The transit
duration is related to the orbital velocity of the planet, which is directly related to P .
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However, this calculation is complicated by degeneracies with the orbital eccentricity
and impact parameter (although this can be somewhat constrained by the ingress and
egress shapes).

1.3.2

Synergy with RVs

Planets discovered by the transit technique have known periods, which greatly simplifies
the process of fitting RV observations. If a circular orbit is assumed (appropriate for
planets within the tidal locking radius; see, e.g., Adams & Laughlin, 2006), then the only
free parameter in Equation 1.6 is K. Additionally, since a transit requires an inclination
close to 90◦ , it ensures that mp sin i ≈ mp , allowing the RV technique to measure the
true mass of the planet.
The shadows cast by transiting planets can cause RV perturbations, through a similar
mechanism to the flux effect (described in §1.2.1). This phenomenon has been dubbed
the Rossiter–McLaughlin (RM) effect9 (Rossiter, 1924; McLaughlin, 1924). Like the flux
effect, the magnitude of the RM effect is maximized for rapidly rotating stars with a
high projected rotational velocity, v sin i, and it becomes weaker as a star approaches
a pole-on orientation with respect to our line of sight. The RM effect is a direct probe
of the transiting planet’s sky-projected angle λ between a planet’s orbital plane and its
host star’s equator (e.g., Queloz et al., 2000). In our Solar System, all of the planets are
within several degrees of the Sun’s equator. However, RM observations of other systems
have shown a wide range of λ values, especially among closely orbiting giant planets
(e.g., Crida & Batygin, 2014). λ is of great interest because it is an observable parameter
that can provide evidence in distinguishing planetary system formation and evolution
scenarios (e.g., Lin et al., 1996; Bodenheimer et al., 2000; Ford & Rasio, 2008).
9

Despite the name, as a historical note, the effect was first predicted by Holt (1893) and observed by
Schlesinger (1910).
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1.3.3

The Kepler Mission

Launched in 2009, the Kepler Space Telescope (Borucki et al., 2010) was designed to search
for new transiting planets around Sun-like stars. Kepler conducted high-precision photometry for 200,000 stars in a 115 deg2 field in the constellation of Cygnus for three years.
Analysis of Kepler data over the past decade has yielded 2,341 planet confirmations and
an additional 2,418 candidates as of June 2020 (Akeson et al., 2013). After a second reaction wheel failure in spring 2013, the spacecraft was unable to maintain adequate stability
to continue to observe the Cygnus field with high precision. In 2014, Kepler transitioned
into a new mission, K2, which ingeniously utilized the pressure provided by solar photons to stabilize the roll of the spacecraft. K2 observed twenty fields arranged around the
ecliptic plane until 2018 when the spacecraft’s fuel was finally depleted. This extended
mission yielded 409 new confirmed planets and an additional 889 planet candidates as of
June 2020 (Akeson et al., 2013).
Kepler revealed a new population of exoplanets: Systems with Tightly-packed Inner
Planets (“STIPs”), which account for more than 10% of stars (Batalha et al., 2013; Borucki
et al., 2011) (Lissauer et al., 2011). STIPS tend to have multiple transiting rocky planets
with periods ranging from about 10 to 100 days. Kepler has also observed a population of
single-transiting systems, which include small planets as well as larger planets (Johansen
et al., 2012).
Our Solar System contains no planets with radii intermediate to that of the Earth and
Neptune (3.9 Earth radii, R⊕ ), and yet these worlds were extremely common in the Kepler sample (e.g., Fressin et al., 2013). Exoplanets within this radius regime were dubbed
“super-Earths” and “mini-Neptunes,” under the assumption that some were rocky and
others were gas or ice dominated. However, there were still major questions as to how
distinct these classes of planets were and what that meant for planetary formation scenarios. Petigura et al. (2017) used Keck/HIRES to characterize with high precision the
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spectroscopic parameters of thousands of Kepler host stars, allowing Johnson et al. (2017)
to derive more precise planet radii (see Equation 1.9). From these improved data, Fulton
et al. (2017) concluded that there is a gap in the planet occurrence rate centered near
1.7 R⊕ . This discovery suggested that super-Earths and mini-Neptunes are indeed distinct classes of planets, and that the planets below the gas giant regime tend to form into
rocky planets around ∼1.3 R⊕ or into ones with gaseous envelopes around ∼2.4 R⊕ .
Perhaps the most significant discovery by Kepler is not any individual planet, but
rather what it has taught us about planet occurrence. A huge number of studies have
performed statistical inferences on the Kepler sample to derive planet occurrence rates.
For instance, Burke et al. (2015) calculates that for orbital periods between 50 and 300 days
and planetary radii between 0.75 and 2.25 R⊕ , the planet occurrence rate is 0.77+1.13
−0.47
planets per (G- or K-type) star. Even within these sizable uncertainties, it is now clear
that planets are common in the galaxy. Kunimoto & Matthews (2020) consider more
specifically the question of Earth-like planets, as defined by 0.75 R⊕ < Rp < 1.5 R⊕ with
0.99 < a < 1.70 AU for G-type stars. They place an upper bound on the occurrence rate,
η⊕ , for these planets at 18%.

1.3.4

The TESS Mission

The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS; Ricker et al., 2015) is an Earth-orbiting
telescope launched in 2018 that is conducting a photometric survey of ∼80% of the sky. It
is similar to Kepler in that its primary mission is to discovery transiting planets, but there
are major differences. Whereas Kepler monitored some 200,000 stars in a small patch of
the sky for 3 years, TESS is instead prioritizing breadth over depth. TESS’s observational
strategy involves pointing its four cameras towards a 24◦ × 96◦ north-to-south stripe
of sky, called a sector. A new sector is observed each sidereal month (∼27 days) as the
Earth’s orbit brings a new collection of stars opposite the Sun, creating a coverage pattern
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that grows to include nearly all of one ecliptic hemisphere over one year. TESS began its
planet search in the ecliptic southern sky in July 2018, and one year later it flipped over
and began its north ecliptic hemisphere survey.10 In July 2020, the spacecraft is expected
to return to the southern hemisphere once more.
TESS has detected about 50 planets to date, with an additional nearly 2,000 planet
candidates.11 Barclay et al. (2018) predicts that TESS will find around 14,000 new planets based on the data collected in its first two years. TESS’s main science priority is to
identify planets around the nearest and brightest stars that are most amenable to followup characterization. In both the north and south ecliptic poles, thirteen sectors overlap,
allowing for year-long observations of these stars. These regions correspond to the continuous viewing zone (CVZ) of the James Webb Space Telescope, which will allow JWST
to follow-up the most interesting long-period planets identified by TESS. Planets discovered outside of the CVZ will overwhelmingly be short period planets, since these sectors
are only observed for 27 days at a time, although some regions are covered by more than
one sector and thus permit longer coverage.
Planet candidates are identified with the Science Processing Operations Center (SPOC)
pipeline (Jenkins et al., 2016) by NASA Ames Research Center. These candidates are assigned TOI (TESS Object of Interest) numbers. Any astronomer who agrees to follow
TESS’s publication and data use policies is permitted to access this list of TOIs, along
with a wide array of NASA-produced validation information for each candidate planet
signal (Twicken et al., 2018). Members of the TESS Follow-up Observing Program (TFOP)
may join various subgroups (SGs) with different objectives. For efficient use of telescopic
and human resources, the ideal path to confirmation for a TOI is that the planet candidate is validated first by SG 1 (seeing-limited photometry), then SG 2 (low resolution
10
The position of six sectors in the northern hemisphere were moved northwards from their nominal
positions to avoid unexpected excessive contamination by Earth- and moonlight in two of the cameras. As
a result, sky coverage in the northern hemisphere is not so complete as in the southern hemisphere.
11
These figures are based on the TESS website accessed on June 16, 2020.
https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/tess/
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spectroscopy), then SG 3 (high-resolution imaging), then SG 4 (precise radial velocities),
and finally, if necessary, SG 5 (space-based photometry). In this dissertation, Chapter 2
discusses the confirmation of two new hot Jupiters, with contributions from members of
SG 1 – SG 4.

1.4

Outline of Dissertation

In Chapter 1, I have discussed the history, implementation, and current state-of-the-art
for the two main techniques that will be used in this dissertation to detect and characterize exoplanets: the radial velocity and transit techniques. In Chapter 2, I present the
discovery of a pair of new hot Jupiters identified by TESS and confirmed with CHIRON,
including a rare grazing transiting hot Jupiter around a moderately bright star. Chapter
3 presents a novel implementation of Principal Component Analysis (PCA), a statistical
technique that informs our ability to overcome the the major obstacle of photospheric velocities that currently prevent the RV technique from detecting small Earth-like planets.
In Chapter 4, I assess and compare the performances of two Yale-built Doppler spectrographs, CHIRON and EXPRES, on a pair of benchmark stars: one quiet and one active.
I conclude in Chapter 5 by discussing these works in the context of ongoing and future
studies, and by expressing my optimism about the future of this field.
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Figure 1.3 Reproduced from Figure 3 of Reiners et al. (2016). Absolute convective blueshift
of Fe I lines as measured by the Institut für Astrophysik, Göttingen (IAG) solar atlas. Left:
blueshift measurements for individual lines (gray points) as a function of line depth. The
measurements are corrected for gravitational redshift of 636 m s−1 . The median of the
blueshift measurements is shown in bins of size 0.05; the error bars show the standard
deviation for each bin. A third-order polynomial is fit to the binned data. Right: blueshift
measurements as a function of line equivalent width.
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Chapter 2
TOI 564 b and TOI 905 b: Grazing and
Fully Transiting Hot Jupiters
Discovered by TESS
Allen B. Davis, Songhu Wang & 55 additional co-authors
based on material published in Davis et al. (2020)

Abstract
We report the discovery and confirmation of two new hot Jupiters discovered by the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS): TOI 564 b and TOI 905 b. The transits of these
two planets were initially observed by TESS with orbital periods of 1.651 d and 3.739
d, respectively. We conducted follow-up observations of each system from the ground,
including photometry in multiple filters, speckle interferometry, and radial velocity measurements. For TOI 564 b, our global fitting revealed a classical hot Jupiter with a mass
+0.71
of 1.463+0.10
−0.096 MJ and a radius of 1.02−0.29 RJ . Also a classical hot Jupiter, TOI 905 b has
+0.053
a mass of 0.667+0.042
−0.041 MJ and radius of 1.171−0.051 RJ . Both planets orbit Sun-like, mod-

erately bright, mid-G dwarf stars with V ∼ 11. While TOI 905 b fully transits its star, we
found that TOI 564 b has a very high transit impact parameter of 0.994+0.083
−0.049 , making it
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one of only ∼20 known systems to exhibit a grazing transit and one of the brightest host
stars among them. Therefore, TOI 564 b is one of the most attractive systems to search for
additional non-transiting, smaller planets by exploiting the sensitivity of grazing transits
to small changes in inclination and transit duration over a timescale of several years.

2.1

Introduction

Transiting hot Jupiters are among the best-studied and most mysterious classes of exoplanets. Despite the discovery, confirmation, and characterization of hundreds of these
worlds, questions persist as to their mechanisms of formation and orbital evolution. It is
not known, for instance, whether hot Jupiters formed beyond the ice line and migrated
inward (Lin et al., 1996), or whether they formed close to their present-day orbits (Bodenheimer et al., 2000; Batygin et al., 2016). Are they connected evolutionarily to warm
Jupiters (Huang et al., 2016)? What can we infer about the presence of planetary companions to hot Jupiters, which evidence suggests are rare close to the star (Becker et al., 2015;
Millholland et al., 2016; Cañas et al., 2019a), but relatively common farther out (Knutson
et al., 2014)? What can the atmospheres of hot Jupiters, which are best studied through
transit and eclipse observations, tell us about their formation scenarios (e.g., Öberg et al.,
2011; Sing et al., 2016)?
Our empirical knowledge of hot Jupiters is based on the foundation of our small but
growing sample of these worlds (currently numbering ∼250). While small, rocky planets
are understood to be present, on average, around every star (e.g., Fressin et al., 2013;
Petigura et al., 2018), various studies have found that on the order of only ∼0.5% of stars
host a hot Jupiter (e.g., Howard et al., 2012; Petigura et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2019), about
∼10% of which will have a geometry resulting in a visible transit. Transiting hot Jupiters
are therefore intrinsically rare; so, given the broad and abiding questions surrounding
them, there is value in each additional example found, particularly around stars that are
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amenable to follow-up observations.
The Rossiter–McLaughlin (RM) effect (Holt, 1893; Schlesinger, 1910; Rossiter, 1924;
McLaughlin, 1924) allows measurement of the sky-projected angle λ between a planet’s
orbital plane and its host star’s equator (e.g., Queloz et al., 2000; Addison et al., 2018). The
RM measurements are most sensitive in systems with deep transits of a planet orbiting
a bright or rapidly rotating star. By measuring spin-orbit alignments of many systems,
we can probe the processes involved in the formation and migration of exoplanets (e.g.,
Lin et al., 1996; Bodenheimer et al., 2000; Ford & Rasio, 2008; Naoz et al., 2011; Wu &
Lithwick, 2011), in particular hot (Crida & Batygin, 2014; Winn & Fabrycky, 2015) and
warm (Dong et al., 2014) Jupiters and compact transiting multiplanet systems (Albrecht
et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2018).
While the Kepler (Borucki et al., 2010) and K2 (Howell et al., 2014) missions together
examined only ∼5% of the sky, the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission
(Ricker et al., 2015) is conducting a survey of ∼80% of the sky, scanning sector by sector
for transit signals around the brightest and nearest stars. After TESS completes its survey,
we will have identified nearly all of the most observationally favorable transiting hot
Jupiters that will ever be available to astronomers. Therefore, these planets will serve as
the best possible sample for testing the myriad open questions surrounding hot Jupiters.
To date, five new hot Jupiters initially detected by TESS have been confirmed: HD 202772A b
(Wang et al., 2019), HD 2685 b (Jones et al., 2019), TOI 150 b (Cañas et al., 2019b; Kossakowski et al., 2019), HD 271181 b (Kossakowski et al., 2019), and TOI 172 b (Rodriguez
et al., 2019). Additionally, the HATNet survey (Bakos et al., 2004) detected two transiting
hot Jupiter candidates in 2010, HATS-P-69 b and HATS-P-70 b, which were later observed
by TESS, leading to their confirmation (Zhou et al., 2019).
A grazing transit is a transit in which only part of the planet’s projected disk occults
the stellar disk (formally stated with the grazing transit condition, b + Rp /Rstar > 1,
where b is the impact parameter, and Rp and Rstar are the radii of the planet and star,
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respectively). Such systems are observationally rare; of the more than 3000 known transiting planets, only about half a percent exhibit a grazing transit at the 1σ level or higher
(NASA Exoplanet Archive1 ; Akeson et al., 2013). TESS has detected one grazing transiting planet so far: TOI 216 b, a warm giant planet with an outer companion near the 2:1
resonance, orbiting a V = 12.4 star (Dawson et al., 2019).
Grazing transiting systems present both upsides and downsides for a system’s characterization prospects. On the one hand, the planetary radius is more difficult to measure
because of the covariance between the planet size and other transit parameters (primarily
the impact parameter) compared to a fully transiting system. For this reason, the inferred
radius should perhaps be viewed only as a lower limit with high confidence. Furthermore,
grazing systems will exhibit lower RM amplitudes because they cover less of the rotating
star’s surface compared to a fully transiting planet.
On the other hand, grazing transits afford unique opportunities to probe other aspects
of the system. Ribas et al. (2008) attempted to exploit the near-grazing transits of the
hot Neptune GJ 436 b (Butler et al., 2004) to infer perturbations in the orbital inclination
caused by interactions with a putative nontransiting outer planet, GJ 436 c, in a 2:1 meanmotion resonance. It was later found that the proposed planet was on an unstable orbit
(Bean & Seifahrt, 2008; Demory et al., 2009), and there was a lack of expected transit
timing variation signals in future transits (Alonso et al., 2008; Pont et al., 2009; Winn,
2009). Nevertheless, the underlying methodology is sound. A close-in hot Jupiter, for
instance, will experience a precession in both its periastron and its line of nodes when
an additional planet is present in the system. These precessions cause impact parameter
variations, which, in the case of grazing transits, change both the transit duration and
transit depth dramatically. Systems with grazing transits are therefore prime candidates
when seeking to detect nontransiting exoplanets (e.g., Miralda-Escudé, 2002) and even
exomoons (Kipping, 2009, 2010).
1

http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu
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WASP-34 b (Smalley et al., 2011), a hot sub-Saturn, was the first planet discovered
to have a likely grazing transit (with a confidence of 80%), and its host star remains the
brightest known grazing transit host at V = 10.3. Other notable grazing transiting
planets include hot Jupiters such as HAT-P-27 b/WASP-40 b (Béky et al. 2011/Anderson
et al. 2011), WASP-45 b (Anderson et al., 2012), Kepler-434 b (Almenara et al., 2015),
Kepler-447 b (Lillo-Box et al., 2015), K2-31 b (Grziwa et al., 2016), WASP-140 b (Hellier
et al., 2017), Qatar-6b (Alsubai et al., 2018), NGTS-1 b (Bayliss et al., 2018), and WASP-174
b (Temple et al., 2018; Mancini et al., 2020). A pair of sub-Saturns, WASP-67 b (Hellier
et al., 2012; Bruno et al., 2018) and CoRoT-25 b (Almenara et al., 2013), are the smallest
known grazing transiting planets.
In this work, we report the discovery and confirmation of two new hot Jupiters detected by TESS, each around relatively bright (V ∼ 11) stars: TOI 564 b and TOI 905 b.
Particularly noteworthy is that TOI 564 is one of the brightest hosts of a grazing transiting planet, making it highly amenable to follow-up observations. Section 2.2 describes
the observations and data reduction methods. Section 2.3 details the stellar parameters
for the host stars. Section 2.4 presents planetary and system parameters from global
analyses. Section 2.5 summarizes these results and places them in context.

2.2
2.2.1

Observation and Data Reduction
TESS Photometry

From 2019 February 2 to 2019 February 27, TOI 564 (TIC 1003831, TYC 6012-1100-1) was
observed by TESS in sector 8 by CCD 4 on camera 2. From 2019 May 21 to 2019 June 18,
TOI 905 (TIC 261867566, TYC 9266-362-1) was observed by TESS in sector 12 by CCD 1
on camera 2. Neither target will be observed again as part of TESS’s primary mission.
The basic parameters for both targets are given in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Left: transits of TOI 564 b. Blue shows an LCO-SSO B-band light curve from
2019 May 15 (§2.2.2). Green shows a PEST V -band light curve from 2019 May 10 (§2.2.2).
Orange shows the detrended and phase-folded light curve of 11 transits from TESS
(§2.2.1). Maroon shows an LCO-CTIO z 0 -band light curve from 2019 April 13 (§2.2.2).
The model corresponding to each light curve’s filter is shown in gray (§2.4). Right: residuals obtained by subtracting the model from the observed transits.
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Figure 2.2 Left: transits of TOI 905 b. Blue shows an LCO-SSO G-band light curve from
2019 July 27 (§2.2.2). Red shows an El Sauce Rc -band light curve from 2019 July 31
(§2.2.2). Orange shows the detrended and phase-folded light curve of six transits from
TESS (§2.2.1). Maroon shows a Brierfield I-band light curve from 2019 July 27 (§2.2.2).
The model corresponding to each light curve’s filter is shown in gray (§2.4). Right: residuals obtained by subtracting the model from the observed transits.
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Table 2.1.
Parameter
R.A. (hh:mm:ss)
Decl. (dd:mm:ss)
µα (mas yr−1 )
µδ (mas yr−1 )
Parallax (mas)
T ESS (mag)
B (mag)
V (mag)
J (mag)
H (mag)
K (mag)
W 1 (mag)
W 2 (mag)
W 3 (mag)
W 4 (mag)
G (mag)
GBP (mag)
GRP (mag)
∗ For

Basic Observational Parameters
TOI 564

TOI 905

08:41:10.8368
−16:02:10.7789
−2.508 ± 0.050
−11.025 ± 0.04 2
4.982 ± 0.031
10.670 ± 0.006
11.946 ± 0.138
11.175 ± 0.103
10.044 ± 0.030
9.710 ± 0.030
9.604 ± 0.020
9.562 ± 0.023
9.598 ± 0.020
9.587 ± 0.041
—
11.142∗
11.527∗
10.622∗

15:10:38.0821
−71:21:41.8739
−25.839 ± 0.033
−41.150 ± 0.051
6.274 ± 0.028
10.572 ± 0.006
12.358 ± 0.151
11.192 ± 0.071
9.890 ± 0.020
9.510 ± 0.020
9.448 ± 0.020
9.372 ± 0.022
9.433 ± 0.019
9.291 ± 0.030
9.151 ± 0.533
11.081∗
11.509∗
10.528∗

Source
Gaia DR2
Gaia DR2
Gaia DR2
Gaia DR2
Gaia DR2
TIC V8
Tycho
Tycho
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
AllWISE
AllWISE
AllWISE
AllWISE
Gaia DR2
Gaia DR2
Gaia DR2

global fitting, we adopted an uncertainty of 0.020 for each Gaia magnitude.

The photometric data were analyzed with the Science Processing Operations Center
(SPOC) pipeline (Jenkins et al., 2016) by NASA Ames Research Center. The data have a
cadence of 2 minutes, and there is a gap of 6 days in the case of TOI 564 and 1 day in
the case of TOI 905. TESS’s CCD pixels have an on-sky size of 2100 . The SPOC pipeline
produces two types of light curves: the simple aperture photometry (SAP) light curves,
which are corrected for background effects, and the presearch data conditioning (PDCSAP) light curves (Smith et al., 2012; Stumpe et al., 2014), which are additionally corrected
for systematics that appear in reference stars.
An automated data validation report (described in Twicken et al., 2018) was created
for the PDCSAP light curve of both of our targets, revealing 11 transits on TOI 564 with
a period of 1.65114 days and six transits with a period of 3.7395 days for TOI 905. This
preliminary analysis gave a companion radius of 1.22 ± 0.16 RJ for TOI 905 , consistent
with a hot Jupiter. For TOI 564 , the pipeline gave a companion radius of 0.49 ± 0.24 RJ ,
but the impact parameter was extremely poorly constrained; we would later find that this
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impact parameter was near unity, consistent with a grazing transit, and so our ultimate
measurement of the planetary radius was substantially larger than the initial estimate
(see Section 2.4). Overall, both reports gave highly dispositive results in favor of the
planetary hypothesis. The tests used included (for TOI 564 and TOI 905, respectively)
the odd-even test (2.1σ and 1.6σ difference), the weak secondary test (3σ and 2σ for the
maximum secondary peak), the statistical bootstrap test (extrapolated FAP ∼ 3 × 10−96
and < 10−97 ), the ghost diagnostic test (core-to-halo ratio of 3.6 and 5.9), and, perhaps
most importantly, the difference image centroid offsets from either the TIC position or
the out-of-transit centroid (200 in both cases, which is one-tenth of a pixel). The difference images are also extremely clean and consistent with the difference image centroids,
demonstrating that each the transit source is collocated with the target star image to
within the resolution of the survey image.
To remove any stellar variability and other systematics that remained in the PDCSAP light curves, we further detrended the data using the following approach (see, e.g.,
Günther et al., 2017, 2018). First, we masked out the in-transit data. Then, we trained a
Gaussian process (GP) model with a Matern 3/2 kernel and a white-noise kernel on the
out-of-transit data using the celerite package (Foreman-Mackey et al., 2017). After constraining the hyperparameters of the GP this way, we applied the GP to detrend the entire
light curve. The resulting phase-folded TESS light curves near the transits of TOI 564 and
TOI 905 are shown in orange in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, respectively. For TOI 564, the
final Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) results for the GP Matern 3/2 fit to the light
+0.35
+0.0068
curve were log σ = −7.51+0.21
−0.15 , log ρ = −0.49−0.30 , and log (yerr ) = −6.5780−0.0070 .

For TOI 905, the results for the GP were log σ = −8.02+0.15
−0.13 , log ρ = −0.31 ± 0.26, and
log (yerr ) = −6.2947+0.0052
−0.0053 .
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Table 2.2.
Telescope

Ground-based Transit Photometric Observations
Pixel Scale Est. PSF Aperture Radius
(arcsec) (arcsec)
(pixel)

Date
(UT)

Duration No.
σ
(minutes) of Obs. (ppt)

Camera

Filter

Sinistro
STF-8300M
ST-8XME
Sinistro
MuSCAT2

z0
B
V
B
g 0 , r 0 , i0 , z 0

0.389
0.839
1.23
0.389
0.44

1.68
4.26
4.1
2.04
2.7, 3.5

15
9
7
14
8, 10

2019 Apr 13
2019 May 2
2019 May 10
2019 May 15
2020 Jan 13

195
82.2
155
199
60

165
48
122
169
200

0.9
12.0
3.0
1.0
3.8-4.8

g
I
Rc

0.571
1.47
1.47

9.59
4.7
4.46

15
6
6

2019 Jul 27
2019 Jul 27
2019 Jul 31

228
452
184

278
137
186

2.5
1.7
1.4

TOI 564:
LCO-CTIO (1 m)
MLAO (0.356 m)
PEST (0.3 m)
LCO-SSO (1 m)
TCS (1.52 m)
TOI 905:
LCO-SSO (0.4 m)
SBIG 6303
Brierfield (0.36 m) Moravian 16803
El Sauce (0.36 m)
STT1603-3

2.2.2

Ground-based Transit Photometry

Ground-based photometric follow-up observations were used both to confirm that the
transit signals detected by TESS were indeed on the correct stars (namely TIC 1003831
and TIC 261867566) and to ensure that the detections were robust in multiple bands. Four
distinct transits of TOI 564 were observed between 2019 April 13 and 2019 May 15 in
three unique bands from four ground-based telescopes. Two distinct transits of TOI 905
were observed on July 27 and July 31 in three unique bands from three ground-based
telescopes. Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 show the light curves for each transit observed for
TOI 564 and TOI 905, respectively.
We used TESS Transit Finder, which is a customized version of the Tapir software
package (Jensen, 2013), to schedule all of the following photometric time-series followup observations. Table 2.2 gives a summary of the observations, which are described in
detail in the following sections.

Las Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope
We acquired ground-based time-series follow-up photometry of full transits of TOI 564
on 2019 April 13 in the z 0 band and on 2019 May 15 in the B band from two Las Cumbres
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Observatory Global Telescope (LCOGT) 1.0 m telescopes (Brown et al., 2013) located at
Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) and Siding Spring Observatory (SSO),
respectively. Additionally, we observed a full transit of TOI 905 on 2019 July 27 using
the LCOGT 0.4 m telescope at SSO in the G band. All images were calibrated by the
standard LCOGT BANZAI pipeline, and the photometric data were extracted using the
AstroImageJ (AIJ) software package (Collins et al., 2017). The two 1.0 m telescopes used
for TOI 564 are each equipped with a 4096 × 4096 pixel LCO SINISTRO camera, which
each have an image scale of 0.00 389 pixel−1 . The 0.4 m telescope at SSO used an SBIG 6303
camera with an image scale of 0.00 571 pixel−1 . For TOI 564, 165 images were acquired
during the 195 minute observation in the z 0 band, and 169 images were acquired over the
199 minute observation in the B band. For the G-band transit of TOI 905, 278 images
were taken over 228 minutes.
The TOI 564 light curves show clear transit detections using apertures with radii of
∼5.00 5. The nearest known Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018) star is 2300 from
TOI 564 and 7.2 mag fainter. The FWHMs of the target and nearby stars are ∼1.00 7 and
∼2.00 0 in the z and B bands, respectively, so the follow-up aperture is negligibly contaminated by known nearby Gaia DR2 stars. The z 0 - and B-band light curves show events
having depths consistent with the TESS depth within the uncertainties.
The TOI 905 light curve also shows a clear transit detection that is consistent with
the TESS light curve using a photometric aperture with a radius of 8.00 5. Gaia DR2 finds
that there is a star that is 6.1 mag fainter located 2.00 2 away from TIC 261867566.
Maury Lewin Astronomical Observatory
We observed a transit of TOI 564 b on 2019 May 2 from the Maury Lewin Astronomical
Observatory (MLAO), a home observatory located in Glendora, California, USA, using a
0.356 m F10 Schmidt–Cassegrain Celestron C-14 Edge HD telescope with an SBIG STF8300 detector and a B-band filter. The transit was observed at relatively high airmass,
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ranging from ∼2 to ∼3, which resulted in low precision (∼12.0 ppt) and a large trend in
the time-series data. We fitted and removed this airmass trend and found that the transit’s
depth and shape were generally consistent with the other three ground-based transits
within the large error bars. Because of the lower precision of this transit observation
compared to the other B-band transit observed by LCO-SSO, we ultimately do not include
the MLAO data in the global fitting in Section 2.4.

Perth Exoplanet Survey Telescope
We observed a full transit of TOI 564 b on 2019 May 10 in the V band from the 0.3 m Perth
Exoplanet Survey Telescope (PEST). PEST is a home observatory located near the city of
Perth, Western Australia. The 1530 × 1020 pixel SBIG ST-8XME camera has an image
scale of 1.00 23 pixel−1 , resulting in a 31.0 × 21.0 field of view. Image reduction and aperture photometry were performed using the C-Munipack program coupled with custom
scripts. The light curve has a precision of ∼3.0 ppt, which is easily sufficient to verify
that the transit depth is consistent with the other light curves.

Brierfield Observatory
We observed a transit of TOI 905 on 2019 July 27 in the I band using a 0.36 m telescope (PlaneWave CDK14) at the Brierfield Observatory, a home observatory in Brierfield, New South Wales, Australia. The detector was a Moravian 16803 camera, which
provided a pixel scale of 1.00 47 pixel−1 . Seeing conditions were average, with some early
high cloud limiting pre-ingress time. We observed a continuous transit using 137 images
over 452 minutes. The images were reduced and measured as described in §2.2.2 with a
photometric aperture of 8.00 8.
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El Sauce
We observed the ingress and of a transit of TOI 905 on 2019 July 31 in the Rc band
with a 0.36 m telescope (PlaneWave CDK14) at the El Sauce Observatory, located in Coquimbo Province, Chile. The detector was an SBIG STT1603-1 CCD with a pixel scale of
4.00 46 pixel−1 . We acquired 186 images over 184 minutes that were processed with AIJ.
Conditions were excellent, with no moon or clouds. However, the camera lost its USB
connection shortly before egress, so this part of the transit was not captured in this data
set.

MuSCAT2
We additionally observed two transits of TOI 564 b on 2020 January 8 and 2020 January 13
with the multicolor simultaneous camera MuSCAT2 (Narita et al., 2019) on the Telescopio
Carlos Sanchez (TCS) located at the Teide Observatory in Tenerife, Spain. MuSCAT2 can
take high-precision simultaneous multicolor photometry in the g 0 , r0 , i0 , and zs bands.
Data were reduced with a dedicated MuSCAT2 pipeline (Parviainen et al., 2019). The
first night’s observation only covered an ingress, as the observation was interrupted by
high humidity. The second night’s observation covered a full transit, and a grazing transit
was clearly detected. Figure 2.3 shows the detrended data for both transit observations.
These data were not included in the global fitting.

2.2.3

High Angular Resolution Observations

High angular resolution observations were used to check both systems for close binary
companions (including background stars or bound binary companions). We found that
both stars have a faint companion nearby, all located within the apertures of the available
photometric observations.
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Figure 2.3 Two transits of TOI 564 b observed by MuSCAT2 on 2020 January 8 and 2020
January 13 (§2.2.2). These data were not used in the global fit. Models fitted only to these
data are shown in gray.
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SOAR/HRCam
On 2019 May 18, TOI 564 was observed using speckle interferometry with HRCam (Tokovinin,
2018; Ziegler et al., 2020) in the I band on the SOAR 4.1 m telescope. The detector has
a pixel scale of 15.75 mas pixel−1 , and the angular resolution was 63 mas. We rule out
any companions above this limit (e.g., we can rule out a 5.1 mag companion at > 100
separation).
On 2019 August 12, HRCam also conducted I-band speckle interferometric observations of TOI 905 with an angular resolution of 71 mas. The autocorrelation function (ACF)
image in Figure 2.4 shows the 5σ detection limit for this target. The HRCam reveals another source located 2.00 28 away from TOI 905 that is 5.9 mag fainter in the I band. There
is no evidence that this companion is physically associated with the system.

Palomar 5.1 m/PHARO
On 2019 November 10, TOI 564 was observed with adaptive optics (AO) using the Palomar High Angular Resolution Observer (PHARO; Hayward et al., 2001) on the 5.1 m Hale
Telescope in the H (continuum) and K (narrowband Brγ) bands. Figure 2.5 reveals that
a stellar companion is located 0.00 5 away from the primary star, with an H magnitude of
13.40 ± 0.04 and a K magnitude of 13.18 ± 0.03. These magnitudes and the H − K color
are consistent with a early-to-mid-M dwarf binary companion with a projected separation of 100 AU, or a giant star 4–5 kpc distant. The former scenario is more parsimonious,
and it has greater potential to create a false-positive (FP) detection (see §2.5.1).

2.2.4

Doppler Measurements

We obtained radial velocity (RV) measurements of both systems using three high-precision
spectrographs. The velocities for TOI 564 (Figure 2.6) and TOI 905 (Figure 2.7) both show
strong and clear Keplerian signals, which are discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 The HRCam I-band contrast curve for TOI 905 with the ACF inset. Each point
gives the measured 5σ contrast at various separations from the target, with a smoothing
line indicating the expected shape of the contrast curve. The cyan arrow indicates the
∆mag = 5.9 companion 2.00 28 away from the primary star.
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Figure 2.5 PHARO Brγ (K-band) contrast curve for TOI 564 with AO image inset. The
cyan arrow indicates a ∆mag = 3.53 companion 0.00 5 away from the primary star.
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Figure 2.6 Left: RVs of TOI 564 as a function of time, with RVs from TRES and CHIRON
plotted in orange and blue, respectively. Shown in black is the modeled RV curve based
on the median posterior values for parameters derived from the global fitting given in
Table 2.5. TRES RVs were offset to minimize the rms residual from the model determined
by CHIRON data. Right: same as left panel but with RV given as a function of orbital
phase. The transit is centered at phase = 0; the closest RV observation to this point did
not occur during the transit.
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Figure 2.7 Left: RVs of TOI 905 as a function of time, with RVs from CHIRON and HARPS
plotted in blue and green, respectively. Shown in black is the modeled RV curve based on
the median posterior values for parameters derived from the global fitting given in Table
2.5. HARPS RVs were offset to minimize the rms residual from the model determined by
CHIRON data. Right: same as left panel but with RV given as a function of orbital phase.
The transit occurs at phase = 0.
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FLWO 1.5 m/TRES
We obtained two spectra of TOI 564 with TRES (Fűrész et al., 2008) on the 1.5 m Tillinghast
reflector telescope at Fred L. Whipple Observatory (FLWO) on Mount Hopkins, Arizona,
on 2019 April 15 and 16. TRES is an R ∼ 44, 000 echelle spectrograph with a precision
of ∼10–15 m s−1 . Spectra are calibrated using a pair of ThAr lamp exposures flanking
each set of science exposures. Observations used exposure times of ∼20 minutes, which
yielded a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) per resolution element of ∼32 at 5110 Å. TRES has
an on-sky fiber radius of 1.00 15.
The reduction and analysis procedures are described in Buchhave et al. (2010). To
summarize, the 2D spectra are optimally extracted and then cross-correlated order by
order using the stronger of the two observations as the template. The RVs are determined
from a fit to the summed cross-correlation function (CCF), and the internal errors at each
epoch are estimated from the standard deviation of the RVs derived from the CCF of
each order. We also track the instrumental zero-point and precision by monitoring RV
standards every night, and we use this analysis to adjust the RVs and uncertainties. While
the internal errors dominate for this star, we do inflate them by adding the instrumental
uncertainty (∼10 m s−1 ) in quadrature. The RVs and uncertainties reported in Table 2.3
include these corrections.

SMARTS 1.5 m/CHIRON
We collected 10 spectra of TOI 564 with CHIRON (Tokovinin et al., 2013), a fiber-fed
spectrograph on the SMARTS 1.5 m telescope at Cerro Tololo, Chile, between 2019 May
4 and 2019 June 4 and 16 spectra of TOI 905 between 2019 August 5 and 2019 August
30. The short period of both planet candidates allowed us to quickly verify that the star
showed an RV signal consistent with a planetary-mass companion by observing each star
near the quadrature points implied by the transit ephemerides and the assumption of a
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Table 2.3.
BJD∗− 2400000

58588.6801
58589.6683
58607.5990
58608.5907
58609.5843
58612.5903
58621.5585
58622.5497
58625.5427
58626.5368
58637.5439
58638.5128
58701.4994
58702.5685
58704.4989
58705.5794
58706.5228
58707.5088
58708.5073
58710.5776
58713.5038
58718.5033
58719.5102
58720.5899
58721.4963
58723.4948
58724.4959
58726.4917
58739.513
58741.512

∗ Times

RV Measurements

RV †
(m s−1 )

σRV
(m s−1 )

BIS
(m s−1 )

σBIS
(m s−1 )

FWHM
(km s−1 )

σFWHM
(km s−1 )

S/N ‡

Target

Instrument

413.0
-22.8
-198.7
240.8
-184.6
-234.5
95.6
-254.5
-22.0
177.7
-223.5
207.4
32.2
83.1
-93.5
61.7
39.5
-78.8
-36.4
-5.7
94.3
-54.9
-94.1
61.4
46.2
-32.1
82.3
-81.9
83.1
-82.5

24.4
24.4
16.7
13.6
20.8
15.3
12.3
10.9
13.2
13.1
15.9
15.6
9.7
9.7
11.3
10.3
12.3
10.2
8.8
12.4
11.6
9.4
21.8
9.4
10.7
10.9
7.3
11.8
4.845
4.054

6.9
-6.9
13.7
8.6
27.4
-12.0
12.0
13.7
30.9
24.0
18.9
22.3
1.3
-2.6
-16.7
-14.1
-7.7
-18.0
-27.0
0.0
10.3
-12.9
-78.4
6.4
1.3
-12.9
9.0
38.6
43.4
15.9

10.2
10.2
10.5
9.1
12.9
15.2
10.2
9.6
10.9
8.1
13.5
15.9
16.5
14.1
19.2
18.9
22.4
13.6
16.4
20.4
11.1
16.5
31.2
16.8
14.9
25.0
14.4
20.1
—
—

—
—
10.124
10.441
9.501
10.162
10.088
10.107
10.243
10.405
10.241
10.195
9.953
9.885
9.747
9.864
9.842
9.804
9.860
9.766
9.917
9.984
9.598
9.951
9.937
9.826
9.968
9.871
6.664
6.673

—
—
0.153
0.118
0.163
0.129
0.116
0.122
0.128
0.125
0.134
0.112
0.073
0.079
0.100
0.094
0.087
0.085
0.087
0.096
0.088
0.083
0.108
0.091
0.081
0.090
0.087
0.085
—
—

31.0
34.2
37.1
47.6
30.9
38.7
39.8
39.4
38.4
48.5
43.0
39.9
46.8
42.2
36.3
41.1
38.1
39.8
44.7
38.8
44.4
45.8
28.9
44.6
44.1
38.9
45.4
40.2
39.9
44.5

TOI 564
TOI 564
TOI 564
TOI 564
TOI 564
TOI 564
TOI 564
TOI 564
TOI 564
TOI 564
TOI 564
TOI 564
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905
TOI 905

TRES
TRES
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
CHIRON
HARPS
HARPS

are reported according to the BJD at the UTC time at the midpoint of each exposure.

† CHIRON

RVs are reported with an arbitrary zero-point. The zero-points for the TRES and HARPS RVs were each chosen to
minimize the least-squares distance from the RV model for the target system based on the global analysis performed on the CHIRON
RVs and photometry.
‡ S/N

per resolution element, reported at 5110 Å for TRES and 5500 Å for CHIRON and HARPS.
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circular orbit. We then proceeded to fill out the phase curve of each planet’s orbit.
For all observations, We used CHIRON’s R = 80, 000 slicer mode, which provides
substantially higher instrumental throughput when compared to the slit or narrow slit
modes (the relative efficiencies of the modes are 0.82, 0.25, and 0.11, respectively; Tokovinin
et al., 2013). In addition, we did not use the iodine cell, which would have absorbed about
half of the stellar light in the ∼5000–6100 Å region. Each observation used an exposure
time of 25 minutes, which provided a typical S/N per resolution element of ∼40 at 5500 Å.
The on-sky fiber radius of CHIRON is 1.00 35.
The RVs were derived closely following the procedure described in Jones et al. (2017)
and Wang et al. (2019). Briefly, we first built a template by stacking the individual CHIRON
spectra, after shifting all of them to a common rest frame. We then computed the CCF
between each observed spectrum and the template. The CCF was then fitted with a Gaussian function plus a linear trend. The velocity corresponding to the maximum of the
Gaussian fit corresponds to the observed RV. We applied this method to a total of 33 orders, covering the wavelength range of ∼4700–6500 Å. Since CHIRON is not equipped
with a simultaneous calibration fiber, we obtained a ThAr lamp immediately before each
science observation. The CHIRON pipeline therefore recomputes a new wavelength solution from this calibration observation, thus correcting for the instrumental drift. Using
this method, we achieve a long-term stability better than 10 m s−1 , which has been tested
using RV standard stars. The final RV at each epoch is obtained from the median in the
individual order velocities after applying a 3σ rejection method. The corresponding uncertainty is computed from the error in the mean of the nonrejected velocities (see more
details in Jones et al. 2017). The typical RV error found was about 15 m s−1 . Finally, we
also computed the bisector inverse slope (BIS) and full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM)
of the CCF. The full results of the CCF analysis are given in Table 2.3, including the BIS
and FWHM diagnostics.
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ESO 3.6 m/HARPS
We collected two spectra of TOI 905 with the High Accuracy Radial velocity Planet Searcher
(HARPS; Mayor et al., 2003) at the ESO 3.6 m telescope. HARPS has a spectral resolution
of R = 115, 000 and a fiber with an on-sky radius of 0.00 5. Exposure times were 25 minutes,
achieving S/N ∼ 42 at 5500 Å.
Our motivation in collecting HARPS spectra was to test whether the semiamplitude of
the signal was consistent between HARPS and CHIRON, which have sky fibers of 0.00 5 and
1.00 35, respectively. If there is potential RV contamination from the nearby star 2.00 28 away
(§2.2.3), then the Doppler semiamplitude should be different between the instruments.
Figure 2.7 shows that when the HARPS RVs are offset to match CHIRON, they agree
closely.

2.3

Host Star Characterization

It is well understood that when the transit and RV techniques are used for planet characterization, we can only know the planet as well as we know the star. We derived physical
and atmospheric parameters for TOI 564 and TOI 905 using several independent methodologies and data sets that are described in the following subsections (the stellar parameters determined by EXOFASTv2 are described later in Section 2.4).
We find that among the values probed by multiple methods, there is generally agreement within 1σ–2σ, giving us greater confidence in their collective veracity. Both stars
are G-type main-sequence stars, which are roughly Sun-like in their mass, radius, and
temperature. Both stars are metal-rich. A summary of the parameters derived is shown
in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4.

Stellar Parameters

Parameter

FLWO 1.5m/TRES

SMARTS 1.5m/CHIRON

SED (Stassun)

SED (EXOFASTv2)

TOI 564
M∗ ( M )
R∗ ( R )
L∗ ( L )
Teff (K)
log g∗ (cgs)
V sin i (km s−1 )
[Fe/H] (dex)
Age (Gyr)

—
—
—
5666 ± 50
4.41 ± 0.10
3.54 ± 0.5
0.15 ± 0.08
—

1.1 ± 0.1
1.04 ± 0.05
1.06 ± 0.11
5780 ± 100
4.23 ± 0.20
—
0.34 ± 0.20
—

1.06 ± 0.06
1.092 ± 0.020
—
—
—
—
—
—

0.998+0.068
−0.057
1.088 ± 0.014
+0.028
1.078−0.030
5640+34
−37
4.364+0.032
−0.028
—
0.143+0.076
−0.078
7.3+3.5
−3.6

TOI 905
M∗ ( M )
R∗ ( R )
L∗ ( L )
Teff (K)
log g∗ (cgs)
V sin i (km s−1 )
[Fe/H] (dex)
Age (Gyr)

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

0.85 ± 0.10
1.14 ± 0.03
0.93 ± 0.05
5300 ± 100
3.94 ± 0.20
—
0.20 ± 0.10
—

1.15 ± 0.07
0.964 ± 0.052
—
—
—
—
—
—

0.968+0.061
−0.068
0.918+0.038
−0.036
0.730+0.12
−0.095
5570+150
−140
4.498+0.025
−0.027
—
0.14+0.22
−0.18
3.4+3.8
−2.3

2.3.1

Results from FLWO 1.5m/TRES

We derived spectral parameters from the TRES spectra of TOI 564 using the spectral parameter classification (SPC) tool (Buchhave et al., 2012). It cross-correlates the observed
spectrum against a grid of synthetic spectra based on Kurucz atmospheric models (Kurucz, 1993). Here Teff , log g∗ , [Fe/H], and V sin i are allowed to vary as free parameters.
We find that Teff = 5666 ± 50 K, log g∗ = 4.41 ± 0.10, [Fe/H] = 0.15 ± 0.08, and
V sin i = 3.54 ± 0.5 km s−1 .

2.3.2

Results from SMARTS 1.5m/CHIRON

We derive the atmospheric parameters of both TOI 564 and TOI 905 following the method
presented in Jones et al. (2011) and Wang et al. (2019). We used the CHIRON template
(see §2.2.4) to measure the equivalent widths (EWs) of a total of 110 Fe i and 20 Fe ii lines
in the weak-line regime (EW < 150 Å). The EWs were measured after fitting the local
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continuum using the ARES2 v2 automatic tool (Sousa et al., 2015).
We then solved the radiative transfer equation by imposing local excitation and ionization equilibrium (Boltzmann and Saha equations, respectively) and assuming a solar
metal content distribution. For this, we used the MOOG code (Sneden, 1973) along with
the Kurucz (1993) stellar atmosphere models. For models with different Teff , log g∗ , and
[Fe/H] , we iterate until no dependence between the excitation potential and wavelength
of the individual lines with the model abundance is found and with the constraint that
the model abundance is the same for both the Fe i and Fe ii lines. We note that the microturbulence velocity (vt ) is a free parameter in the fit. Using this method, we obtained the
following atmospheric parameters for TOI 564: Teff = 5780 ± 100 K, log g∗ = 4.23 ± 0.20
dex, [Fe/H] = 0.34 ± 0.20, and vt = 0.75 ± 0.10 km s−1 . For TOI 905 , we found Teff = 5300
± 100 K, log g∗ = 3.94 ± 0.20 dex, and [Fe/H] = 0.20 ± 0.10.
We adopted a value of AV = 0.10 ± 0.10 for the interstellar reddening to derive corrected visual apparent magnitudes. We also correct the Gaia parallax by a systematic offset of 82±32 µ00 (Stassun & Torres, 2018) to obtain $ = 5.0638±0.04738 and 6.66+0.32
−0.30 for
TOI 564 and TOI 905, respectively. Using the bolometric corrections presented in Alonso
et al. (1999), we calculate a stellar luminosity of L? = 1.06±0.11 L . Finally, by comparing the L? , Teff , and [Fe/H] with the PARSEC evolutionary tracks (Bressan et al., 2012),
we derived a stellar mass and radius of 1.1 ± 0.1 M and 1.04 ± 0.05 R , respectively,
for TOI 564 and 0.85 ± 0.10 M and 1.14 ± 0.03 R for TOI 905.

2.3.3

Results from independent SED fitting

Although we will compute stellar parameters based on the broadband spectral energy
distribution (SED) in a global analysis using EXOFASTv2 (see §2.4), we also perform a
separate SED analysis as an independent check on the derived stellar parameters. Here
we use the SED together with the Gaia DR2 parallax in order to determine an empirical
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measurement of the stellar radius following the procedures described in Stassun & Torres
(2016) and Stassun et al. (2017, 2018a). We pulled the BT VT magnitudes from Tycho-2, the
BV gri magnitudes from APASS, the JHKS magnitudes from the Two Micron All Sky
Survey (2MASS), the W1–W4 magnitudes from the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer
(WISE), the G magnitude from Gaia, and the near-UV (NUV) magnitude from the Galaxy
Evolution Explorer. Together, the available photometry spans the full stellar SED over
the wavelength range 0.2–22 µm for TOI 564 and 0.4–22 µm for TOI 905.
We performed a fit using Kurucz stellar atmosphere models. The priors on effective
temperature (Teff ), surface gravity (log g∗ ), and metallicity ([Fe/H]) were from spectroscopically determined values for TOI 564 and from the values provided in the TIC (Stassun et al., 2018b) for TOI 905. The remaining free parameter is the extinction (AV ), which
we restricted to the maximum line-of-sight value from the dust maps of Schlegel et al.
(1998). The resulting fits are excellent (see Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9). The reduced χ2
values for the TOI 905 fit is 1.3, while the reduced χ2 for TOI 564 improves from 3.8 to
1.6 when the NUV point is excluded; this NUV excess suggests mild chromospheric activity. The best-fit extinction is AV = 0.03+0.11
−0.03 for TOI 564 and AV = 0.06 ± 0.03
for TOI 905. Integrating the (unreddened) model SED gives a bolometric flux at Earth of
Fbol = 9.04±0.32×10−10 erg s cm−2 for TOI 564 and Fbol = 9.13±0.21×10−10 erg s cm−2
for TOI 905. Taking the Fbol and Teff together with the Gaia DR2 parallax, adjusted by
+0.08 mas to account for the systematic offset reported by Stassun & Torres (2018), gives
the stellar radius as R = 1.092 ± 0.020 R for TOI 564 and R = 0.964 ± 0.052 R for
TOI 905. Finally, estimating the stellar mass from the empirical relations of Torres et al.
(2010) gives M = 1.06 ± 0.06 M , which, with the radius, gives a mean stellar density
ρ = 1.15 ± 0.12 g cm−3 for TOI 564. We find M = 1.15 ± 0.07 M and ρ = 1.82 ± 0.31
g cm−3 for TOI 905.
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Figure 2.8 The SED of TOI 564. Red symbols represent the observed photometric measurements, where the horizontal bars represent the effective width of the passband. Blue
symbols are the model fluxes from the best-fit Kurucz atmosphere model (black).
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Figure 2.9 Same as Figure 2.8 but for TOI 905.
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2.4

Planetary System Parameters from Global Analysis

We model planetary system and stellar parameters as in Wang et al. (2019) using EXOFASTv22 (Eastman et al., 2013; Eastman, 2017; Eastman et al., 2019), a fast and powerful
exoplanetary fitting suite. We performed a global simultaneous analysis of both systems
using light curves from TESS, LCO-CTIO, PEST, LCO-SSO, Brierfield, El-Sauce; RVs from
CHIRON; and stellar spectral energy distributions. We did not include the MLAO B-band
light curve for TOI 564 because of its lower precision compared to the LCO-SSO B-band
light curve. We also did not include the two TRES or the two HARPS RVs, which, on
their own, were not informative enough to justify introducing an additional two degrees
of freedom to the fitting (namely instrumental offset and instrumental jitter); nevertheless, we note that each of these pairs of RVs were consistent with the CHIRON RVs in
both systems.
During the global fitting, we applied the quadratic limb-darkening law and performed
a coefficients fit with a TESS-band prior based on the relation of stellar parameters (log g∗ ,
Teff , and [Fe/H]) and coefficients (Claret, 2018). The corrected Gaia parallax for each
target (§2.3.2) is adopted as the Gaussian prior imposed on the Gaia DR2 parallaxes. An
upper limit is imposed on the V -band extinction of 0.14 from Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011).
To constrain each SED, we utilized the photometry from Tycho (Høg et al., 2000),
2MASS JHK (Cutri et al., 2003), AllWISE (Cutri et al., 2013), and Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018); these magnitudes are given in Table 2.1. With the initial value of Teff
(5780 ± 100 and 5300 ± 100 K for TOI 564 and TOI 905, respectively) derived from §2.3.2,
we utilized the available SED and the MIST stellar evolutionary models (Choi et al., 2016;
Dotter, 2016) to further constrain the stellar parameters.
2

https://github.com/jdeast/EXOFASTv2
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We began the fit with relatively standard hot Jupiter starting conditions, but, as suggested by Eastman et al. (2019), we iterated with relatively short MCMC runs with parallel
tempering enabled to refine the starting conditions and ensure that the AMOEBA optimizer could find a good solution to all constraints simultaneously. This is not strictly
required but can dramatically improve the efficiency of EXOFASTv2. Once we found a
good solution, we ran a final fit until the standard criteria (both the number of independent draws being greater than 1000 and a Gelman–Rubin statistic of less than 1.01
for all parameters) were satisfied six consecutive times, indicating that the chains were
considered to be well mixed (Eastman et al., 2013).
Table 2.5 summarizes the important astrophysical parameters reported by EXOFASTv2,
with median values and 68% confidence intervals (CIs) for each posterior. Additional fitting parameters are available in Appendix A. It is found that TOI 564 is Sun-like, with
+34
a mass of 0.998+0.068
−0.057 M , radius of 1.088 ± 0.014 R , and Teff of 5640−37 K; TOI 905
+0.038
is slightly smaller, with a mass of 0.968+0.061
−0.068 M , radius of 0.918−0.036 R , and Teff of
+0.076
+0.22
5570+150
−140 K. The two stars are each metal-rich, with [Fe/H] = 0.143−0.078 and 0.14−0.18 dex,

respectively, which is consistent with our understanding of hot Jupiter host stars (Fischer
& Valenti, 2005).
The masses of both planets are determined from the CHIRON RVs and the modeled
inclinations. The object TOI 564 b has a mass of 1.463+0.10
−0.096 MJ , and TOI 905 b has a mass
of 0.667+0.042
−0.041 MJ . The RV curves corresponding to the median posterior values for the
relevant orbital and planetary parameters are shown in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 in black.
The transit models based on the median posterior values for each planet and photometric band are plotted in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2. EXOFASTv2 finds a median radius
and 68% CI of TOI 905 b of 1.171+0.053
−0.051 RJ . The radius of TOI 564 b is far more difficult to
constrain; we find a median and 68% CI of 1.02+0.71
−0.29 RJ . This value is very sensitive to
small changes in the the impact parameter, which we determine to be 0.994+0.083
−0.049 with an
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◦
. 71
inclination of 78.◦ 38+0
◦ . This high impact parameter corresponds to a grazing transit
−0. 85

scenario and creates a tricky interplay between the modeled Rp and b.
The uncertainties in the radius of TOI 564 b are compounded in the median and 68% CI
−3
of the bulk density estimate of 1.7+3.1
−1.4 g cm . The density of TOI 905 b is more precisely
−3
determined to be 0.515+0.063
−0.057 g cm . We find that the eccentricity is consistent with zero,

with a median value and 68% CI of 0.072+0.083
−0.050 . Indeed, a circular orbit is to be expected
for this planet based on the rapid tidal circulation timescale (as computed by Adams
& Laughlin, 2006, with Q∗ = 106 ) of 0.043+0.20
−0.040 Gyr, which is very short compared
to the stellar age of 7.3+3.6
−3.5 Gyr. Also, TOI 905 b has an eccentricity that is consistent
+0.025
with a circular orbit: 0.024−0.017
. The tidal circularization timescale for this planet is

0.323+0.063
−0.054 Gyr.
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Table 2.5.

Median Values and 68% CIs for the TOI 564 and TOI 905 Planetary Systems

Parameter

Units

Values

Stellar Parameters
M∗ . . . . .
R∗ . . . . . .
L∗ . . . . . .
ρ∗ . . . . . . .
log g . . . .
Teff . . . . .
[Fe/H] . .
[Fe/H]0 .
Age . . . . .
AV . . . . .
σSED . . .
$.......
d........

Mass ( M ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Radius ( R ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Luminosity ( L ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Density (cgs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Surface gravity (cgs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Effective temperature (K) . . . . . . . . . . .
Metallicity (dex) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Initial metallicity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Age (Gyr) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V -band extinction (mag) . . . . . . . . . . . .
SED photometry error scaling . . . . . .
Parallax (mas) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Distance (pc) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Period (days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Radius ( RJ ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mass ( MJ ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Density (cgs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Time of conjunction (BJDTDB ) . . . . .
Optimal conjunction time (BJDTDB )
Semi-major axis (au) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Inclination (deg) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Eccentricity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Argument of periastron (deg) . . . . . . . .
RV semiamplitude (m s−1 ) . . . . . . . . .
Equilibrium temperature (K) . . . . . . . .
Tidal circularization timescale (Gyr) .
Transit depth (fraction) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Flux decrement at mid-transit . . . . . . .
Transit impact parameter . . . . . . . . . . .
Ingress/egress transit duration (days)

TOI 905

0.998+0.068
−0.057

0.968+0.061
−0.068
0.918+0.038
−0.036
0.730+0.12
−0.095
1.76 ± 0.16
4.498+0.025
−0.027
5570+150
−140
0.14+0.22
−0.18
0.12+0.19
−0.16
3.4+3.8
−2.3
0.23 ± 0.12
1.54+0.49
−0.32
6.66+0.32
−0.30
150.2+7.2
−6.9

1.088 ± 0.014
1.078+0.028
−0.030
1.095+0.090
−0.075
4.364+0.032
−0.028
5640+34
−37
0.143+0.076
−0.078
0.165+0.069
−0.072
7.3+3.6
−3.5
0.108+0.021
−0.033
1.27+0.42
−0.27
5.067 ± 0.046
197.4 ± 1.8

Planetary Parameters
P .......
RP . . . . .
MP . . . . .
ρP . . . . . .
TC . . . . . .
T0 . . . . . .
a. . . . . . . .
i........
e........
ω∗ . . . . . .
K.......
Teq . . . . .
τcirc . . . . .
δ........
Depth . . .
b........
τ........

TOI 564

TOI 564 b

TOI 905 b

1.651144 ± 0.000018
1.02+0.71
−0.29
1.463+0.10
−0.096
1.7+3.1
−1.4
2458518.20381+0.00057
−0.00058
2458549.57554+0.00045
−0.00046
0.02734+0.00061
−0.00053
78.38+0.71
−0.85
0.072+0.083
−0.050
94+32
−35
247 ± 13
1714+20
−21
0.043+0.20
−0.040
0.0092+0.017
−0.0045
0.00484+0.00039
−0.00047
0.994+0.083
−0.049
0.02139+0.00062
−0.00077

3.739494 ± 0.000038
1.171+0.053
−0.051
0.667+0.042
−0.041
0.515+0.063
−0.057
2458628.35101 ± 0.00026
2458643.30898 ± 0.00020
0.04666+0.00096
−0.0011
85.68+0.22
−0.26
0.024+0.025
−0.017
39+61
−82
89.1+3.8
−3.6
1192+39
−36
0.323+0.063
−0.054
0.01718+0.00032
−0.00030
0.01718+0.00032
−0.00030
0.816+0.010
−0.012
0.0278+0.012
−0.0038
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Table 2.5 (cont’d)
Parameter
T14 . . . . .
bS . . . . . .
τS . . . . . .
TS,14 . . .
loggP . . .
.........
TP . . . . . .
TS . . . . . .
TA . . . . . .
TD . . . . . .
e cos ω∗ .
e sin ω∗ .
d/R∗ . . . .

Units
Total transit duration (days) . . . . . . . . .
Eclipse impact parameter . . . . . . . . . .
Ingress/egress eclipse duration (days)
Total eclipse duration (days) . . . . . . . .
Surface gravity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Incident flux (109 erg s−1 cm−2 ) . . . .
Time of periastron (BJDTDB ) . . . . . .
Time of eclipse (BJDTDB ) . . . . . . . . .
Time of ascending Node (BJDTDB ) .
Time of descending Node (BJDTDB )
...................................
...................................
Separation at mid-transit . . . . . . . . . . .

2.5

Discussion

2.5.1

FP Scenarios

Values
0.0428+0.0012
−0.0013
1.152+0.14
−0.089
0.000+0.021
−0.00
0.000+0.041
−0.00
3.55+0.30
−0.46
1.937+0.099
−0.11
2458516.57+0.13
−0.14
2458517.374+0.028
−0.036
2458517.822+0.044
−0.030
2458518.580+0.036
−0.050
−0.004+0.026
−0.033
0.063+0.086
−0.058
5.05+0.33
−0.46

0.0845+0.0011
−0.0015
0.827+0.047
−0.031
0.0278+0.012
−0.0038
0.0845+0.0011
−0.0015
3.081 ± 0.035
0.458+0.063
−0.052
2458627.86+0.60
−0.85
2458630.245+0.049
−0.031
2458627.436+0.046
−0.026
2458629.288+0.032
−0.029
0.010+0.020
−0.013
0.006+0.028
−0.016
10.85+0.47
−0.59

A variety of FP scenarios can result in spurious claims of planet detections. For instance,
background eclipsing binaries (BEBs) or nearby eclipsing binaries (NEBs) can masquerade as giant planets in transit and RV data; these marginally resolved double-lined binaries can cause RV-correlated CCF variations while producing a diluted transit signal (e.g.,
Torres et al., 2004; Collins et al., 2018). We should be especially wary of these scenarios
given that nearby stars were detected in proximity to both TOI 564 and TOI 905.
Here we explicitly discuss several tests for FP scenarios. Taken together, we find that
the lines of evidence collectively demonstrate the planetary nature of these bodies.

Rejecting FP Scenarios for TOI 564 b
We examined the BIS and FWHM for possible linear correlations with the RVs using the
Pearson correlation coefficient, ρ. We calculated ρ over 100,000 realizations of the data
resampled from a bivariate normal distribution using the 1σ errors in both quantities.
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The results are shown in orange in Figure 2.10. Here TOI 564 shows no statistically significant correlation between BIS and RV, but the zero-correlation case for FWHM and RV
is excluded with high confidence. This correlation is potentially concerning.
However, we believe that the correlation is better explained as a manifestation of
systematic errors in our reduction pipeline that increase with low S/N. The correlations
between the CCF and S/N are plotted in blue in Figure 2.10, and in the FWHM case,
we see that the correlation with S/N is much tighter than with RV. In §2.5.1 we also
discuss an independent reduction using TODCOR for TOI 905, and the results support
our hypothesis that the correlation is merely a result of our pipeline not handling lowS/N cases well when deriving CCF moments.
The apparent grazing transit of TOI 564, combined with the existence of a likely Mdwarf companion in the system, raises the possibility that the system may consistent of
a close M-dwarf binary pair that orbits the G star in a hierarchical triple system. In this
scenario, an eclipse of the M-dwarf pair would be contaminated by the bright G star,
leading to a spurious planetary transit signal, and the RVs of the system would similarly
consist of high-amplitude RVs from the M-dwarf pair that are diluted by the G star.
The agreement of the 1.65 day period between the transit and RV observations rules
out a mutual-eclipse scenario in a hypothetical M-dwarf pair; such a binary must only
experience one eclipse per orbit. A single-eclipse orbit necessitates an orbit that has
nonzero eccentricity. The RVs for this system constrain the eccentricity to 0.072+0.083
−0.050 .
We simulated this geometry, assuming the two M dwarfs were each 0.3 M and
0.3 R . The semi-major axis is therefore 0.0231 au. We find that an inclination of 82.◦ 5 <
i < 83.◦ 5 is required to produce exactly one eclipse in this scenario. Although possible,
it would be unlikely a priori to find a two-body system that falls within such a tight
inclination bounds.
Furthermore, in this hierarchical triple-system scenario, an eclipse of an M dwarf
would produce transits that are deeper in redder wavelengths, in accordance with the
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Figure 2.10 The CCF correlations for the CHIRON observations of TOI 564. Left: BIS (top)
and the FWHM (bottom) of the CCF are plotted vs. both RV (orange circles) and S/N (blue
diamonds). Right: histograms of the Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ) values between
either BIS (top) or FWHM (bottom) vs. RV (orange) or S/N (blue), based on a resampling
of the data on the left.
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cool stars’ colors. A typical M3 star has B − V = 1.5, compared to the primary star’s
measured B − V value of 0.77. This color difference between the two spectral types
corresponds to a factor of ∼2 difference in the expected transit depths between B and
V if the M dwarf is being eclipsed. Instead, we find that there is only an ∼0.1 ppt depth
difference between the transit depth in B and V for this star. Indeed, the transit depths
between B (3.01 ppt) and z 0 (3.55 ppt) only differ by ∼14%. We attribute this slight
chromatic dependence to the position of the grazing transit chord, which preferentially
covers the reddened limb of the star.
The hierarchical triple-system scenario would similarly cause a color dependence in
the RVs due to a varying amount of spectral contamination from the red to the blue
wavelengths. To the contrary, we found that RVs as a function of spectral order were
distributed randomly, and there is no sign of any color dependence.

Rejecting FP Scenarios for TOI 905 b
For TOI 905, there is a marginally significant correlation between BIS and RV and a highly
significant nonzero correlation for FWHM and RV, as shown in Figure 2.11. Just as with
TOI 564, we see that the S/N has a far stronger correlation with both BIS and FWHM;
for instance, while the FWHM and RV have a nonzero correlation at the 3.3σ level, the
FWHM and S/N have a nonzero correlation at the 9.5σ level. Absent other evidence, we
attribute this correlation to this our pipeline rather than an astrophysical FP.
Nevertheless, since an extremely significant bisector correlation was detected in the
CCFs of TOI 905, we further analyzed these spectra using TODCOR (Zucker & Mazeh,
1994). We searched for additional RV components separated by less than ∼15 km s−1 in
a procedure similar to the one applied in the analysis of the wide binary companion of
HD 202772A (Wang et al., 2019). The search revealed no significant secondary velocity
signal. TODCOR confirmed that the RV signal was on target and that it was not induced
by a blend with another component. The upper limit on the relative flux contribution of
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Figure 2.11 Same as Figure 2.10, but for TOI 905.
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another star in the system was estimated to be ∼5–10%.
An independent reduction of the RVs obtained with TODCOR and BIS measurements
obtained with UNICOR (Engel et al., 2017) reproduced the observed RV semiamplitude
using the reduction described in §2.2.4, but not the strong CCF correlations found by the
CHIRON reduction; this reinforces our conclusion that the correlations (discussed here
and in §2.5.1) are dominated by reduction issues and are not astrophysical in origin.
There is a nearby star with ∆mag = 5.9 located 2.00 28 away from the primary star
(see §2.2.3). This star is also detected in Gaia DR2 with a parallax of 7.85 ± 0.55 mas.
This value differs by nearly 3σ from the primary star’s parallax of 6.27 ± 0.03 mas, so
we assume this is an unrelated background star. If TOI 905 b were an FP BEB, then we
would expect that the RV semiamplitude would depend on the degree of contamination
between the foreground and background stars. CHIRON and HARPS have sky fiber radii
of 0.00 5 and 1.00 35, respectively, which means that (modulo seeing variations) they should
experience different degrees of contamination from this background source. However,
the two spectrographs return highly consistent RV semiamplitude measurements, which
rules out the BEB interpretation.

2.5.2

Characterization from available data

Both TOI 564 b and TOI 905 b are each classical transiting hot Jupiters orbiting G-type
host stars. The former has a period of 1.65 days, mass of 1.46 MJ , and radius of ∼1 RJ ;
this radius is poorly determined because of the planet’s grazing transit. The latter has a
period of 3.74 days, mass of 0.67 MJ , and radius of 1.17 RJ . Figure 2.12 (left) shows that
these planets’ masses and radii compared to other transiting planets. Here TOI 905 b sits
comfortably among previously discovered gas giants, as does TOI 564 b, even near the
extremes of its 68% CI radius values.
Based on TOI 564 b’s calculated Teq of 1714+20
−21 K, the fact that it is a gas giant–mass
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Figure 2.12 Newly discovered planets TOI 564 b and TOI 905 b compared to known planets
that have parameters published in the NASA Exoplanet Archive (Akeson et al., 2013).
Left: mass–radius relation for confirmed transiting planets, with TOI 564 b and TOI 905 b
in red and blue, respectively, with 68% confidence indicated (errors omitted for known
planets). Both masses and radii are typical of gas giant planets. Right: grazing transit
condition vs. G (Gaia) magnitude. The orange dashed line indicates the threshold above
which transits become grazing. Planets with grazing transit probabilities greater than
84% (i.e., based on published 1σ uncertainties) are labeled in various colors or in black.
The object TOI 564 is among the brightest stars known to host a grazing transiting planet
with high confidence.
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planet, and comparison to other known hot Jupiters (see, e.g., Wu et al., 2018), it is likely
that TOI 564 b is inflated. A typical hot Jupiter at this Teq would have a radius of ∼1.3 RJ ,
which is consistent within our measured radius of 1.02+0.71
−0.29 RJ . If TOI 564 b’s radius fell
at the low end of the 68% CI derived from EXOFASTv2, it would be one of the least inflated
giant planets, given its temperature. Given the difficulties in modeling a grazing transit,
we suggest that TOI 564 b’s radius should be viewed cautiously as a lower bound. The
object TOI 905 b has a calculated Teq of 1192+39
−36 K, which puts it just past the critical
temperature of inflation (1123.7 ± 3.3 K) found by Wu et al. (2018). At 1.17 RJ , this
planet is fully consistent with known giant planets at this Teq .
The high impact parameter, b = 0.994+0.083
−0.049 , makes TOI 564 b stand out in Figure 2.12
(right), which plots the grazing transit condition vs. Gaia magnitude. The star TOI 564
is among the brightest stars known to host a grazing transiting planet; TOI 905 b has a
somewhat large, but decidedly nongrazing, impact parameter as well.

2.5.3

Potential for Follow-up Observations

Thermal Emission
Planets that undergo eclipses by their host stars allow the thermal emissions of the planets to be directly probed. We find that TOI 564 b is unlikely to be eclipsed by its host star,
with the 68% CI eclipse duration being 0.000+0.021
−0.000 d. Since the planet’s primary transit
is grazing, a complete secondary eclipse could only occur if there is a slightly eccentric
planetary orbit. Absent this scenario, it seems likely that thermal emission spectra taken
during a partial eclipse would suffer from the same degeneracies as the planetary radius
measurements.
It is expected that TOI 905 b will be eclipsed by its host, with an eclipse duration of
0.0845+0.0011
−0.0015 day. There is, therefore, potential for further study of this planet’s thermal
emission and for atmospheric characterization. At V = 11.2, this star is comparable
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in brightness to other successful secondary eclipse targets (e.g., WASP-12 b; Croll et al.,
2015).

RM Measurements
Many transiting hot Jupiters make for good targets for RM measurements of spin-orbit
alignment. We simulated the RM effect using ExOSAM (see Addison et al., 2018) for
both TOI 564 b and TOI 905 b. Following the results of the TRES observations, we set
V sin i = 3.5 km s−1 for TOI 564, and we consider two cases: an aligned orbit with λ = 0◦
and a polar orbit with λ = 90◦ . For an aligned orbit, the predicted semiamplitude of the
velocity anomaly is ∼8 m s−1 . In the case where λ ∼ 90◦ and the star has a nontrivial
V sin i, either the red-shifted or the blue-shifted limb of the star will be occulted, which
will result in a measurable, fully asymmetric RM signal of ∼7 m s−1 . With a transit
duration of just over 1 hr, it would be readily possible for a large-aperture telescope with
a spectrograph attaining better than 4 m s−1 precision with a cadence of ∼10 minutes
(e.g., Keck/HIRES, Vogt et al. 1994; Magellan/PFS, Crane et al. 2006) to measure λ in this
system. We do not have measurements of V sin i for TOI 905, but the deeper transit
would probably create a larger RM signal; e.g., arbitrarily assuming the same V sin i of
3.5 km s−1 , we find that TOI 905 b would have an RM semiamplitude of ∼23 m s−1 for
an aligned orbit.

Exploiting the grazing transit of TOI 564 b
As shown in Figure 2.12, TOI 564 is one of brightest known hosts to a grazing transiting
planet, which makes it one of the most attractive targets for long-term monitoring in
searches for transit depth variations and impact parameter variations that could reveal
the presence of nontransiting planets or exomoons (Kipping, 2009, 2010). Grazing transits
also offer an opportunity to search for exotrojan asteroids (e.g., Lillo-Box et al., 2018) by
exploiting the sensitivity of the orbit of the planet to co-orbital perturbations.
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Miralda-Escudé (2002) examined this possibility using the 51 Peg system (Mayor &
Queloz, 1995) as an example. A close-in hot Jupiter will experience a precession in both
its periastron and its line of nodes when an additional planet is present in the system.
Miralda-Escudé (2002) found, for example, that in the case of an Earth-mass planet located
at a = 0.2 au with an inclination of 45◦ , 51 Peg b would experience transit duration
changes of 1 s yr−1 , which would be detectable over many years of observation. However,
the grazing nature of TOI 564 b’s transit means that any line-of-nodes precession will
manifest itself as a change to the already-high impact parameter, upon which the transit
duration and transit depth are both extremely sensitive. These changes can be used to
dynamically constrain the presence of smaller and more distant planetary companions,
which are of particular interest because they can help address hot Jupiter formation and
evolution scenarios.
In addition to serving as a probe of other bodies in the system, TOI 564 b may also
be a valuable data point in informing the mystery behind the paucity in detections of
exoplanets with grazing transits, even after accounting for the detection biases resulting
from their shallower and shorter transits. Some of this deficit surely results from human
bias in selecting follow-up targets; V-shaped light curves are frequently found to be FPs,
which makes them a lower priority for a follow-up program whose goal is to confirm
planets. However, there has been speculation that there may be an astrophysical component to the lack of grazing transit detections as well. Polar star spots have been observed
on both main-sequence stars (Jeffers et al., 2002) and active, rapid rotators (Schuessler &
Solanki, 1992). These spots reduce the background flux of the region occulted by planets
exhibiting a grazing transit, which necessarily transit at high latitude in the default case
of λ = 0◦ . Oshagh et al. (2015) posited that this effect could be responsible for the dearth
of grazing transiting planet detections by Kepler. If TOI 564 b is indeed a grazing planet
in an aligned orbit, then its transits must cross the stellar pole, which would grant us the
opportunity to study this phenomenon.
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2.6

Summary and Conclusion

We report the discovery and confirmation of two new hot Jupiters identified by TESS:
TOI 564 b and TOI 905 b. The former is noteworthy in that it displays a grazing transit
across its Sun-like host star over its 1.65 day orbit. Both targets are main-sequence G
stars that are relatively bright (V ∼ 11), making them good targets for follow-up characterization.
Both planets were validated based on the TESS light curves, ground-based photometry in multiple filters, and robust RV detections by two different spectrographs. Both
stars were observed with speckle interferometry (HRCam/SOAR), and TOI 564 was also
observed with PHARO/Hale AO; it is a probable binary system, with an M-dwarf companion at a projected distance of ∼100 au.
We conducted multiple independent measurements of the host stars’ stellar parameters using the high-resolution CHIRON and TRES spectra, as well as an SED analysis,
and found a general agreement between the derived parameters. Using the EXOFASTv2
planet fitting suite, we ran a global analysis by simultaneously fitting the transit and RV
data with an MCMC. The impact parameter of TOI 564 b was found to be near unity, diminishing our ability to constrain its radius, but its mass, as well as the radius and mass
of TOI 905 b, was measured with high precision.
We explored and rejected a variety of FP scenarios (e.g., BEB or NEB) for both systems. We conducted simulations of the RM effect for each system, and we found that
both planets should produce detectable RM signals. It is expected that TOI 905 b will undergo secondary eclipses and therefore be amenable to thermal emission measurement;
TOI 564 b probably does not experience secondary eclipses. We noted that the unique
sensitivity of grazing transits to small orbital perturbations may be exploited to search
TOI 564 (one of the brightest known grazing transit hosts) for additional nontransiting
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bodies, and also that the grazing transit offers the opportunity to study polar star spots.
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Chapter 3
Insights on the Spectral Signatures of
Stellar Activity and Planets from PCA
Allen B. Davis, Jessi Cisewski-Kehe, Xavier Dumusque, Debra
A. Fischer, and Eric B. Ford
based on material published in Davis et al. (2017)

Abstract
Photospheric velocities and stellar activity features such as spots and faculae produce
measurable radial velocity signals that currently obscure the detection of sub-meter-persecond planetary signals. However, photospheric velocities are imprinted differently in
a high-resolution spectrum than in Keplerian Doppler shifts. Photospheric activity produces subtle differences in the shapes of absorption lines due to differences in how temperature or pressure affects the atomic transitions. In contrast, Keplerian Doppler shifts
affect every spectral line in the same way. With a high enough signal-to-noise (S/N) and
high enough resolution, statistical techniques can exploit differences in spectra to disentangle the photospheric velocities and detect lower-amplitude exoplanet signals. We use
simulated disk-integrated time-series spectra and principal component analysis (PCA)
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to show that photospheric signals introduce spectral line variability that is distinct from
that of Doppler shifts. We quantify the impact of instrumental resolution and S/N for this
work.

3.1

Introduction

The search for exoplanets is one of the most exciting scientific pursuits of this century.
In the past 20 years, hundreds of exoplanets have been detected using the Doppler (or
radial velocity; RV) technique. These discoveries have inspired booming new subfields in
astronomy: exoplanet detection and characterization. NASA’s Kepler Mission (Borucki
et al., 2010) stopped just short of deriving robust statistics for Earth analogs in the primary Cygnus field, but its transit observations have shown statistically that a substantial
fraction of the stars in our galaxy have planetary systems, and that small rocky planets
are ubiquitous (Howard et al., 2012; Fressin et al., 2013; Buchhave et al., 2014; Dressing &
Charbonneau, 2015). Upcoming space missions, including the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS; Ricker et al., 2014), the CHaracterizing ExOPlanet Satellite (CHEOPS;
Fortier et al., 2014), and PLAnetary Transits and Oscillation of stars (PLATO; Rauer et al.,
2014), will detect transiting planets with small radii in short period orbits around bright
nearby stars, which will be well-suited for RV follow-up.
There have been several improvements to RV precision over the past two decades.
Butler et al. (1996) ushered in an era of 3-m s−1 precision, and the HARPS spectrograph
(Pepe et al., 2002; Mayor et al., 2003) reached even greater RV precision with a vacuumenclosed, thermally stabilized instrument. There has been significant progress on many
of the challenges associated with instrumental stability (Podgorski et al., 2014), and the
current state-of-the-art RV precision is now about 1 m s−1 (Fischer et al., 2016). However,
this is a factor of 10 larger than the RV amplitude for a single Earth-mass planet orbiting a
1 M star at 1 au in a circular orbit. Next-generation stabilized spectrographs with ultra-
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high spectral resolution, laser frequency comb calibration, and improved CCD detectors
will aim to reach an instrumental measurement precision of about 10 cm s−1 (Pepe et al.,
2014; Halverson et al., 2016; Jurgenson et al., 2016).
These instruments will only succeed if we are able to distinguish stellar photospheric
velocities (often collectively called “stellar jitter”) from orbital velocities. Photospheric
velocities manifest themselves as time-correlated red-noise superimposed on Keplerian
signals caused by planets. The amplitudes of these velocities range from 1 m s−1 for quiet
stars to several hundreds of m s−1 for the most active stars. Currently, astronomers try
to decorrelate the photospheric contributions to the radial velocity using diagnostic information such as the line bisector span (“BIS SPAN”; as defined in Queloz et al., 2001) or
the FWHM of the cross-correlation function, or emission in spectral lines that form in the
lower chromosphere, such as Ca II H&K or H-alpha line-core emission. This approach
works reasonably well for quiet stars with planets whose orbital velocity amplitudes are
greater than 1 m s−1 , but it has not been successful at disentangling the relative contributions from smaller amplitude signals (Dumusque et al., 2017).
One possible path forward is to use the ∼105 pixels that compose a spectrum to characterize the apparent RV shift due to photospheric velocities instead of trying to decorrelate a post-processed radial velocity measurement based on a global spectral shift. Such
a technique could take advantage of the varying sensitivities of specific spectral lines to
photospheric effects, as well as subtle line-shape distortions that cannot be recognized
from a single line. In this work, we apply principal component analysis to simulated
spectra to demonstrate under controlled conditions that the spectral signatures of planets
and stellar activity features are unique, and that they are imprinted differently in stellar
spectra. Our results suggest that there is information embedded in spectra that has gone
unutilized by the radial velocity community, and that future statistical techniques could
leverage this information to obtain far more precise and accurate RV measurements.
In Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we provide an overview of photospheric velocities and present
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our model to produce simulated active spectra. We then introduce principal component
analysis (PCA) in Section 3.4 and explore the effects of varying the signal-to-noise (S/N)
and instrumental resolution on the PCA results. Finally, we discuss the implications of
these results in Section 3.5.

3.2

Photospheric velocities

Stellar RV “jitter” is caused by a variety of physical processes. Cool stars have convective envelopes that support acoustic modes with meter-per-second velocity variations
on timescales of several minutes (Kjeldsen & Bedding, 1995). Granulation in the photosphere is a manifestation of thousands of rising warm gas cells surrounded by a network
of descending cool gas (Del Moro, 2004). Granulation flow velocities are km s−1 , leading
to a net blueshift of hundreds of m s−1 in full-disk observations of Sun-like stars (Gray,
2009; Meunier et al., 2017). The granulation blueshift depends on stellar properties and
for a given star varies by meters-per-second as photospheric magnetic fields evolve over
timescales shorter than a few days (Lefebvre et al., 2008; Dumusque et al., 2011).
Magnetic fields coalesce into flux tubes that are bright when they are small (faculae1 )
and dark when they are large (spots). These flux tubes form and decay on timescales
comparable to the stellar rotation period, which is typically days to weeks. As dark spots
and bright faculae evolve and rotate across the visible hemisphere, they alter the weighting of projected velocities. Equatorial rotation velocities of km s−1 give rise to m s−1
perturbations due to evolving spots and faculae (Saar & Donahue, 1997; Lagrange et al.,
2010; Dumusque et al., 2014). In practice, these perturbations are responsible for limiting
the RV rms of quiet stars to ∼1 or 2 m s−1 (e.g., the Rocky Planet Search, Motalebi et al.
2015; or the California Planet Search, Isaacson & Fischer 2010).
1

Some previous papers, including Dumusque et al. (2014), refer to faculae as plages. However, plages
are the chromospheric counterparts to photospheric faculae and have a more limited effect, filling in the
line cores of specific atomic features such as hydrogren absorption.
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Figure 3.1 Comparison of the average solar spectrum (black) and the scaled difference
between the active and inactive solar spectrum (red) in two nearby bands. Most of the
absorption lines seen here are partially filled in by the activity, but there are subtle differences in the way each line responds. (J. Valenti provided this figure as a courtesy).
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Spots and faculae impact photospheric velocities in two main ways. First, the flux
effect is induced by the differential contrast of flux between hot faculae or cool spots
and the photosphere; breaking the flux balance between the blueshifted approaching
limb and redshifted receding limb creates a time-varying radial velocity signal whose
magnitude depends on the v sin i of the star (Saar & Donahue, 1997) and the temperature
difference between the activity feature and surrounding photosphere, ∆T . The flux effect
is thought to be the dominant line-shape perturbation for spots on stars with v sin i > 8
km s−1 (Dumusque et al., 2014); the dominant broadening of absorption lines for stars
with lower v sin i is due to pressure-broadening rather than rotational-broadening, and
so the flux effect does not strongly perturb the wings of these lines. Haywood et al. (2016)
determined that the inhibition of the convective blueshift effect and flux effect contribute
about 2.4 m s−1 and 0.4 m s−1 , respectively, to the Sun’s RV rms.
Second, the uniform convective blueshift of a star’s photosphere may be disrupted
by magnetic activity, which will suppress convection, resulting in an apparent redshift
(Dravins et al., 1981; Cavallini et al., 1985). This inhibition of the convective blueshift
effect is the dominant RV perturbation of faculae, which have only a weak flux effect
(Meunier et al., 2010a,b; Dumusque et al., 2014). Solar faculae are observed to have filling
factors that are larger than sunspots by a factor of ∼10 (Chapman et al., 2001), and therefore the facular inhibition of the convective blueshift effect tends to be the dominant
source of RV jitter for slow rotators over timescales comparable to the stellar rotation
period (Haywood et al., 2016) and the magnetic cycle period (Meunier et al., 2010a).
Taken together, photospheric velocities will add spurious, time-coherent scatter to the
center-of-mass Doppler velocities. Fortunately, stellar jitter has some distinct properties
that we can exploit:

1. photospheric contributions to jitter (such as from spots and faculae) are often tied to
the stellar rotation period, which can be measured or estimated from photometric
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time-series (e.g., Boisse et al., 2011);
2. jitter is not a persistent Keplerian signal—it waxes and wanes on varying timescales
(e.g., Gregory, 2016); and
3. the magnetic fields and temperatures associated with photospheric activity have
unique spectral signatures. For example, low-excitation-potential lines trace cooler
components in the photosphere (e.g., spots), whereas high excitation lines indicate
warmer components (e.g., faculae). The cores of very strong lines (Ca II H&K,
Balmer lines) are sensitive to chromospheric heating (Noyes et al., 1984).

Studies of stellar jitter thus far have generally tried to decorrelate radial velocities
derived with either the iodine technique or cross-correlation, and have neglected the rich
information content of spectra. Figure 3.1 shows an average solar spectrum (black) from
the Integrated Solar Spectrograph, and the scaled difference between spectra obtained
during active and inactive phases (red). Clearly, the spectral response to activity differs
from one spectral line to the next on the Sun. This behavior was also recently observed
for α Cen B; Thompson et al. (2017) compared spectra from active and inactive phases
of α Cen B and found “pseudo-emission lines” that were partially filling in absorption
troughs, with morphologies that varied on a line-by-line basis.
Identifying the specific lines that respond strongly to activity, and characterizing
these responses, is beyond the scope of this paper, but the simple fact that there are
subtle wavelength-dependent differences between quiet and active solar spectra provides
information that can be leveraged to construct an improved method of determining radial
velocities.
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3.3

Simulated Spectra

In order to examine the detailed spectral effects of stellar activity in a controlled and
interpretable experiment, we use the SOAP 2.0 code to generate a collection of spectra
from a star with a spot, a facula, or a pure Doppler shift.

3.3.1

SOAP 2.0

We use the Spot Oscillation and Planet code 2.0 (SOAP 2.0; Dumusque et al., 2014) to
create simulated disk-integrated spectra of a star. SOAP 2.0 is a successor to the original SOAP code (Boisse et al., 2012), which simulated the photometric and RV impacts of
starspots (but not of faculae). Although the published SOAP 2.0 code performs its calculations and analyses using a 401-data-point cross-correlation function (CCF) for computational efficiency, we have modified it to function with the entire ∼500,000 data-point
spectra.
The SOAP 2.0 code breaks a star’s surface into a 300-by-300 grid, placing a quiet
solar spectrum (Wallace et al., 1998) in each grid box; this spectrum has a resolution
of ∼1, 000, 000 and S/N of ∼1000. The Wallace et al. (1998) spectrum is continuumnormalized, and the telluric features have been fitted out where possible, although some
strong telluric regions have been masked out. For grid boxes designated as spots, SOAP
2.0 inserts a sunspot spectrum (Wallace et al., 2005). No high-resolution atlas of facula
spectra exists in the literature, and so grid boxes that contain faculae instead use the spot
spectrum whose flux is scaled according to the contrast ratio between the faculae and
photosphere.
Once spectra are assigned to a grid box, they are shifted according to their projected
rotational velocities. The flux effect and inhibition of the convective blueshift are both
applied for active regions. Limb-darkening and limb-brightening (for facula) laws are
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also applied (see Section 2.3 of Dumusque et al., 2014). We adopt ∆Tspot = −663 K,
and ∆Tfacula ranges from 35 to 250 K depending on the facula’s limb distance (Meunier
et al., 2010a). Finally, SOAP sums the individual spectra from each grid box to obtain an
integrated spectrum of the entire disk.

3.3.2

Model Spectra Created

Nine sets of time-series spectra were produced by SOAP 2.0 in the wavelength range from
3925.87 Å to 6661.54 Å. The nine sets correspond to nine simple cases:
1. an equatorial spot with either S = 0.1%, S = 1%, or S = 5%,
2. an equatorial facula with either S = 0.1%, S = 1%, or S = 5%,
3. a planet in a circular orbit with either K = 1 m s−1 , K = 10 m s−1 , or K =
50 m s−1 ,
where K is the radial velocity semiamplitude of a planet, and S is the filling factor of an
active region given by


2
S = πRAR
/2πR?2 × 100%,

(3.1)

where RAR is the radius of the active region, and R? is the stellar radius.
Each set is composed of 25 spectra that are evenly spaced in phase over one solar
rotation period of 25.05 d. The inclination of both the stellar rotational axis and the
planet’s orbit is 90◦ . Active regions cross the centerline of the visible hemisphere of the
star at a phase of 0.
The sizes of the active regions are chosen to represent a range of realistic sizes. For the
active Sun, S = 0.1% spot coverage is typical, while for a star that would be considered
“active” for an RV survey, such as  Eri, spots may cover 1% of the star (Giguere et al.,
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2016). Very young, extremely active stars, such as TW Hya, may have spot coverage
around S = 5% (Huélamo et al., 2008; Donati et al., 2011). Faculae on stars other than
the Sun have not been studied in great detail.
To simulate Doppler shifts arising from a planet, we start with the disk-integrated
SOAP 2.0 model of the quiet Sun. A planetary RV curve is computed with a period of 25.05
d in circular orbit. The mass of the planet is selected so that the RV amplitude is similar
to the amplitude of the variability from the spots or faculae according to Dumusque et al.
(2014). For each point in the time-series RVs, the shifted wavelengths, λs , are calculated
using the relativistic Doppler formula
1 + vc
,
λs = λ0 q
v2
1 − c2

(3.2)

where λ0 is the set of original wavelengths, v is the RV, and c is the speed of light in a
vacuum (Einstein, 1905). In order to apply principal component analysis to this data set,
it is necessary to resample the shifted spectrum from λs back to λo (see Section 3.4.1)
with cubic spline interpolation.
These SOAP 2.0 integrated spectra (with no added noise and with full resolution)
are labeled as our “ideal" spectra; they are used as the starting point for creating more
realistic simulated spectra with a range of spectral resolutions and S/N. For every S/N
and resolution combination we choose, we create fifty sets of spectra with independent
realizations of noise.
Resolution R is obtained by convolving with a Gaussian whose FWHM is given by

FWHM(λ) = λ/R.
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(3.3)

The average S/N per resolution element is

S/N = (S/N )px ×

√

s,

(3.4)

and we adopt s = 3 for the sampling of the line spread function.
Our realistic simulated spectra do not include other effects such as the S/N loss from
the blaze function, or lower throughput of blue wavelengths (e.g., EXPRES, Jurgenson
et al. 2016; or HARPS, Mayor et al. 2003). We also ignore the effect of time-varying
telluric contamination.

3.4

Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA; also called the Karhunen–Loève transform in certain
applications) is a standard statistical technique with a variety of applications (Pearson,
1901). It can be used to reconstruct data based on a small number of principal components
to denoise spectra (Martínez González et al., 2008) or for processing high-contrast images
(Soummer et al., 2012). PCA has also been used to measure line-shape perturbations in
spectral lines in order to estimate the average magnetic field strength of a star (Lehmann
et al., 2015), and to explore the impact of stellar activity on the CCF (see Section 4.2.2 of
Fischer et al., 2016).
Given an n × p data matrix Y , PCA is a process of defining a new coordinate system
for Y that is made up of orthogonal dimensions representing the directions of decreasing variance in the data. The first dimension of the new coordinate system is labeled as
principal component (PC) 1; this is the direction in p-dimensional space of greatest variance in the original data. PC 2 is the orthogonal direction that has the second greatest
variance, and so forth. This procedure can continue until p PCs have been calculated, but
in practice, the majority of the variance in the data matrix is often captured in only m
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PCs, where m << p. When this occurs, PCA can be an effective method for dimension
reduction with minimal information loss.
We perform PCA on a data matrix Y , which contains 1 set of 25 time-series spectra.
The ith row, jth column element Yij is the intensity of the jth wavelength at time ti .
Y is column-centered (i.e., column means are set to zero) and is scaled (i.e., column values are divided by their standard deviations). Y is then factorized using singular value
decomposition to obtain

T
,
Yn,p = Un,n × Sn,p × Wp,p

(3.5)

where U and W are both orthonormal matrices, and S is a diagonal matrix whose entries
are the singular values.
In this factorization, the kth column of W is the kth principal component vector. The
magnitude of the jth component of the kth PC vector indicates the relative amount that
the jth wavelength contributed to the kth PC direction. In other words, if the jth PC
1 vector component has a large magnitude, then it indicates that the jth wavelength is
responsible for a large amount of variance in the data.
The “scores” for principal component k are the projections of each row of Y onto the
PC k direction and are given by Yn,p × Wp,p . Therefore, score k represents the relative
locations of each spectrum along PC k. If a particular spectrum has a score that is far
from zero for a given PC, then the spectrum occupies a more extreme position along that
PC direction compared to the other spectra in the data matrix.
Since Y is centered and scaled, the kth PC captures some fraction, fk , of the total
variance in the data; fk is given by
2
Sk,k
fk =
,
np

(3.6)

where Sk,k is an entry in the diagonal matrix S. PCA requires that if k < l, then fk ≥ fl ,
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which ensures that the PCs are sorted in order of the amount of variance captured.
Since these are simulated spectra, there is no barycentric correction to apply, and so
we do not need to put the spectra into the star’s reference frame. With real data, however,
it would be necessary to ensure that every spectrum is in the same reference frame so
that spectral features are aligned in the data matrix. It is also essential that the spectra
in Y be sampled at identical wavelength values because PCA treats each column as an
independent variable, and therefore it does not look for any relation between neighboring
wavelengths.

3.4.1

PCA of Ideal Spectra

We use PCA to examine the ideal (i.e., no noise added and with full resolution) SOAP
2.0 spectra sets. Figure 3.2 shows the fraction of variance f captured by each PC for a
number of cases. We find that PC 1 captures more than 99.99% of the variance in every set.
For the spots and faculae, subsequent PCs do offer some information, while the higher
PCs for planets have far smaller f values. In our simulated data, there is real information
contained beyond PC 1 in the case of spots and faculae, with higher principal components
capturing more variance for the larger activity features.
Figure 3.3 examines the structure of PC 1 vector components for these same three sets.
The magnitudes of the planet’s PC vector components are greatest where the slopes of the
spectral lines are greatest, since these are the wavelengths that experience the greatest
variation when the spectra are redshifted and blueshifted. As a result, the structure of
the PC 1 vector components is qualitatively identical for every single line in the Dopplershifted spectra, unlike the lines for the active region spectra, whose vector components
differ from line to line. This demonstrates that the spectral variability is manifested very
differently for spectra with active regions than for those with pure Doppler shifts.
There are several examples of lines that vary greatly in the spot and facula sets. Both
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Figure 3.2 Fraction of variance f captured by the first six principal components. Top: f
for an S = 1% spot, S = 1% facula, and K = 10 m s−1 Doppler shift. f falls rapidly for
the planet, but later PCs are capture more variance for the active regions. Bottom: f for
three different sizes of injected spot signals. Larger spots have more variance captured
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of the Ti i lines in Figure 3.3 show high variance in a particular PC 1 direction (shown
as blue). The Ni i line near 5011 Å responds in the opposite PC 1 direction (shown as
red). This window was chosen arbitrarily, and there are numerous examples of strongly
responsive wavelengths across the entire spectrum.
The PC 1 vector components for the spot and facula sets are nearly indistinguishable in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 verifies that these vector components are extremely wellcorrelated with one another, but not with the PC 1 vector components for the planet.
This implies that the variability in the spot and facula sets is extremely similar (modulo
scaling), while the spectra of the active regions and the planet vary differently. A likely
explanation for this correlation is that SOAP 2.0 uses the sunspot spectrum as a starting
point when producing both spots and faculae; it is possible that the spectral alterations
applied by SOAP 2.0 for the facula are small compared to the intrinsic line-by-line variability between the spectra of a spot and the quiet photosphere.

3.4.2

PCA of Realistic Simulated Spectra

We use our realistic simulated spectra to explore the relation between S/N, resolution,
and the information content of active region spectra and pure Doppler-shifted spectra.
For the jth realization of noise, score i is calculated for a realistic spectra set; this is
labeled Zij . The structure of Zij as a function of time is compared to the structure of
score i for the corresponding ideal spectra set, Zi0 .
As noise is added and as the resolution is reduced, scores corresponding to earlier
PCs maintain their structure, but the scores for higher PCs eventually become noisedominated. This trend is demonstrated in Figure 3.5, which shows scores 1 through 6 for
the S = 1% spot at R = 150, 000 and S/N = 800. It is clear in this example that for
scores 1 through 3 there is close agreement between Zi0 and the scores of the fifty noise
realizations for the realistic spectra. For scores 4 through 6, there is no such agreement.
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Figure 3.4 Correlations between the PC 1 vector components of SOAP 2.0 spectra sets
from 5000 to 5010 Å. PC vector components plotted here correspond to the same spectra
shown in Figure 3.3. The high Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, ρ, shows
that the PC 1 vector components for the S = 1% spot and S = 1% facula sets exhibit a
tight, linear relationship (left). In contrast, the PC 1 vector components for the spot and
planet sets show no significant correlation (right).
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Figure 3.5 Scores 1 through 6 for 50 realizations of noise for the 1% spot series. For
this example, the resolution was R = 150, 000, and the S/N = 800. The colored lines
represent the scores of individual noise realizations, while the black lines indicate the
scores of the ideal spectra with full S/N and resolution. Visual inspection suggests that
scores 1 through 3 show a high degree of correlation between the realistic spectra and
the ideal spectra (cf. Figure 3.6).
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We quantify the closeness of this agreement for the score i and noise realization j
by calculating the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, ρij , of Zij and Zi0 .
Since the signs of the PC directions and scores are arbitrary in PCA, we consider only
the absolute value of each ρij when we assess the strength of the correlation between
Zij and Zi0 . We also compute the p-value for each correlation in order to test the null
hypothesis that the correlation between Zij and Zi0 is zero against the alternative that it
is not zero (i.e., a two-sided alternative). 2
Figure 3.6 shows the distributions of |ρ| and the p-values for the case of the S = 1%
spot at R = 150, 000 and S/N = 800. As in Figure 3.5, it is evident that the score 1
and score 2 are extremely well-correlated between ideal and realistic sets, with subsequent scores showing less correlation. Scores 4 through 6 have correlation distributions
that are peaked near zero, and therefore are unlikely to contain real structure. This is
also captured by the p-value distributions for scores 4 through 6, which are significantly
greater than p = 0.001.
We define a quantity Σρ to represent the number of PCs whose scores can be recovered with confidence for a particular S/N and resolution. We allow ρij values to contribute toward Σρ only if the corresponding p-values, pij , are less than 0.001.3 We define
a function g to enforce this condition:


 1 : p < 0.001
g(p) ≡
,

 0 : p ≥ 0.001

(3.7)

The Fisher Z Transformation was used on the correlation coefficients as the test statistic; when Zij and
are close to Gaussian, the Fisher Z Transformed correlation’s sampling distribution is approximately
Gaussian.
3
Since multiple hypothesis tests are carried out, the p-value cutoff of 0.001 is not the true significance
level. There are various ways to account for multiple testing. For each PC, 50 tests are run. A simple
though conservative adjustment is the Bonferroni correction, which would give a family-wise error rate
of 0.001 × 50 = 0.05.
2

Zi0
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where p is a p-value. We can then define Σρ as

Σρ ≡

10 X
50
X

g(pij )

i=1 j=1

ρij
,
50

(3.8)

where i is the index over the 10 PCs that were computed for each set, and j is the index
over the 50 realizations of noise for each set.
Finally, we define an integer quantity, NPC , which is equal to Σρ rounded to the
nearest integer (with 0.5 rounding to 1). NPC will serve as a metric for comparing the
relative information content of a set of spectra with varying S/N and resolutions.
Figure 3.7 shows how NPC varies as a function of S/N, instrument resolution, and the
size of the activity feature or Keplerian RV amplitude. The lines of equal photon flux in
Figure 3.7 indicate the expected relation between S/N and resolution for a given amount
of flux and a fixed sampling:

1
S/N ∝ √ .
R

(3.9)

This relation holds in the photon-limited observational regime considered in this work.
For example, HIRES (R = 55, 000) and HARPS (R = 115, 000) each obtain typical S/N of
a few hundred (see Fischer et al. 2016 for the resolution and typical S/N of many other
current RV instruments).
Comparing the lines of equal photon flux to the NPC breakpoints reveals that high
resolution is important for identifying photospheric signals, providing larger NPC values
even after accounting for the concomitant S/N decrease. An example is shown in the
S = 5% spot subplot: a particular line of equal photon flux (red dashed line) crosses
the breakpoint between NPC = 3 and NPC = 4 (yellow dashed line) near a resolution
of 150,000. In general we see that breakpoint crossings occur at higher resolutions for
lower S/N values.
The three Doppler-shift cases shown in Figure 3.7 look completely different from their
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active region counterparts, even though the effective RV semiamplitudes of the sets are
similar. For even the largest pure Keplerian signals examined, there is at maximum only
one significant PC. Noise becomes dominant for the K = 1 m s−1 signal over much of
parameter space, yielding NPC = 0.

3.5

Discussion

Our simulations show that PCA reveals variability in time-series spectra that is correlated
with the presence of spots, faculae, or planets. This work examines the isolated effects
of these phenomena as a first step toward learning how to disentangle the more realistic
case of combined spots, faculae, and planetary signals. In this section we review our
results and discuss them in the context of moving toward this goal.

3.5.1

Spectral-line Dependence of Activity

We find that the directions and magnitudes of variance (i.e., the principal component
vector components) in time-series spectra of a spot or facula are significantly different
from those corresponding to spectra containing a Doppler shift. The PC 1 vector components for activity features show structure that varies from one spectral line to another;
this wavelength dependence is distinct from the broad wavelength dependence related to
the contrast ratio between active regions and the photosphere (cf., Reiners et al., 2010).
We interpret this line-by-line difference as arising from the varying sensitivity of specific atomic transitions to temperature variations, or to the depth of formation in the
photosphere. Ti i, for instance, is a temperature-sensitive transition; we posit this sensitivity is the reason for the unique structure of Ti i’s PC 1 vector components in Figure
3.3. This type of line-by-line information has not yet been fully exploited by current RV
techniques, and our results show that there is a wealth of information hidden within the
thousands of individual spectral lines.
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Our observations of line-by-line spectral variability are similar to those of T. Carroll,
whose work is described in Section 4.2.2 of Fischer et al. (2016). Carroll used PCA to
analyze the CCFs of HARPS spectra of the slow rotator HD 41248. Carroll found that PC 1
contained nearly the entire Doppler signal, and that the Doppler signal’s amplitude varied
by ∼150 m s−1 when comparing CCFs derived from high- or low-excitation-potential
lines.
The difference between the PC 1 vector components of Doppler shifts and stellar
activity features, illustrated in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, demonstrates that spectra contain the
information needed to distinguish between these phenomena if the spectral resolution
and S/N are high enough. Figure 3.6 shows that the variance in these spectra can be
described with a small number of PCs, meaning that information that can be combined
across all of these wavelengths to reveal new, vector-based stellar activity indicators that
may well be more informative than traditional scalar indicators (e.g., CCF FWHM or BIS
SPAN).
Our results imply that current methods to decorrelate RVs have room for improvement, and that statistical techniques leveraging the pixel-by-pixel variability in timeseries spectra offer a promising path forward. The current state-of-the-art RV technique
involves deriving raw RV measurements from the center of the CCF, and then correcting these RVs based on activity indicators (using, e.g., Gaussian Processes; Rajpaul et al.,
2015). We show that absorption lines respond to activity in a non-uniform way, therefore
averaging over thousands of lines that have each been perturbed by stellar activity will
necessarily wash out information. Activity indicators based on the CCF’s shape are also
based on the average perturbation of absorption lines, and so these too are diluted by the
line-by-line variability of stellar activity. Furthermore, non-CCF-based activity indicators, such as Ca II H&K or H-alpha line-core emission, are created in the chromosphere,
and are therefore only imperfectly correlated with the instantaneous photospheric velocity fields, which are the true cause of spurious RV signals. Using PCA and controlled
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simulated spectra, we have shown that it is possible to empirically quantify the variability
in each of the ∼105 pixels composing a spectrum, which is a direct probe of the spectral
manifestations of photospheric activity.

3.5.2

The Value of High Resolution

Comparing the structures of the principal component scores for spectra with lower resolution and S/N to the ideal spectra reveals that higher resolution is better able to retrieve
information content from spectra that have been affected by stellar activity. Figure 3.7
demonstrates in the S = 1% spot case, for instance, that there are certain regimes in
which increasing the resolution will permit more significant principal components to be
recovered, and therefore greater information content, despite suffering from the accompanying S/N loss. Higher resolution requires longer exposure times to reach a given S/N.
Our simulations also show that additional principal components can also be seen with
higher S/N. In an era where stellar magnetic activity is the main obstacle to detecting
low-mass planets, it will be very beneficial to consider the trade-off between S/N and
resolution at the design phase for an instrument. The exposure time scales linearly with
increasing resolution, but of course exposure time scales as the square of the S/N.
The advantages of higher resolution are at odds with previous studies that report
diminishing returns in RV precision beyond R ∼ 100, 000 (e.g., Bouchy et al., 2001).
Because the RV precision is proportional to the slope of the spectral lines, the precision
does not improve significantly once the spectral lines are fully resolved at a resolution of
about 80,000. However, these simulations ignore the impact of photospheric velocities.
Dumusque et al. (2014) demonstrated that active regions on slowly rotating stars produce
line profile variations because of convective blueshift inhibition. High resolution better
samples the line profile, and therefore providing information that can be used to better
characterize stellar activity. Our simulations show that this information is still imprinted
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in the spectrum and that, with high resolution, it is possible to distinguish these line
variations from Keplerian Doppler shifts.
With a new generation of high-resolution spectrographs imminent, this result is encouraging for future studies of young and active stars, whose planetary populations have
so far been exceptionally difficult to probe with the radial velocity technique because of
stellar jitter on the order of hundreds of m s−1 . Given the significant and distinctive signatures that large photospheric features have displayed in our simulated spectra, it seems
plausible that RV jitter could be reduced around these active stars with next-generation
high-resolution spectrographs and newly developed statistical techniques.
The ultimate goal, of course, it is to disentangle the simultaneous effects of sub-meterper-second Doppler shifts and of small additional spot and facula perturbations. Figure
3.7 shows that the S = 0.1% spot and facula cases and the K = 1 m s−1 planet case all
have NPC < 1 over much of the parameter space occupied by many current and future
planet-searching spectrographs. This result need not be concerning, however, because
this only implies that the variance due to noise is greater than the variance due to the
injected signal in an individual spectrum. In reality, ∼1 m s−1 planets are detectable
because analysis methods are designed to search for Keplerian shifts and dozens to hundreds of observations are used to recognize the periodic signal. We are optimistic that
new statistical techniques may prove similarly successful for activity features once the
full information content of the spectrum is utilized.

3.6

Conclusion

This paper presents our application of principal component analysis (PCA) to examine
the spectral signatures of spots, faculae, and pure Doppler shifts in simulated spectra
produced with the SOAP 2.0 code. Our motivation is to move toward the development of
a new method of computing Keplerian radial velocities that utilizes the rich information
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content of the ∼105 pixels constituting a spectrum to fit simultaneously for both Doppler
shifts due to planets and spectral-line perturbations that are astrophysical in origin.
We applied PCA to disk-integrated time-series spectra of spots and faculae to reveal
that their spectral signatures are distinct from those of planets. While a set of Dopplershifted spectra shows qualitatively similar variability for every line, each absorption line
in the active spectra is affected differently; this could lead to the identification of new
indicators that directly probe photospheric activity. In our simulations, we found that
the information required to distinguish photospheric and planetary signals is contained
within the stellar spectrum, and that it should be possible to exploit this information with
high-quality data and an appropriate statistical framework.
When we applied PCA to spectra with realistic instrumental resolution and noise, we
found that a number of the principal components were still nearly identical to those of
the ideal spectra. Through this simulation we also found that stellar activity features are
described by multiple significant principal components (especially larger features), while
Doppler-shifted spectra are described by only one significant principal component. According to our simulations, extremely high resolution, even in excess of R∼150, 000,
gives a comparative advantage over high S/N when attempting to maximize the information content in observations that contain photospheric activity. The subtle effects of
photospheric activity are contained in the profiles of absorption lines, and high resolution
gives additional information about higher-order spectral variability that may be essential as we move toward the more complex case of combined stellar activity and planetary
signals.
To fully take advantage of upcoming survey missions like TESS, it is essential that we
overcome stellar noise so that small, nearby planets can be characterized. Our work suggests that statistical techniques operating on a pixel-by-pixel basis on high-quality data
from next-generation spectrographs will offer a promising path forward toward measuring and correcting for photospheric velocities.
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Figure 3.6 Left: histograms of the correlations between the scores of the ideal spectra set
for a 1% spot and the scores for 50 realizations of realistic spectra sets with S/N = 800
and R = 150, 000. The inset magnifies the region near unity for score 1 and score 2.
For this collection, Σρ = 2.93: score 1 and score 2 each contribute a value of ∼1, and
score 3 contributes ∼0.9. There are therefore three significant PCs. Right: histograms
of p-values for the same set. The p-values for scores 4 through 6 are all greater than the
cutoff of 0.001, and so they do not contribute at all to Σρ .
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Figure 3.7 NPC for sets of spectra that contain a spot, facula, or Doppler shift of varying
sizes. Within each subplot, the instrumental resolution and S/N per resolution element
are varied. Regions of parameter space that have high NPC values contain more information in their spectra than those with lower NPC values within the same family of features
(e.g., S = 1% spots). The gray lines are lines of equal photon flux; as light is dispersed at
higher resolution the S/N falls correspondingly.
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Chapter 4
A Tale of Two Spectrographs: A
Comparison of CHIRON and EXPRES
on Touchstone RV Targets
Abstract
CHIRON and EXPRES are high-precision radial velocity (RV) spectrographs designed,
constructed, and operated by the Yale Exoplanet Lab. CHIRON is among the most advanced members of the previous generation of spectrographs, and EXPRES is a new instrument that began science operation in February 2019 and was designed with the goal
of enabling the detection of Earth-like planets around Sun-like stars. In this work, we
assess the performances of the two spectrographs on τ Ceti and  Eridani: bright, wellstudied stars that are common targets for RV planet searches. Of particular interest is
the problem of stellar activity, which currently prevents RV precision much better than
1 m s−1 on most stars. τ Ceti is a very quiet star, while  Eridani is active. We conduct
a periodogram analysis and a collection of planet injection and recovery simulations to
compare the performance of the two instruments. Our results underscore the importance
of addressing stellar activity through data analysis; exquisite instrumental precision is
necessary but not sufficient to reach extreme on-sky precision for real stars.
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4.1

Introduction

Advancements in spectrograph instrumentation and analysis software have driven radial velocity (RV) precision from ∼10 m s−1 with ELODIE (Baranne et al., 1996) down
to ∼1 m s−1 with dedicated RV planet-hunting spectrographs such as HARPS (Mayor
et al., 2003) and CHIRON (Tokovinin et al., 2013). Since then, the past decade has seen a
bottoming out of RV precision near 1 m s−1 (Fischer et al., 2016). Now a new generation
of spectrographs is here, whose members include EXPRES (Jurgenson et al., 2016), NEID
(Schwab et al., 2016), and ESPRESSO (Pepe et al., 2014). These instruments aim to push
Doppler precision towards the tens-of-cm s−1 level, which corresponds to the Doppler
semiamplitude of an Earth-sized planet orbiting in the habitable zone of a Sun-like star.

4.1.1

Stellar Activity

Stellar activity produces spurious signals that can mimic or obscure the Keplerian signals
of exoplanets in RV data. These photospheric velocities have a wide variety of causes
relating to time-varying magnetic phenomena near a stellar surface including star spots
(Dumusque et al., 2014), faculae (Haywood et al., 2016), acoustic oscillations (p-modes;
Kjeldsen & Bedding, 1995), and granulation (Del Moro, 2004). Stellar activity is present in
all stars at at least the ∼1 m s−1 level (Dumusque et al., 2011), but it is more pronounced
in stars with shorter rotation periods (e.g., Isaacson & Fischer, 2010). The activity level of
0
a star is often characterized by the log RHK
index based on the Ca ii H & K line emission

core flux (Noyes et al., 1984).
There is not yet a panacea for photospheric noise, but observational strategies can
help mitigate granulation noise (Dumusque et al., 2011). Gaussian processes (GPs) hold
potential as a framework for decorrelating photospheric velocities (Rajpaul et al., 2015),
but they are only as successful as the activity indicators they are trained on. Searches
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for superior, nontraditional activity indicators are ongoing (e.g., Davis et al., 2017; Wise
et al., 2018), as are new Doppler analysis techniques that consider each line individually
allowing for superior activity diagnostics (Dumusque, 2018). There is hope that new
high-resolution spectrographs will allow for this information to be accessed and utilized
more effectively (Davis et al., 2017).

4.1.2

Yale Doppler Spectrographs

In the past decade, the Yale Exoplanet Lab has designed and constructed two high-precision
Doppler spectrographs. The first is CHIRON (Tokovinin et al. 2013; with updates described in §2.9 of Fischer et al. 2016), which is installed on the SMARTS 1.5 m telescope
at Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO). The original purpose of the instrument was to collect high-cadence RVs of the α Cen system, but its mission has since
expanded. CHIRON monitored about thirty bright stars between 2012 and 2015, including τ Ceti and  Eridani. In recent years, CHIRON has been used to perform follow-up
mass measurements to confirm and characterize planet candidates (e.g., Wang et al., 2019;
Davis et al., 2020) identified by TESS (Ricker et al., 2015). CHIRON is capable of achieving
a single measurement precision (smp) of 0.5 m s−1 but only on the very brightest stars.
CHIRON is a fiber-fed spectrograph with an on-sky fiber diameter of 2.00 7. Light is conducted along an octagonal fiber, which provides superior scrambling to a circular fiber. A
small amount of light is picked off to feed an exposure meter, which is used to calculate
photon-weighted midpoints for the barycentric correction. CHIRON is equipped with an
image slicer that provides a resolution of 90,000, but it is sensitive to illumination variations, limiting the RV precision in this mode to a few m s−1 . For high-precision RVs on
bright stars, a narrow slit mask is used, giving a resolution of 140,000 but lower throughput. Although the echelle grating is in a vacuum enclosure, the rest of the instrument
is not. The optical bench is temperature controlled to minimize variations to less than
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0.1◦ C. Changes in temperature or pressure are accounted for through the use of an I2
(iodine) cell for wavelength calibration, which provides a direct measure of any changes
to the wavelength offset or the line spread function at the cost of ∼50% of the stellar light.
CHIRON’s full wavelength range spans from 440 to 650 nm, with partial orders from 620
to 870 nm; this range misses the Ca ii H & K lines, but it does include the Ca ii infrared
triplet. The I2 cell provides calibration over the interval of 510 to 620 nm, so only these
wavelengths are used to determine RVs.
The Yale Exoplanet Lab’s most recent instrument is the EXtreme PREcision Spectrograph (EXPRES; Jurgenson et al., 2016). EXPRES was designed based on lessons learned
from previous generations of planet-hunting spectrographs. Its primary mission is the
100 Earths Survey, which seeks to discover small, rocky habitable-zone planets around
nearby Sun-like stars. The instrument was commissioned on the Lowell Discovery Telescope1 (LDT; Levine et al., 2012; DeGroff et al., 2014) in late 2017, and it began full science operations in February 2019. EXPRES has demonstrated an instrumental stability
of ∼0.1 m s−1 (Blackman et al., 2020), with a single measurement precision of ∼0.3 m s−1
under typical observing conditions (Petersburg et al., 2020).
EXPRES is divided into a front end module (FEM) and back end module (BEM). The
FEM is installed on an instrument cube on the LDT, and it receives light from the telescope using a deployable tertiary mirror, which facilitates rapid switching between instruments. Light first passes through an atmospheric dispersion corrector, which consists
of a pair of rotatable prisms that undo the effects of atmospheric chromatic dispersion.
A fast tip-tilt mirror keeps the star image centered on an octagonal fiber, which subtends a diameter of 0.00 9 on the sky. This 60 m fiber snakes down through the mount and
into the spectrograph room, which houses the BEM. Light from the octagonal science
fiber is reimaged into a tall, narrow rectangular fiber via a double scrambler and pupil
slicer. This fiber is agitated by a mechanical device that manipulates the fiber along mul1

Known at the time as the Discovery Channel Telescope; DCT
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tiple axes in order to average over many configurations of modal noise (Petersburg et al.,
2018). About 2% of the light is picked off and sent to an exposure meter, which contains a
small spectrograph that is used to calculate chromatic barycentric corrections (Blackman
et al., 2017). The rest of the light is injected into the spectrograph itself, which lives in a
vibrationally stabilized and thermally insulated vacuum chamber. The light is dispersed
by the echelle grating, which provides a median resolution of 137,500. The beam is then
cross-dispersed by two large prisms before being imaged onto the CCD. The CCD has
a sampling of four pixels per resolution element. Wavelength calibration is provided by
a laser frequency comb (LFC; see Steinmetz et al., 2008; Probst et al., 2016), which provides evenly spaced emission lines from 530 – 750 nm. This is the range used for Doppler
analysis, but EXPRES is optimized to provide a stable line spread function from 380 –
780 nm.

4.1.3

Outline

In this work, we compare the performances of CHIRON and EXPRES on a pair of touchstone radial velocity stars: τ Ceti and  Eridani. In Section 4.2, we gives the stellar parameters of τ Ceti and  Eridani and review the results of past planet searches for each
star. In Section 4.3, we describe the RV pipelines and the RV observations. In Section 4.4,
we conduct a periodogram analysis of the RV data sets. In Section 4.5, we present planet
injection and recovery simulations for each data set. We discuss the results in Section
4.6, and then conclude in Section 4.7.

4.2

Comparison Sample

CHIRON and EXPRES are separated by about 65◦ in latitude, which limits the number
of suitable common targets that both instruments can observe. We chose τ Ceti and
 Eridani for this work because they are both extremely bright and well-characterized
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stars visible to both instruments. Both stars also have a long history of RV observations.
τ Ceti is a chromospherically quiet solar analog, and  Eridani is a chromospherically
active K star.

4.2.1

τ Ceti

τ Ceti is a very bright G8V star at V = 3.50. Table 4.1 gives its stellar parameters. The star
0
is remarkably quiet (log RHK
= −4.98; Brewer et al., 2016), and it is shows lower levels

of stellar activity than the Sun. Slight variations in the Ca ii H & K lines suggest that the
star has a rotation period of about 34 days (Baliunas et al., 1996; Isaacson & Fischer, 2010).
Judge et al. (2004) has proposed that the star could be in a Maunder-minimum-like phase
of its long-term activity cycle. Teixeira et al. (2009) used high-cadence HARPS spectra to
perform asteroseismology on τ Ceti; they found that the star’s oscillations are only about
half of the amplitude of the Sun’s, and that the star has a p-mode period of 222.7 s. An
excess of far infrared (FIR) emission centered on τ Ceti has been interpreted as evidence
for a debris disk that stretches from 10 to 55 au. The total dust mass is about 10 times
greater than that of the Kuiper belt, suggesting that it is constantly being replenished
by cometary collisions (Greaves et al., 2004). The disk appears to be inclined ∼35◦ from
face-on (Lawler et al., 2014), so it is likely that this is the inclination of any planets in the
system.
The star’s brightness, proximity, solar-like spectral type, and low activity levels have
together made τ Ceti a prime target for small-planet RV searches by instruments such
as HARPS (Mayor et al., 2003), HIRES (Vogt et al., 1994), and UCLES (Diego et al., 1990).
Tuomi et al. (2013) analyzed thousands of RVs from each of these three instruments using
autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models to search for planetary signals buried
within the stellar noise. They found five planetary signals with periods ranging from
14 days to 642 days and masses between 2 and 6 M⊕ , all of which yielded K < 1 m s−1 .
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Table 4.1.

Stellar Parameters for τ Ceti

Parameter

Value

Reference

Spectral Type
V Magnitude
Parallax
MV
Mass
Radius
Luminosity
B−V
Teff
log g∗
[M/H]
Prot
V sin i
SHK
0
log RHK
Age

G8.5V
3.50
277.52 ± 0.52 mas
5.72
0.78 M
0.80 R
0.49 L
0.72
5333 K
4.60
−0.43
34 days
0.1 km s−1
0.17
−4.98
12.41 Gyr

Gray et al. (2006)
Ducati (2002)
Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018)
derived from above
Brewer et al. (2016)
Brewer et al. (2016)
Brewer et al. (2016)
Ducati (2002)
Brewer et al. (2016)
Brewer et al. (2016)
Brewer et al. (2016)
Isaacson & Fischer (2010)
Brewer et al. (2016)
Brewer et al. (2016)
Brewer et al. (2016)
Brewer et al. (2016)

These putative planets would be dynamically stable. Tuomi et al. (2013) stopped short of
claiming a definitive planetary origin for these signals because their analysis relied on
assumptions of Gaussian errors, and because they could not discover any of the signals
independently in more than one data set. Later, Feng et al. (2017) analyzed 9,000 HARPS
RVs of τ Ceti and discovered a wavelength-dependence to the RVs, which they attributed
to stellar activity. After attempting to correct for it, they found four planet candidates,
only two of which overlapped with the planet candidates identified by Tuomi et al. (2013).
All of the Feng et al. (2017) planet candidates have K < 0.6 m s−1 , and they remain
unconfirmed.

4.2.2

 Eridani

0
 Eridani is a very bright (V = 3.73) and active (log RHK
= −4.49; Isaacson & Fischer,

2010) K2V star. Its stellar parameters are given in Table 4.2. The star has a clear rotation
period of about 11.2 days (using photometry; Fröhlich, 2007) or 11.3 days (using SHK ;
Noyes et al., 1984). On the timescale of years,  Eridani experiences a 13 year activity
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cycle, but there are also periodicities in the activity near 3 and 5 years (Metcalfe et al.,
2013). High-contrast imagining has ruled out massive planets beyond 80 au (Janson et al.,
2015). A Kuiper-belt analog disk is present around the star past about 60 au, inclined
about 25◦ to the plane of the sky (Greaves et al., 1998); substructure within the disk
could be explained by a planet with a semi-major axis of about 10 au (Greaves et al.,
2005). Giguere et al. (2016) observed  Eridani simultaneously with the Microvariability
and Oscillations of STars space telescope (MOST; Walker et al., 2003) and with groundbased RV instruments including CHIRON. They used RVs and photometry to create a spot
model of the surface of the star, which converged on a pair of large polar spots. They
also found that the Hα core depth was correlated with the RVs, suggesting that variation
in the Hα line core can be used to decorrelate photospheric velocities from Keplerian
velocities (at least for this star).
 Eridani’s stellar activity makes it an especially challenging target for RV planet
searches. Campbell et al. (1988b) measured RV jitter on the star at the level of 30 m s−1 .
Later, Hatzes et al. (2000) analyzed nearly 20 years of RVs from four planet search groups
and detected a Keplerian signal corresponding to a Jovian planet with a ∼7 year orbit.
Evidence for this companion mounted after a comparable 7 year signal was detected by
combining Hubble Space Telescope and ground-based astrometry observations with the
RV data set (Benedict et al., 2006). However, this planet was not seen in later, higher
precision RVs from HARPS (Anglada-Escudé & Butler, 2012; Zechmeister et al., 2013).
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Table 4.2.

4.3
4.3.1

Stellar Parameters for  Eridani

Parameter

Value

Reference

Spectral Type
V Magnitude
Parallax
MV
Mass
Radius
Luminosity
B−V
Teff
log g∗
[M/H]
Prot
V sin i
SHK
0
log RHK
Age

K2V
3.73
312.22 ± 0.47 mas
6.20
0.82 ± 0.05 M
0.74 ± 0.01 R
0.32 ± 0.03 L
0.88
5039 ± 126 K
4.3 ± 0.09
−0.088 ± 0.024
11.2 days
1.7 ± 0.3 km s−1
0.47
−4.49
0.6 ± 0.2 Gyr

Gray et al. (2006)
Ducati (2002)
Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018)
derived from above
Baines & Armstrong (2012)
Baines & Armstrong (2012)
Baines & Armstrong (2012)
Ducati (2002)
Baines & Armstrong (2012)
Gonzalez et al. (2010)
Gonzalez et al. (2010)
Fröhlich (2007)
Saar & Osten (1997)
Isaacson & Fischer (2010)
Isaacson & Fischer (2010)
Mamajek & Hillenbrand (2008)

Radial Velocities
RV Pipelines

CHIRON Pipeline
CHIRON obtains its RVs using a forward modeling technique and an iodine cell as its
wavelength calibrator (see, e.g., Butler et al., 1996). This cell has been observed at extremely high S/N and resolution with a Fourier Transform Spectrograph (FTS). This FTS
measurement of the iodine cell’s spectrum, IFTS , is an essential ingredient of each subsequent step of the pipeline. B star spectra are also used at several points throughout the
pipeline. B stars have nearly featureless spectra and therefore serve as ideal back lights to
characterize any potential drifts in the spectrograph. The only narrow absorption lines
present in these spectra are iodine (or telluric) lines.
A B star is observed through the iodine cell every night that a science spectrum is obtained, which allows for the determination of the line spread function (LSF) of CHIRON
at that epoch. A Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm is used to optimize a sum-of-
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Gaussians function that represents the LSF that best reproduces the observed B star,
ObsB :

ObsB = IFTS ∗ LSF,

(4.1)

where ∗ is the convolution operator. At some point in the observing program, multiple
back-to-back high-S/N spectra of a specific target star are acquired in iodine-free observations. These spectra are coadded to produce a stellar template spectrum (Obstemp ). On
the same night, a B star is also observed, and the LSF is calculated using Equation 4.1.
Then the LSF is deconvolved from the stellar spectrum template to obtain a deconvolved
stellar spectrum template (DSST):

Obstemp = DSST ∗ LSF.

(4.2)

During normal science operations, the LSF is determined using a B star observation
as in Equation 4.1. Next, a target star is observed with the iodine cell in the light path.
The iodine cell imprints its absorption spectrum onto the starlight that passes through
the telescope and instrument optics on the way to the CCD. In this process, the pristine
iodine lines are degraded by precisely the same LSF as affects the observation of the target
star, Obstarget . The radial velocity of the stellar spectrum is then determined by solving
(with an LM algorithm) for the RV that minimizes the function

Obstarget = (DSST (RV ) × IFTS ) ∗ LSF.

(4.3)

These series of operations are performed independently on hundreds of spectral “chunks,”
which each consist of a 2 Å slice of an echelle order. Each chunk is analyzed independently. Ultimately, the RVs of the hundreds of chunks are then averaged to obtain a single
RV for the epoch.
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EXPRES Pipeline
EXPRES uses a laser frequency comb (LFC) as its principal wavelength calibrator. The
LFC creates ∼20,000 narrow emission lines (evenly spaced in frequency) between 5,300
and 7,500 Å (Petersburg et al., 2020). A thorium-argon (ThAr) lamp is used to generate
emission lines at known wavelengths that are identified by the thid.pro code written by
Jeff Valenti. The ThAr lamp is used to obtain a preliminary wavelength spacing that
is sufficient to identify the LFC modes. Next, a 2D polynomial described by a 10 × 10
matrix of coefficients is fit to the LFC lines and the ThAr lines simultaneously. Finally,
these coefficients are interpolated as a function of time using a cubic spline. During a
science run, LFC images are obtained while the telescope is slewing between targets, and
there is an LFC image available every ∼30 minutes or so. This cadence is sufficient to
capture and calibrate away intranight wavelength drift by sampling the cubic spline at
the photon-weighted midpoint time of each science observation.
We apply a wavelength-dependent barycentric correction (BC; described in detail in
Blackman et al., 2017) to the wavelength solution to compensate for the changing chromatic transparency of the atmosphere as a star rises or sets. An exposure meter with a
1 s cadence and a low resolution spectrograph are used to identify the photon-weighted
midpoint in eight bands. The barycentric velocity for each band is calculated separately,
and then a third degree polynomial is used to apply this smooth solution to all EXPRES
wavelengths. Depending on the declination, hour angle, and exposure time, the magnitude of the RV error averted by accounting for chromaticity in the BC may be on the
order of ∼10 cm s−1 .
In this work, we use the forward modeling method (described in detail in Petersburg
et al., 2020) to obtain RVs from EXPRES. The following procedure is applied for each
of the ∼2,000 independent 2 Å chunks within a spectrum. For a given science target, a
preliminary spectral template is assembled by coadding several high S/N telluric-removed
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(see Leet et al., 2019) spectra. An extremely high S/N, high resolution spectrum of the
Sun (Wallace et al., 1998) is transformed step-by-step to match this preliminary template.
The solar spectrum is broadened and shifted to provide an ansatz alignment with the
template, and then up to 60 nodes are placed at locations within a chunk where the
difference spectrum indicates that the fit is poorer than expected given the preliminary
template’s S/N. Gaussian features with FWHMs matching EXPRES’s resolution are placed
at the nodes to make small improvement to the fit. The collection of these transformed
solar spectrum chunks constitutes a new master template for the target. For each chunk
within a science observation, we calculate the RV offset between the science observation
and the master template; the only free parameters here are the RV and the normalization
scale factor, which are both determined with an LM algorithm. The mean RV of each
chunk over the time series is subtracted away to remove any systematic offset within
specific chunks due to quirks of the fitting process. Thus, we assign a weight wij for
chunk i and observation j using the equation
n
P
−1
wij
= χ2ij

j

(vij − v j )2
n−1

,

(4.4)

where v is the velocity, v j is the median velocity for all chunks within observation j,
and n is the total number of observations for the target. After rejecting the chunks with
the highest χ2 values, the RV of the entire science spectrum is determined based on a
weighted average of the remaining chunks.

4.3.2

Observations

τ Ceti RVs
CHIRON obtained 965 RVs of τ Ceti from 2012 June 13 to 2013 September 27. Most spectra were acquired using the narrow slit mode (R ∼ 140, 000), although many used the
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slit mode (R ∼ 95, 000) instead. All spectra were processed using the iodine pipeline
described in §4.3.1. Typical exposure times were 15 minutes. The average single measurement precision, σsmp , is 1.05 m s−1 . The root mean square (rms) RV scatter, σrms , was
2.42 m s−1 . CHIRON’s RVs of this star are shown in purple in Figure 4.1, and are provided
in full in Table B.1 in Appendix B.
EXPRES obtained 110 RVs of τ Ceti from 2019 August 14 to 2020 January 1. The
spectra were wavelength calibrated with the LFC, and RVs were calculated using the
forward modeling method described in §4.3.1. Owing to the LDT’s much larger aperture,
the typical exposure times for EXPRES were far shorter at ∼1.5 minutes, which produced
a typical S/N per pixel of ∼190 (i.e. ∼380 per resolution element). EXPRES delivered a
precision of σsmp = 0.35 m s−1 on τ Ceti, with σrms = 1.75 m s−1 . EXPRES’s full RV
time series of τ Ceti are shown in blue in Figure 4.1. We also binned the EXPRES RVs
in 15 minute windows to attempt to make a more fair comparison between EXPRES and
CHIRON; the resulting 17 binned RV data points are shown in red in Figure 4.1. The
binned EXPRES RVs have σsmp = 0.16 m s−1 and σrms = 0.76 m s−1 . The full and binned
EXPRES RVs are given in Table B.2 and Table B.3, respectively, in Appendix B.

 Eridani RVs
CHIRON obtained 272 RVs of  Eridani from 2012 July 7 to 2013 March 26. Most spectra
were acquired using the lower resolution (R ∼ 95, 000) standard slit mode, while some
others were taken with the narrow slit (R ∼ 140, 000). All spectra were processed using
the iodine pipeline described in §4.3.1. Exposure times varied between 6 and 25 minutes.
The σsmp was 1.18 m s−1 , and the σrms was far higher at 12.68 m s−1 for this active star.
CHIRON’s RVs for  Eridani are shown in purple in Figure 4.2 and are provided in full in
Table B.4 in Appendix B.
EXPRES obtained 71 RVs of  Eridani from 2019 August 14 to 2020 January 3. Spectra
and RVs were produced using the aforementioned methods. Most exposure times were
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Figure 4.1 RVs obtained for τ Ceti with CHIRON (in purple) and EXPRES (in blue; also
shown binned to 15 minutes in red). Root-mean-square errors (σrms ) and the mean 1σ
calculated errors (single measurement precision: σsmp ) are reported for each data set. RV
offsets between the two instruments are arbitrary, and all data sets were mean-subtracted
for this figure.
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∼1.5 minutes, which produced a typical S/N per pixel of ∼200 (i.e. ∼400 per resolution
element). The RVs have a precision of σsmp = 0.34 m s−1 , with σrms = 6.29 m s−1 .
EXPRES’s RVs for  Eridani are shown in blue in Figure 4.2; these data are given in Table
B.5 in Appendix B.

4.4

Periodogram Analysis

We produced generalized (Zechmeister & Kürster, 2009) Lomb–Scargle periodograms
(Lomb, 1976; Scargle, 1982) for all data sets. Significance thresholds are reported with
p-value thresholds. We calculated these thresholds by analyzing a collection of noiseonly RV time series. The times of observations were chosen to match the real data sets,
but the RV measurements consisted of random draws from normal distributions centered
on zero with standard deviations given by the reported RV error bars. For each of these
time series, we recorded the highest periodogram power found across 1,000 independent
trials. The 99th and 99.9th percentile values among these trials represent the p = 0.01
and p = 0.001 significance levels, respectively. That is, for the given spectral window
function there is only a 1% or 0.1% chance that our particular noise model using the reported standard deviations would generate this level of periodogram power.
Aliases in periodograms may occur at frequencies given by

fa = |f ± fs |,

(4.5)

where fa is the frequency of an alias signal, f is the frequency of a true periodic signal
in the data, and fs is the frequency corresponding to a feature in the spectral window
function (Dawson & Fabrycky, 2010). Where relevant, we consider possible aliases in
these periodograms.
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4.4.1

τ Ceti Periodograms

Figure 4.3 shows the periodograms for our three τ Ceti RV data sets, with short periods
relevant to p-modes on the left and longer periods pertaining to putative planets or rotationally induced stellar activity on the right. No p-modes are detected with CHIRON or
the binned EXPRES velocities. However, the high-cadence EXPRES data show one peak
at 2.75 minutes with a p-value < 0.01. This peak may be an alias of the p-mode period
(3.71 minutes; Teixeira et al., 2009) with the intranight observing cadence. Nearly all of
the back-to-back τ Ceti exposures taken are separated by 90 – 110 seconds. Assuming
p-modes are present in the data set with a 3.71-minute period, and assuming there is a
spectral window feature near, e.g., 95 seconds, then Equation 4.5 suggests that an alias
may be expected at 2.76 minutes, making it plausible that the observed peak could be an
alias of the p-mode period.2
The right panels of Figure 4.3 indicate the published median periods of the five planet
candidates of Tuomi et al. (2013) (hereafter T13) and the four planet candidates of Feng
et al. (2017) (hereafter F17). Several highly significant periodogram peaks are identified
in the CHIRON data. The highest peak in the CHIRON periodogram is near 300 days,
which does not correspond to any published planet candidate. A tall peak centered at
32.5 days includes the published rotation period of 34 days. This peak also includes the
orbital period of τ Ceti c (T13) with p < 0.001. Another tall peak centered at 156 days
also encompasses the periods of the planet candidate τ Ceti e, identified by both T13 and
F17. The CHIRON RVs only span 471 days, but there is significant periodogram power
corresponding to the longer period ∼640-d planet candidate τ Ceti f (T13, F17). These
data show a p < 0.001 peak near 49 days, which includes τ Ceti h (F17). A peak near
2

It should be emphasized that choosing 95 seconds as the spectral window function feature corresponding to fs was not necessarily the most natural choice. Indeed, it was motivated by the desire to reproduce
the observed periodogram peak near 2.75 minutes. The arguments laid out here are subject to confirmation
bias and should be viewed appropriately.
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90 days for CHIRON is not quite significant with p > 0.01 at the published period of
τ Ceti d (T13). The planet candidates τ Ceti b (T13) and τ Ceti g (F17) do not exhibit
significant periodogram peaks in our data sets. Besides the possible p-mode period in
the full-cadence EXPRES data, no other peaks are deemed significant by EXPRES in the
binned or unbinned data sets.

4.4.2

 Eridani Periodograms

Periodograms for CHIRON and EXPRES RVs of  Eridani are given in Figure 4.4. The
short period subplots on the left show one peak for CHIRON that surpasses the p = 0.01
significance level near 1.05 minutes. Brewer et al. (2020) calculates the p-mode period of
 Eridani to be about 2.50 minutes. This peak may be an alias of this estimated p-mode
with a spectral window feature associated with 1.82 or 0.74 minutes, but neither feature
appears to be present. For this star, EXPRES detects a range of significant periodicities
between 3 minutes and 3 hours.
The only long period detected by CHIRON is the stellar rotation period at 11.2 days,
a extremely strong and significant signal. A doublet feature that is nearly at the p = 0.01
level is visible at half the period, and is almost certainly a harmonic of the rotation period.
This harmonic doublet and the true rotation period are easily detected by EXPRES. The
EXPRES periodogram also shows a peak near double the rotation period at 22 days. The
broad peak near 140 days is likely an artifact of EXPRES’s comparatively short baseline
(142 days).

4.5

Planet Injection and Recovery

We conducted a collection of planet injection and recovery simulations to assess the detectability of planets in each EXPRES and CHIRON data set. For a range of minimum
masses (0.5 M⊕ – 1 MJ ) and periods (2 – 1,000 days), we injected Keplerian RV signals
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with zero eccentricity and random uniform initial orbital phases. The injected signals
were sampled at the true observation times of one of the real data sets. For each combination of mass and period, we generated 100 realizations of noise and initial orbital
phases.
Noise was added in one of two ways. In the white noise condition, we assumed that
the quoted 1σ RV errors fully capture the true uncertainty in the measurements. For each
RV, we drew from a normal distribution centered on the observed RV with a σ parameter
matched to the pipeline’s RV error. In the empirical noise condition, we assumed that our
observations were capturing noise alone, and therefore the variance in the observed RVs
represented only noise sources (e.g., stellar activity, unaccounted for instrumental errors,
etc.). Here we drew with replacement from the mean-subtracted RVs the themselves to
obtain the noise that would accompany the injected planet signals.
We adopted a simple binary metric of detectability for each trial in the simulation.
First we computed the p = 0.001 significance levels of the periodograms for RV time
series consisting of either pure white- or pure empirical-noise. We compared these significance levels to the periodograms for the injected planets. If the periodogram power
at the injected planet’s period exceeded the p = 0.001 significance level from the corresponding pure-noise case, then this trial was tallied as a detection; otherwise, it was
labeled a nondetection. We labeled the ratio of detections to total trials as r, the recovered
planet fraction.3
In the following subsections, we present figures summarizing the results of these
simulations. In all cases, the subplots in the four corners of each figure show the recovery
fraction r for a range of masses and periods. The subplots on the top, bottom, left, and
3
Note that merely because a planet is “detected” in the context of this simulation, such a planet may
not necessarily be detected in real data. For instance, a years-long RV trend may generate statistically
significant periodogram power throughout a range of long periods, but in reality such a detection would
not be claimed; the signal could be caused by a binary companion in a 100+ year orbit, for instance. The pvalue framework that underlies this simulation merely tests whether we can reject the null hypothesis that
there is no periodicity at the injected planet’s period given significant assumptions about noise distribution.
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right edges show the difference in the recovery fraction, ∆r, between the plots in the
adjacent corners; these subplots allow for a direct comparison of r between two related
conditions. Color bars are shown in the center, with unique scales and color maps for r
and for each of the two types of ∆r.

4.5.1

Planet Recovery for τ Ceti

Figure 4.5 shows the results of the planet injection and recovery simulations for τ Ceti.
In the white-noise condition, we see that both CHIRON and EXPRES are capable of detecting most or all of the putative planet candidates claimed by T13 and F17. In this
simulation, EXPRES is slightly better at recovering short period planets in the whitenoise condition. This coheres with EXPRES’s smaller σsmp , which is only beat out by
CHIRON at high period due to CHIRON’s longer observational baseline. For CHIRON,
the observational baseline is long enough that the region traced by r = 0.5 is nearly
straight in this log-log plot of M sin i vs. P . By contrast, EXPRES becomes markedly
worse at detecting injected planets beyond ∼1 year, consistent with its shorter observational baseline. For both instruments, the empirical-noise condition is strictly worse in
terms of r. CHIRON, which detected a greater number of significant periodogram signals
than EXPRES in Figure 4.3, can barely recover any of the injected planet signals similar
to the T13 planet candidates. EXPRES does not recover these signals at all; the empirical
noise has a greater impact on this instrument for all of parameter space.
We consider also the effect that binning may have on planet recovery in Figure 4.6,
which compares the simulations based on the full EXPRES time series to the version
which has been binned at 15 minutes. As shown in Figure 4.3, the binned EXPRES RVs
for τ Ceti do not contain any significant signals, having eliminating the suspected pmode alias. In these simulations, binning the observations to 15 minutes strictly reduces
r, especially in the empirical-noise case.
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4.5.2

Planet Recovery for  Eridani

Figure 4.7 shows the results of the planet injection and recovery simulation for the  Eridani data sets with CHIRON and EXPRES. In the white-noise cases, EXPRES is better at
recovering injected planets all the way out until the period reaches ∼250 days, at which
point CHIRON’s longer baseline becomes more important than EXPRES’s superior single
measurement precision. In the empirical-noise case, CHIRON’s recovery rate is strictly
better over the entire parameter space. Comparing the top and bottom center subplots,
it is clear than EXPRES is affected more by the jump from white to empirical noise.

4.6
4.6.1

Discussion
Comparing smp and rms

The full-cadence EXPRES RVs are superior to those of CHIRON in terms of both the RV
smp and rms for the data sets considered here. However, the proportional improvement
between smp and rms are not equal. For both τ Ceti and  Eridani, EXPRES’s smp is a
factor of 3–3.5x better (i.e., smaller) than CHIRON’s, but EXPRES’s rms is only a factor
of 2x better. This discrepancy suggests that EXPRES is pushing up against the stellar
noise limit (or putative planets) in a way that CHIRON is not. This is encouraging and
not unexpected; it means that EXPRES has eliminated significant sources of instrumental
noise, leaving primarily a combination of stellar activity and small planet signals behind.
This is the type of data set that is needed when working to address the problem of stellar
activity. Solving stellar activity requires driving all suppressible noise sources as close to
zero as possible so that the remaining non-Keplerian signals can be attributed to activity.
EXPRES gives an RV rms of 1.75 m s−1 for τ Ceti. This value is significantly higher
than the RV rms residuals for the fainter (V = 5.88) quiet star HD 3651, which was
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previously observed with EXPRES (Brewer et al., 2020). HD 3651 b is a known eccentric
warm Jupiter, which would gravitationally disrupt the orbits of other putative planets in
that system. After modeling this planet’s orbit using EXPRES data, Brewer et al. (2020)
argue that the remaining RV rms residual of 0.58 m s−1 is attributable to a combination
of uncorrected instrumental errors and stellar activity. Since τ Ceti is brighter and just
as chromospherically quiet, it follows that EXPRES’s rms in this system may indeed be
caused by a family of small planets. Whether or not any of these planets are among
those claimed by Tuomi et al. (2013) or Feng et al. (2017) is too early to say. As EXPRES
continues to collect data in the coming years, these planets may become visible if they
exist.

4.6.2

Interpreting Simulation Results

The simulations we conducted for planet injection and recovery are informative, but they
must be viewed appropriately. The white-noise cases considered are truly best-case scenarios, in which there is no noise source but for our correctly calibrated instrumental and
photon-noise-driven error bars. It is fair to say that if a planet cannot be recovered in
these white-noise simulations then it is very unlikely to be recovered in reality. By contrast, the empirical-noise condition represents a worst-case scenario, in which the RV
perturbations caused by stellar activity, unseen planets, and unaccounted for instrumental errors are all present, but randomized in time. Therefore, if a planet can be recovered
in the empirical-noise case, it has a high likelihood of being recovered in reality. To
summarize, we should believe with confidence the results of the simulations in the areas
where the white- and empirical-noise conditions agree; at the interface there is wiggle
room where superior data analysis methods could tease out planetary signals. It is fitting
then, given the controversial nature of the τ Ceti’s planet candidates, that nearly all of
them lie in this interface for both EXPRES and CHIRON.
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It is notable that although binning the EXPRES RV time series of τ Ceti down to
15 minutes did successfully suppress the possible p-mode alias in Figure 4.3, it also worsened EXPRES’s ability to detect injected planets over all of parameter space in Figure 4.6.
It is a standard practice in high-precision RV work to use an exposure time longer than
the p-mode’s period in order to average over several periods (e.g., Pepe et al., 2005; Lovis
et al., 2005). However, in this case, binning the RVs did not produce an improvement in
performance in the simulations. One possible explanation could be that binning the RVs
after the fact is less effective than integrating continuously throughout long exposures.

4.7

Conclusion

In this work, we have compared the performances of CHIRON and EXPRES, a pair of
high-precision planet-hunting spectrographs. EXPRES was designed with the goal of enabling a breakthrough RV precision that will permit nearby bright stars to be searched
for Earth-analogs in the habitable zone. We observed τ Ceti and  Eridani, which represent two extremes for planet-search targets: the former is a quieter solar analog, while
the latter is a very active early K star. We described the RV pipeline for both instruments,
and then we presented the RV curves for both systems with the two instruments. We
conducted a periodogram analysis, and we conducted simulations to test each data set’s
sensitivity to additional injected planet signals.
In the RV time-series, we found that EXPRES improves proportionally more in terms
of its single measurement precision error than its root mean square RV scatter compared
to CHIRON. This reassures us that EXPRES is now running up against the stellar noise
floor, which is exactly where it should be if the goal is to gain access to spectral information needed to disentangle stellar activity.
Periodograms produced from the τ Ceti data showed a marginally significant peak
near 2.75 minutes that could be a p-mode alias in the EXPRES data, which vanished when
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the EXPRES data were binned to 15 minutes. In the CHIRON data, there were statistically
significant periodicities in the data that were consistent with some of the Tuomi et al.
(2013) and Feng et al. (2017) planet candidates, namely τ Ceti c, τ Ceti e, τ Ceti f, and
τ Ceti h. The rotation period of τ Ceti was detected by CHIRON, and the rotation period
of  Eridani was detected easily by both instruments.
In the planet injection and recovery simulations, we found that of the τ Ceti planet
candidates claimed by Tuomi et al. (2013) and Feng et al. (2017), nearly all should be
detectable in the best-case white-noise condition, but in the worst-cast empirical-noise
condition none were detected by either instrument. In general, we found that CHIRON’s
large number of observations and longer baseline gave it an advantage over EXPRES in
this relatively simple simulation. However, the EXPRES data set outperforms CHIRON’s
in the white-noise condition for low-mass, short period planets where EXPRES’s shorter
baseline is less of a hindrance.
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Figure 4.2 RVs obtained for  Eridani with CHIRON (in purple) and EXPRES (in blue).
Root-mean-square errors (σrms ) and the mean 1σ calculated errors (single measurement
precision: σsmp ) are reported for each data set. RV offsets between the two instruments
are arbitrary, and both data sets were mean-subtracted for this figure.
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Periodograms for Ceti
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Figure 4.3 Periodograms for τ Ceti based on CHIRON and EXPRES observations. Left:
periodograms spanning 0.5 minutes – 3 hours, which are timescales relevant for stellar
p-modes. Right: periodograms spanning 2 – 1,000 days to capture potential planetary
or rotationally-modulated activity signals. Top row: CHIRON. Middle row: full EXPRES
data set. Bottom row: EXPRES RVs binned to 15 minutes. Dashed lines and dasheddotted lines give the p = 0.001 and p = 0.01 significance values, respectively, for each
periodogram. The 34 day rotation period of τ Ceti is indicated with the pink dashed line.
Orange and green dashed lines mark the five and four planet candidates of Tuomi et al.
(2013) and Feng et al. (2017), respectively.
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Periodograms for Eridani
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Figure 4.4 Periodograms for  Eridani based on CHIRON (top) and EXPRES (bottom) observations. Left: periodograms spanning 0.5 minutes – 3 hours, which are timescales
relevant for stellar p-modes. Right: periodograms spanning 2 – 1,000 days to capture
potential planetary or rotationally-modulated activity signals. Dashed lines and dasheddotted lines give the p = 0.001 and p = 0.01 significance values, respectively, for each periodogram. The 11.2 day rotation period of  Eridani is indicated with the orange dashed
line.
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Injected Planet Recovery Simulations for Ceti
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Figure 4.5 Results of planet injection and recovery simulations for τ Ceti. Corners: Recovery rates r for injected planets of various masses and periods for CHIRON (top) and
EXPRES (bottom) observations, with added white noise (left) or empirical noise (right). A
planet is considered recovered in a trial when a periodogram detects the injected planet
period with a significance of p < 0.001 relative to the maximum periodogram power in
pure (white or empirical) noise. Edges: Differences in the recovery rate ∆r between the
adjacent corners. Center: Colorbars that pertain to (respectively) the corner, the left &
right, and the top & bottom plots. Pink and teal dots indicate planet candidates identified
by Tuomi et al. (2013) and Feng et al. (2017), respectively.
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Injected Planet Recovery Simulations for Ceti using different binnings of EXPRES RVs
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Figure 4.6 Results of planet injection and recovery simulations comparing the unbinned
EXPRES data of τ Ceti to the 15-minute binned version. Layout described in Figure 4.5.
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Injected Planet Recovery Simulations for Eridani
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Figure 4.7 Results of planet injection and recovery simulations for  Eridani. Layout
described in Figure 4.5.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1

Building the Best Sample of Hot Jupiters

In Chapter 2, I related our discovery of two new hot Jupiters, TOI 564 b and TOI 905 b,
both of which were identified as planet candidates by TESS. Our team collected groundbased photometry in multiple filters, and we obtained RVs with two different spectrographs for both systems. Each star was observed with high-contrast imaging, and we
found that TOI 564 is a likely binary system with an M-dwarf companion. Using both SED
fitting and atmospheric parameters derived from our spectra, we computed the properties of the two planet hosts, and we found they are both Sun-like G-type stars. Using
EXOFASTv2 we combined the photometry, RVs, and spectral parameters to assess our
uncertainties with an MCMC.
TESS is not a statistical mission like Kepler; instead its goals are to identify the best
targets for future follow-up characterization. Hot Jupiters remain among the most mysterious classes of planet, despite the fact that they are easy to detect with the transit and
RV techniques compared to smaller, longer period exoplanets. The hot Jupiters detected
by TESS are likely to become the brightest and best sample of these worlds in perpetuity.
These are the planets we will have to explore in order to distinguish between planetary
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formation and evolution scenarios and to address the myriad questions surrounding hot
Jupiters.
TOI 905 b appears to be a typical hot Jupiter that is well-suited for future characterization observations. We predict that it should be detectable with both Rossiter-McLaughlin
spin-orbit measurements and also with eclipse thermal emission observations. TOI 564 b
is a grazing transiting planet, which makes it difficult to measure the planet’s radius,
greatly hindering future efforts to characterize this planet. However, as shown in Figure
2.12, TOI 564 is among the brightest grazing transiting planet hosts known. Since the
depth and duration of grazing transits are extremely sensitive to orbital perturbations,
TOI 564 b is one of the best targets for future dynamical inferences. In the coming years,
we can continue to check up on this planet’s transits from the ground, and we can search
for any variations in its transit duration or depth that could be caused by small planetary
companions. Placing constraints on the presence or lack of planets in hot Jupiter systems provides another piece of the puzzle in explaining how these planets reached their
present-day orbits.
The work presented in Chapter 2 was the result of a large and diverse collaboration
of astronomers, ranging from career scientists on the TESS team to amateur astronomers
with modest home observatories. It was inspiring to me on a personal level to be able
to work with such a skilled and broad coalition of scientists, who were all so generous
with their time, resources, and skill sets. Through the CHIRON time that our Yale team
secured, I hope I was able to “pay it forward” to an extent by contributing CHIRON
RVs that helped confirm several additional planets as part of our work with TFOP SG 4,
including the first hot Jupiter discovered with TESS, HD 202772A b (Wang et al., 2019),
the sub-Saturn TOI 257 b (Addison et al., 2020), and the warm Jupiter TOI 677 b (Jordán
et al., 2020). I look forward to the continuing success of TESS as it conducts its census of
our nearest planetary neighbors.
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5.2

Disentangling Photospheric and Keplerian RVs

In Chapter 3, I presented a novel application of a statistical technique to analyze the
information content of stellar spectra. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) reveals that
the information needed to distinguish stellar activity from planetary signals in radial
velocity data does exist. This information manifests itself throughout the stellar spectrum
and not merely in a handful of activity indicators. The signatures of stellar activity are
encoded on small wavelength scales within spectral lines, and they vary from one line to
another. Using synthetic spectra based on real solar photospheric and umbral spectra, I
conducted a suite of simulations over a range of spectral resolutions and signal-to-noise
ratios (S/N). My analysis predicts that high spectral resolution, even after absorption lines
are fully resolved, recovers the signatures of stellar activity better than a correspondingly
high S/N.
We have long known that some stars are more active than others, but with the extremely high precision RVs now available from instruments like EXPRES, it is now more
clear than ever that stellar activity induces RV noise in every star’s spectrum. There
truly is no such thing as a “quiet” star. Therefore, in order to realize the full potential of
the RV technique, it is essential that we push forward in solving the problem of stellar
activity. This work makes the prediction that higher spectral resolutions will not suffer
diminishing returns as they would for pure planetary signals (cf., Bouchy et al., 2001),
but rather they will give us additional leverage in characterizing the minute line-by-line
perturbations caused by activity. The work presented in Chapter 3 has motivated the RV
community by providing a beacon of hope that the problem of stellar activity is solvable.
PCA has demonstrated that the information necessary to disentangle photospheric and
Keplerian RVs does exist, and so we should be able to access it if we design stable and
precise instruments and if we develop suitable statistical analysis techniques to tease this
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information out.
In the years since the publication of Davis et al. (2017), there have been great strides
in developing new techniques to help determine more precise RVs and to mitigate photospheric velocities. Among them, Jones et al. (2017) built on the Gaussian Process (GP)
models of Rajpaul et al. (2015) by describing a framework for dimension reduction that
would create more sensitive activity indicators that could be used to train GP models of
activity more effectively. This includes a Doppler-constrained PCA method that attempts
to force all stellar-activity-induced RVs into a single principal component (cf., the many
principal components of activity in Davis et al., 2017). Wise et al. (2018) explored the correlations between individual absorption lines and classical activity indicators (Ca ii H & K
and Hα), building up a library of forty new activity indicators from the UV to the IR. Ning
et al. (2019) expanded on this work, implementing a Bayesian variation selection method
for the new activity indicators; they also searched for correlations between each line
and other established activity indicators, such as the Na i D line, the CCF FWHM, and
the CCF BIS. Dumusque (2018) developed a new line-by-line method for calculating RVs
from spectra, which can (by clever selection of the lines) either boost or suppress the
RV signals produced by stellar activity. Simola et al. (2019) found that modeling the CCF
with a skew-normal distribution rather than a Gaussian better captured deformations
produced by convective blueshift variations, providing new, more sensitive indicators
than the FWHM and BIS SPAN. Xu et al. (2019) developed a new method to fit the stellar continuum and echelle blaze function with higher precision than previous methods;
precise continuum fitting is an essential prerequisite for using PCA-family techniques
to analyze spectra. Holzer et al. (2020) designed a new RV method in which lines are
modeled as sums of Hermite Gaussians, allowing the problem to be reframed as a simple
linear regression problem. And, finally, EXPRES is now fully operational and delivering
exquisitely precise RVs (Blackman et al., 2020; Petersburg et al., 2020). We can now use
EXPRES to observe stars with known planets (e.g., HD 3651; Brewer et al., 2020), which
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ensures that the dominant remaining source of RV rms in these datasets is stellar activity
— a perfect dataset for testing new statistical techniques.
Although the early years of planet discovery were characterized by intense competition, the RV community has largely come to realize that the problem of stellar activity
requires interdisciplinary collaboration to address. This idea first became salient to me
at the Extreme Precision Radial Velocity (EPRV) II workshop Yale hosted in the summer
of 2015. It was at this meeting that we formed what has now become a weekly collaboration meeting for the past 5 years between members of the Yale Astronomy and the
Statistics & Data Science departments, focused on making headway on this problem of
stellar activity. We also collaborate frequently with partners outside of Yale, including
from Pennsylvania State University, the Center for Computational Astrophysics, University of Delaware, and the University of Geneva. My hope is that as each team’s new
spectrographs come online, the spirit of friendly cooperation will continue so that we
can all achieve our common goal of reaching higher-than-ever on-sky RV precision.

5.3

Finding True Earth Analogs

In Chapter 4, I introduced the new Yale planet-hunting spectrograph, EXPRES, and I compared its performance to that of Yale’s older spectrograph, CHIRON. Both spectrographs
were used to observe the quiet star τ Ceti, as well as the active star  Eridani. RV curves
of these stars show that EXPRES single measurement precision is a factor of 3x better
than CHIRON’s, but that the root mean square RV only improves by a factor of 2x compared to CHIRON. The discrepency suggests that EXPRES is now finally bearing down
on the stellar noise floor: an important milestone for tackling the problem of stellar activity. I conducted a periodogram analysis that showed that some of the planet candidates
claimed by Tuomi et al. (2013) and Feng et al. (2017) are consistent with CHIRON (whose
dataset is larger in both number of observations and its temporal baseline), while oth-
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ers are not. EXPRES detects a possible p-mode period or alias near 2.75 minutes, which
vanishes when the data are binned to 15 minutes. CHIRON detects a periodicity consistent with the published rotation signal of τ Ceti, and both spectrographs easily detect
the 11.2 day rotation period of  Eridani. I conduct planet injection and recovery simulations for each of the datasets considering both white noise and empiricalnoise. EXPRES
outperforms CHIRON in these simulations only in the white-noise case for short-period
planets, but otherwise CHIRON’s longer baseline gives it an advantage.
One of the most illuminating conclusions of this work is that EXPRES, with its incredible smp of 0.35 m s−1 is outperformed by CHIRON in the planet injection and recovery
simulations over most of parameter space. This is a poignant illustration of the importance of tackling stellar activity, which adds rms scatter far greater than the smp of an
instrument as precise as EXPRES. Mitigating stellar activity would allow EXPRES to perform closer to the white-noise condition rather than the empirical-noise condition. The
difference in terms of planet detectability in these simulations is drastic.
Looking towards the future, we can imagine how instruments like EXPRES may be
used to address stellar activity and revolutionize the search for Earth-like planets. EXPRES has environmental stability, an LSF designed to be uniform, high resolution, high
cadence (relative to 10 m class telescopes), and unmatched wavelength calibration with
the LFC. Results such as these show that EXPRES is brushing up against the stellar noise
floor. This is also evident from observations of systems like HD 3651 (Brewer et al., 2020),
which has been dynamically cleared of small planets, meaning that the only remaining
RV rms is stellar activity induced. All the pieces are coming into place to finally solve
the problem of stellar activity.
Consider that no true Earth-twin has yet been discovered around a Sun-like star. The
closest candidate to date is Kepler-452 b (Jenkins et al., 2015). It has a G2V host star, a 385d orbital period, and a radius of 1.5+0.32
−0.22 R⊕ . Kepler-452 b was discovered by the Kepler
mission (Borucki et al., 2010) using the transit technique, rather than using RVs. However,
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host stars such as Kepler-452 are too faint and distant to permit follow-up observations
to characterize the planets further or to search for atmospheric biosignatures. Although
TESS is surveying a large fraction of the nearest and brightest stars for transiting planets,
its observational baseline for most systems is only one month. Even after including the
continuous viewing zone, TESS is only predicted to discover (about seventy) habitable
planets around M dwarfs, not Sun-like stars (Barclay et al., 2018). The true habitability of
M dwarf planets in the nominal habitable zone has been doubted by many astronomers
because of tidal locking, high FUV flux, and atmospheric destruction from extreme stellar
activity. The Sun is the only known stellar host of a life bearing planet, and if we want
to search for life, Sun-like stars should be our primary targets.
To paraphrase Debra Fischer from several years ago, “The future of exoplanet science
looks very different if the radial velocity technique can reach 10 cm s−1 precision.” If
EXPRES and instruments like it can break through the 0.1 m s−1 on-sky precision barriers,
countless nearby potentially habitable planets awaits us. Spectrographs will be able to
search the nearest and brightest stellar hosts for the small planets that we know from the
Kepler mission must be there (see, e.g., Kunimoto & Matthews, 2020). Upcoming planned
space missions including JWST and proposed missions such as HabEx and LUVOIR would
enable follow-up characterization and biosignature searches (e.g., Schwieterman et al.,
2018). These could well be the missions that discover alien life.
We still have few meaningful constraints on how common life is in the universe. If
a single nearby Earth-like planet around a Sun-like star is discovered, this lone exemplar would only scratch the surface of this fundamental question. The search for life
via biosignatures would ideally use large samples of nominally Earth-like worlds, which
could only be afforded by Doppler spectrographs in a 0.1 m s−1 era.
Over 400 years ago, Giordano Bruno dared to proclaim that the stars were distant
Suns, that Earth-like worlds revolved around them, and that living beings inhabited
them. Today we know that planets are common in the universe. Will history continue
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to vindicate more of Bruno’s claims? The construction of the tools needed to scour alien
worlds for life is now underway. We just need to know when and where to look. Doppler
spectroscopy has advanced sufficiently that single measurement precision is within the
0.1 m s−1 regime. Exo-Earths are waiting to be spotted, if only we can develop and perfect the analytical tools to decorrelate photospheric velocities and Keplerian velocities.
The progress made by teams from around the world on this project has been inspiring,
and it fills me with optimism that a solution will be found. Stellar activity is, I believe,
the largest unsolved obstacle currently standing between us and opening the floodgates
to a galaxy of habitable worlds, and with it, the knowledge that some number of them
could be inhabited, just as Bruno predicted.
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Appendix A
Appendix for EXOFASTv2 Fitting
Parameters
We used EXOFASTv2 to fit simultaneously photometric and velocimetric data for TOI 564
and TOI 905. In this Appendix, we present the median value and 68% confidence intervals
(CI) for posteriors of various background parameters related to these fits.
In Table A.1, we report the posteriors for the relative RV offsets (i.e., relative to the
RVs in Table 2.3) and the fitted RV jitter and variance for both stars. In Table A.2, we
report the posteriors for the linear and quadratic limb-darkening coefficients in each of
the observed photometric bands shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2. Finally, in Table A.3,
we report the added variance and baseline flux for these same data sets.

Table A.1. Median Values and 68% CIs for Fitted RV Parameters of
TOI 564 and TOI 905 as Observed with CHIRON
Parameter

Units

TOI 564

TOI 905

γrel . . . . . .
σJ . . . . . . .
σJ2 . . . . . . .

Relative RV offset (m s−1 )
RV jitter (m s−1 ) . . . . . . . .
RV jitter variance . . . . . . .

22 ± 11
25.9+17
−9.7
670+1100
−410

−36.2+2.7
−2.9
2.0+6.8
−2.0
3+73
−38
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Table A.2. Median Values and 68% CIs for the
Limb-Darkening Coefficients of TOI 564 and TOI 905
Observatory (Band)

u1 ∗

u2 †

0.370+0.045
−0.046
0.664 ± 0.047
0.488 ± 0.050
0.267 ± 0.047

0.301+0.046
−0.047
0.079 ± 0.048
0.220 ± 0.050
0.265 ± 0.048

0.345+0.054
−0.055
0.637+0.066
−0.067
0.424+0.059
−0.060
0.315+0.055
−0.056

0.263+0.050
−0.049
0.153+0.062
−0.061
0.262+0.053
−0.052
0.253 ± 0.051

TOI 564
TESS . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LCO-SSO (B) . . . . .
PEST (V ) . . . . . . . . .
LCO-CTIO (z 0 ) . . . .
TOI 905
TESS . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LCO-SSO (G) . . . . .
El Sauce (Rc ) . . . . .
Brierfield (I) . . . . . .
∗ Linear

limb-darkening coefficient

† Quadratic

Table A.3.

limb-darkening coefficient

Median Values and 68% CIs for the Photometric Parameters of
TOI 564 and TOI 905

Observatory (Band)

σ 2∗

F0 †

0.00000001 ± 0.000000024
0.00000091+0.00000025
−0.00000021
0.0000010+0.0000015
−0.0000012
0.00000052+0.00000016
−0.00000014

1.000011+0.000012
−0.000013
1.00070 ± 0.00022
0.99954 ± 0.00062
0.99994 ± 0.00019

0.000000004 ± 0.000000032
0.0000064+0.0000015
−0.0000013
0.00000830.0000012
−0.0000010
0.0000207+0.0000034
−0.0000029

1.000002 ± 0.000013
0.99993 ± 0.00031
1.00112+0.00028
−0.00027
1.00022 ± 0.00044

TOI 564
TESS . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LCO-SSO (B) . . . . .
PEST (V ) . . . . . . . . .
LCO-CTIO (z 0 ) . . . .
TOI 905
TESS . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LCO-SSO (G) . . . . .
El Sauce (Rc ) . . . . .
Brierfield (I) . . . . . .
∗ Added

variance

† Baseline

flux
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Appendix B
Appendix for the Radial Velocities of
τ Ceti and  Eridani with CHIRON and
EXPRES
In this Appendix we present the radial velocities (RVs) for τ Ceti and  Eridani that were
observed with CHIRON and EXPRES. Each RV dataset has been mean-subtracted. The
RV offsets between each data set are not determined here.
Table B.1 gives the 965 RVs for τ Ceti observed with CHIRON from 2012 June 13 to
2013 September 27. Table B.2 gives the 110 RVs for τ Ceti observed with EXPRES from
2019 August 14 to 2020 January 1. Table B.3 gives the same dataset from Table B.2 but
binned down to 15 minutes in order to provide a better comparison with the CHIRON
dataset. Table B.4 gives the 272 RVs for  Eridani observed with CHIRON from 2012 July
7 to 2013 March 26. Table B.5 gives the 71 RVs for  Eridani observed with EXPRES from
2019 August 14 to 2020 January 3.
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Table B.1.

Radial Velocities for τ Ceti observed by CHIRON

JD − 2440000
16091.924664
16091.931898
16091.939062
16091.945810
16094.959618
16112.936574
16112.943970
16112.951771
16113.833345
16113.840556
16113.847801
16113.854919
16113.862049
16113.869248
16115.850000
16115.857188
16115.864294
16115.871481
16115.878600
16115.885810
16116.836146
16116.843275
16116.850463
16116.857593
16116.864688
16116.871968
16117.888137
16117.895208
16117.902396
16117.909502
16117.916678
16117.923796
16118.837477

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

2.286004
4.811137
-0.643576
4.006773
2.230932
-0.885892
-0.499781
3.246462
1.560012
0.380497
0.122588
0.899084
2.983678
1.444765
4.138811
2.349577
2.075771
5.009459
4.120751
3.032269
2.448793
3.383539
2.843327
3.585957
1.581061
2.729301
5.266581
1.697850
2.057811
2.327125
5.093619
1.658651
4.902934

1.363819
1.373743
1.381066
1.339278
1.396364
1.037933
0.996257
1.077909
0.981454
1.057183
0.924508
1.016350
0.993692
1.029473
0.927161
1.004272
0.970999
0.926105
1.070972
1.062003
1.038171
1.046661
1.021247
1.009372
0.992451
1.020494
0.939353
1.064953
1.051770
1.096765
1.114377
1.101767
0.902064
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16118.844653
16118.851817
16118.858889
16118.866088
16118.873218
16119.881227
16119.888264
16119.895521
16119.918021
16119.925081
16119.932234
16120.841111
16120.848414
16120.855475
16120.862650
16120.869769
16120.876910
16121.807743
16121.814676
16121.822002
16121.829236
16121.836887
16121.843819
16123.813229
16123.820336
16123.827627
16123.834618
16123.841875
16123.848958
16125.795278
16125.802338
16125.809595
16125.816701

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

3.890162
-0.635001
2.031005
3.633334
0.949251
4.099831
2.497516
2.199605
1.581760
1.989415
3.277069
-0.386918
6.436527
2.559968
0.167417
3.031001
0.464574
3.723135
2.339977
4.721390
5.377223
1.316360
3.865450
2.404320
3.322216
4.727798
4.146797
2.195939
2.971686
5.301188
5.609813
6.030779
4.702392

1.028134
1.066366
1.008493
0.965349
0.905254
0.925051
0.986370
0.905538
0.925727
0.900956
0.902862
1.230645
1.184872
1.207801
1.168156
1.184062
1.208065
1.025079
1.068885
1.396337
1.339179
1.420528
1.227826
0.901671
0.953569
0.911319
0.995695
0.896385
1.041098
1.031554
1.058073
1.057554
1.108253
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16125.823970
16125.831157
16125.856273
16125.863449
16125.870370
16125.877778
16125.884907
16125.892049
16126.805822
16126.813009
16126.820220
16126.827431
16126.834456
16126.841678
16127.891053
16127.898218
16128.901505
16128.908090
16128.915162
16128.923611
16128.930278
16128.937187
16129.862766
16129.871146
16129.875532
16129.891597
16129.898299
16131.853264
16131.860139
16131.867546
16131.874977
16131.882164
16131.888912

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

3.027109
2.583093
3.850826
1.738310
1.927846
1.608079
2.294131
1.431490
4.578113
3.891928
1.976722
1.484413
1.218259
0.141465
4.378654
3.051233
3.851922
1.835438
3.726828
1.719920
4.193506
1.257255
-0.626528
2.108742
-1.293166
-1.827870
-3.250675
-0.170431
3.817613
-1.583969
2.510581
-2.095827
-0.539393

1.093480
1.063091
0.950372
1.062850
1.007324
1.048736
1.017753
1.019525
1.039602
1.055858
1.049759
1.029492
0.990931
1.067780
0.999366
1.076911
1.144054
1.436098
1.237107
1.198851
1.151137
1.100515
1.104756
1.258707
1.308110
1.353143
1.398492
0.994008
1.193494
1.255542
1.277999
1.298285
1.336357
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16132.889699
16132.896794
16132.904039
16132.911157
16132.918275
16132.925498
16133.871551
16133.878704
16133.885880
16133.892975
16135.882083
16135.889144
16135.896285
16135.903519
16135.910648
16135.917836
16146.799410
16146.809988
16146.820486
16146.831447
16146.843507
16146.854259
16146.864595
16146.875093
16147.915486
16147.925914
16149.899028
16149.941667
16149.952373
16151.825023
16151.835567
16151.846111
16151.856725

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-0.792332
-1.092652
1.033418
1.065424
-0.001946
-0.515683
0.680389
-2.877968
-4.009978
-0.813912
0.833302
0.563549
1.273325
-1.821046
0.432767
0.133509
2.813869
-3.398868
0.420586
0.233853
4.519615
2.448793
5.357275
3.067821
3.875997
5.422921
2.450730
3.111881
2.897524
0.750062
1.256506
3.147418
1.404558

1.001666
0.912732
0.993647
0.909527
1.023114
1.016086
1.061819
1.042156
1.007389
1.065528
1.099878
1.050874
1.116053
1.138395
1.167614
1.196448
0.992502
1.069061
1.106871
1.120322
1.225724
1.061432
1.050486
1.010473
1.112901
1.032078
0.917289
0.878692
0.986049
1.003808
1.016047
0.990773
1.016130
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16151.879537
16151.900521
16151.911979
16151.933252
16158.828692
16158.839583
16158.849907
16158.860822
16159.869178
16159.879525
16159.888611
16159.897025
16159.911377
16159.927454
16159.937847
16159.948461
16159.959491
16160.839282
16160.847407
16160.882697
16160.893183
16160.902488
16160.912523
16164.837350
16164.847870
16164.858530
16164.869005
16164.926262
16164.936794
16164.947743
16165.772234
16165.782928
16165.793576

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-0.038543
2.208173
3.575719
1.752878
4.474042
1.504196
-0.318277
1.421585
-0.798056
-1.029088
-2.466721
-0.785731
1.319894
2.787444
2.600849
2.724985
-6.080034
0.643168
3.277787
1.589092
5.102711
-5.170139
7.499753
-1.078725
3.302105
-0.075863
1.163407
3.837561
3.081390
-1.943002
1.255023
0.570506
0.938452

0.961140
1.046978
0.972169
1.056771
1.195952
1.120466
1.194392
1.114138
1.030685
0.952663
1.125989
1.015712
0.933039
1.006771
1.033963
1.012304
1.949366
1.017463
1.143403
1.362722
1.297452
1.181903
1.165610
0.895198
0.962913
0.940864
0.909202
1.005795
1.068982
1.057752
0.980101
0.915713
0.952412
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16165.804282
16166.838333
16166.849144
16166.859549
16166.870278
16166.927025
16166.937662
16166.948194
16167.810116
16167.821412
16167.832049
16167.842396
16168.835938
16168.846620
16168.857072
16168.867743
16168.924271
16168.935058
16168.945799
16171.756898
16171.767558
16171.777847
16171.787766
16172.837106
16172.847558
16172.858380
16172.868924
16175.799294
16175.809699
16175.819884
16175.830417
16178.864711
16178.875243

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

0.683240
0.551872
1.881323
-0.322280
-0.286557
-2.060539
0.912240
-2.096128
1.897000
1.131189
-2.018098
3.823759
-3.412779
0.412328
0.546263
-1.084080
0.441721
1.340978
-0.527334
-0.266665
-0.251024
-2.187292
-0.591526
1.569859
1.313326
1.030081
0.021701
-5.193528
-1.389600
-1.746445
-0.301085
-1.825582
-1.987329

0.947088
1.020956
1.148452
1.153118
1.205859
1.133255
1.091011
1.133485
0.955664
1.031702
1.085525
0.916592
0.935280
1.048005
1.005067
1.030945
0.969568
1.104237
1.076594
0.935531
1.024783
0.954833
0.976071
0.989240
0.930994
1.018816
0.891311
0.978701
0.950644
0.957519
0.988873
0.979255
1.117651
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16178.886100
16178.896620
16179.812870
16179.823391
16179.833252
16179.842465
16182.809306
16182.817870
16182.826539
16182.836250
16184.814560
16184.822847
16184.831505
16184.840127
16186.744132
16186.751898
16186.759549
16186.767361
16186.776678
16186.784086
16186.791447
16186.798762
16187.799803
16187.808715
16187.817882
16187.827488
16189.761111
16189.771458
16189.781759
16189.792616
16190.786134
16190.796863
16190.807581

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

0.931301
1.547068
0.441616
-0.816761
-0.543037
1.886742
0.295103
-0.795292
-2.805530
-1.571040
2.250171
1.315628
0.517794
1.036869
-0.711644
1.461046
1.682249
0.349510
2.381671
-1.030569
0.799150
1.340865
-0.644139
-0.562321
0.990888
1.283825
-0.975581
-0.952452
1.927666
-0.387031
2.378056
-4.891247
-2.611876

1.059810
1.040004
0.909553
0.956476
0.996115
1.082980
0.992152
0.956104
0.923181
0.914486
1.078034
1.064233
1.024828
1.089033
0.975392
0.982325
0.988723
0.985481
1.061542
1.068195
1.061455
1.072493
1.051528
0.989083
0.948480
1.000582
1.006171
0.978049
0.968937
1.096462
1.141890
1.193660
1.193822
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16190.818218
16192.794583
16192.805289
16192.815868
16192.826609
16194.779167
16194.789734
16194.800162
16194.811065
16196.844954
16196.853877
16196.863079
16196.872836
16196.886736
16196.897222
16196.908102
16196.916273
16197.666019
16197.675648
16197.685891
16197.718090
16197.749942
16197.760440
16197.771192
16198.816551
16198.827315
16198.837836
16198.848380
16199.718519
16199.729213
16199.739676
16199.750382
16199.767616

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-0.209574
2.488806
1.254588
0.767195
0.130748
2.224326
-0.769025
-0.946040
0.508113
0.274879
1.739207
-0.477000
1.958302
1.312830
0.082610
1.860443
-0.937303
-0.360666
-1.267135
-0.714884
-0.845293
0.051707
-0.090887
1.690567
-1.257725
-1.015902
-0.378328
-0.334628
-1.032309
-1.255475
0.239374
1.143674
-1.574212

1.254865
1.044911
1.086008
0.996764
1.026977
1.094102
1.096090
1.031452
1.097288
0.975960
1.056779
1.033077
1.043592
0.912740
1.036719
0.923518
1.138728
1.017860
0.937530
1.034271
1.219149
0.947312
0.943952
1.036729
1.085041
1.019513
1.024855
1.068915
0.849970
0.903491
0.974881
0.844427
0.937085
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16199.778056
16199.788796
16199.799028
16200.762106
16200.772627
16200.783264
16200.793877
16201.640405
16201.650833
16201.661262
16201.671771
16201.737778
16201.748704
16201.759491
16201.769826
16202.642650
16202.653194
16202.664051
16202.674537
16202.745891
16202.756794
16202.767303
16202.777778
16203.631181
16203.641771
16203.652708
16203.663032
16203.717315
16203.728715
16203.739097
16203.749421
16204.630382
16204.641447

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

1.324474
0.519428
-0.146247
-0.774610
-2.150177
-2.108295
-1.259340
-2.415357
-0.453936
-2.462996
0.579112
-2.157284
-0.380323
-1.117035
-2.201467
-1.183437
-2.940551
0.750939
-2.538578
0.203206
-0.162145
-2.771969
-1.718940
0.146058
-0.279572
-0.003783
-1.056838
0.182297
-0.647771
0.086998
0.534193
-4.208892
-1.588397

1.002092
0.914616
0.986175
1.004424
0.929421
1.004725
1.027226
0.893649
0.926249
0.948014
0.966047
1.048717
1.023242
0.965374
1.005861
0.993668
0.898703
0.980841
0.887773
0.899725
0.951870
0.956069
0.932748
0.907117
0.939081
0.962092
0.940442
0.995522
0.980629
0.919238
0.959541
0.993392
1.007787
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16204.651852
16204.662106
16204.714838
16204.723935
16204.733218
16204.743970
16205.635266
16205.645995
16210.629097
16210.639792
16210.650498
16210.660856
16210.676678
16210.687118
16210.697766
16210.708519
16211.628912
16211.639861
16211.650417
16211.660995
16211.673356
16211.684063
16211.694606
16211.705231
16212.638148
16212.645868
16212.653576
16212.661030
16212.685428
16212.693206
16212.700961
16212.709120
16213.609618

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-2.271151
-1.652075
-2.401657
-0.328775
-2.680685
-0.733546
-0.901085
3.402407
-0.076212
1.167312
-2.165600
2.152723
1.430378
0.962574
-0.669949
1.719675
2.149673
2.126446
-1.633417
-0.136926
0.718376
0.665843
-1.995245
0.977474
0.168517
0.613055
-0.998038
-1.825769
0.354673
-1.965370
0.068506
1.957694
-1.736198

0.977141
0.949332
0.993717
1.063910
0.969360
0.970999
1.385112
1.503968
1.143675
1.053180
0.933134
1.039343
1.025319
0.989235
0.983695
0.924206
1.040395
1.044052
0.966044
0.925439
1.035010
1.026130
1.024893
1.071220
1.090137
1.149741
1.056737
1.016865
1.102613
1.066733
1.072300
0.974759
1.008447
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16213.620417
16213.630903
16213.641331
16213.683229
16213.693079
16213.701979
16213.710602
16214.639398
16214.649630
16214.660174
16214.670637
16214.686794
16214.696655
16214.706296
16214.715706
16215.605081
16215.615579
16215.625972
16215.636192
16215.658542
16215.668449
16215.678750
16215.688819
16216.648993
16216.659676
16216.670231
16216.681215
16217.649294
16217.659687
16217.670625
16217.679792
16217.694850
16217.703229

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-0.663278
0.411947
-2.937389
-1.820996
0.463725
0.131223
1.012573
-0.964456
0.815742
0.424276
-1.437063
-0.650961
-0.407395
-1.032317
0.458751
0.004221
-1.639555
0.598251
1.270876
-2.049688
-0.478004
1.366000
-0.004680
-0.581746
-0.278250
-2.208445
-1.433635
-1.055438
-1.543532
-0.079255
-1.040038
-1.780156
-0.312901

0.917085
0.952582
0.982829
0.955582
0.992678
1.023312
0.973594
1.011348
1.021928
1.020671
0.988348
0.988373
0.977350
0.953915
0.970355
0.974620
0.966982
0.970817
0.976618
0.929516
0.984024
0.916120
0.930080
1.069274
1.005040
0.981028
0.979962
1.088412
1.137255
1.124965
1.216967
0.992948
1.003350
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16217.713148
16217.724537
16218.648681
16218.658148
16218.667407
16218.678333
16218.689271
16218.698866
16218.708958
16218.719363
16219.771123
16219.781586
16219.792407
16219.802975
16219.817477
16219.828113
16219.838715
16220.672361
16220.680370
16220.688449
16220.696285
16220.704873
16220.712697
16220.720498
16220.728345
16221.664630
16221.675278
16221.685880
16221.696400
16223.648229
16223.656771
16223.665382
16223.674178

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

1.276605
-0.872391
-0.545223
-0.765036
1.342837
-0.129439
1.901452
1.397388
-0.445744
-0.209080
3.453440
2.131800
3.170253
3.032834
2.771328
0.795476
5.115376
3.347937
3.264552
3.089947
2.344229
4.063673
3.025431
1.997791
4.303231
1.464789
0.590300
2.458573
-0.868016
1.728534
-0.133786
-0.505485
1.499529

1.015125
1.049765
1.047594
0.976333
0.962399
0.963792
0.949608
0.970564
0.920553
0.933686
1.115642
1.109804
1.105232
0.997698
1.051042
1.102934
1.115586
1.025283
0.992386
1.033137
1.003687
1.023407
1.008254
1.141386
1.093747
1.000819
0.886102
0.961922
1.052435
1.074178
1.110987
1.113946
1.012938
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16223.686516
16223.695359
16223.703785
16223.711829
16224.621632
16224.632558
16224.643484
16224.653669
16224.667824
16224.678414
16224.688507
16224.699722
16225.651586
16225.661875
16225.671910
16225.682118
16226.667766
16226.688137
16226.697581
16226.711111
16226.720174
16226.729329
16226.738657
16229.711262
16229.722211
16229.732801
16229.743241
16229.773970
16229.784630
16229.795162
16229.805868
16230.636435
16230.646481

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

1.406618
1.266770
4.005378
2.740842
-0.549471
-0.563944
1.751660
2.519026
1.498254
1.154311
0.376755
0.237403
0.131597
0.113421
1.764434
-1.788412
-2.450772
-2.268706
-3.960056
-3.523304
-2.463792
-2.458276
-1.333488
-0.021176
-0.669470
0.777566
-1.345044
-1.333193
-0.694693
-1.499222
-0.536236
1.937443
-0.463076

1.014805
1.043459
1.174141
1.038888
0.978818
1.144649
1.152928
1.269306
1.107156
1.200348
1.219200
1.398364
0.873711
0.868113
0.960641
0.952960
0.968234
0.926677
0.927435
1.021604
0.951234
1.110743
1.077925
0.983304
0.923155
0.951407
0.977778
0.989421
1.014686
0.937171
0.893169
0.992736
0.994987
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16230.655660
16230.664410
16230.678634
16230.686308
16230.694155
16230.702674
16231.746979
16231.757477
16231.768310
16231.778646
16231.791123
16231.801678
16231.812106
16231.823090
16232.636435
16232.646447
16232.655833
16232.664699
16232.683183
16232.691863
16232.700405
16232.709016
16233.608669
16233.617836
16233.626736
16233.635613
16233.646690
16233.655590
16233.664618
16233.673831
16234.629965
16234.640440
16234.651146

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

0.151427
0.882830
-0.597329
2.297977
-1.237057
0.362201
-1.417497
-0.169357
-1.300882
1.357944
-1.198724
2.586788
-0.097109
-0.715285
1.329625
-1.019659
-1.514572
1.720712
2.003753
1.222651
2.592576
0.714819
-0.034728
-0.578452
0.493256
3.768807
1.534643
-0.050468
2.067226
0.866556
0.058261
1.423347
1.140754

0.990211
1.049131
1.121246
1.172688
1.068672
0.956434
0.910634
1.014714
1.028732
0.947436
0.989548
0.943429
1.063381
0.961573
0.998358
1.028299
1.041648
1.092820
1.031008
1.102098
0.978988
1.139730
0.935560
0.975079
0.969001
0.879455
0.927379
0.940049
1.031655
1.039342
1.008658
0.828575
0.961623
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16234.661852
16235.625231
16235.635035
16235.644537
16235.655185
16236.705312
16236.715949
16236.726574
16236.737303
16237.614838
16237.625382
16237.635880
16237.646076
16237.655648
16237.664433
16237.673576
16237.683333
16238.590127
16238.600764
16238.611493
16238.621667
16238.633958
16238.644248
16238.653912
16238.663229
16239.663148
16239.673183
16239.682928
16239.693009
16241.717963
16241.728611
16241.739352
16241.749780

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

1.187911
-2.785848
-1.013276
-0.564718
-0.840624
1.058253
-1.583401
-0.294660
-1.264806
-1.085714
-3.057377
-3.594746
-1.474102
-2.028822
-3.693967
-4.135205
-4.252926
-3.101314
-4.143938
-2.552484
-0.879181
-4.111889
-5.984313
-3.747083
-3.743543
-3.835165
-4.340455
-3.192007
-2.876112
-3.965103
-5.016550
-4.321149
-0.274015

0.905545
0.951098
0.950240
0.998293
0.937649
1.025207
1.024771
1.042021
0.966246
1.020073
1.018227
1.026573
1.033530
1.078641
1.168585
1.135283
1.007135
1.133615
1.067712
1.088330
1.127495
1.068514
1.052834
1.131165
1.088683
0.966195
1.085729
0.969514
1.041754
0.982383
0.964233
0.954947
0.981835
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16242.715764
16242.726389
16242.736968
16242.747558
16243.662778
16243.672789
16243.683519
16243.694120
16244.630035
16244.640741
16244.651111
16244.661852
16245.664734
16245.674931
16245.684687
16245.695012
16248.621296
16248.632188
16248.642894
16248.653461
16249.664236
16250.712407
16250.722928
16250.733715
16250.744340
16251.604005
16251.614965
16251.625475
16251.636111
16253.648588
16253.658495
16253.668009
16253.677569

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-0.243265
-2.237070
-2.791019
-4.635007
-2.668960
2.238105
-1.481993
-1.810400
-2.374934
-0.709231
-0.486219
-2.231262
-3.249841
-1.666919
0.682678
0.315330
5.584552
1.116443
2.339991
2.527289
1.069817
2.836439
0.466786
1.159072
1.596667
3.958111
0.649003
2.009307
3.178472
3.262531
3.983053
3.441877
2.092657

0.932414
0.994514
1.032285
1.014382
1.000416
0.996172
0.948460
0.950997
0.974241
0.968816
1.004915
0.972620
0.969952
1.022960
0.996215
1.003078
0.971344
0.920659
0.974418
0.937387
1.029082
0.912799
0.958071
0.973381
0.888331
0.913062
0.901097
0.994370
0.933626
0.888232
0.958674
0.896758
0.930095
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16254.666377
16254.675764
16254.685729
16254.695660
16256.703831
16256.714745
16256.724988
16256.735521
16257.666019
16257.676817
16257.687350
16257.697998
16259.595451
16259.604954
16259.614051
16259.622998
16262.599734
16262.609595
16262.619734
16262.629572
16263.589144
16263.599687
16263.610451
16263.620556
16264.576806
16264.587454
16264.598079
16264.608727
16265.614583
16265.625220
16265.635729
16265.646412
16266.570405

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-0.252858
1.277077
3.304668
3.361847
0.832780
-0.797276
-0.377863
2.158528
-2.353181
-1.651862
-1.921280
-3.761298
-0.321083
-0.074823
-2.583252
-3.233319
-1.315832
-4.081576
-2.159250
-1.813033
-2.760517
-2.401492
-2.201037
-2.621463
-3.354207
-5.963202
-4.582423
-2.461096
-2.375162
-1.165310
-2.760160
-3.413605
-2.608996

1.002486
1.058054
0.964977
0.987468
0.979989
0.972505
0.979100
0.974259
0.945102
1.074037
0.968670
1.003171
0.972939
0.976092
0.980878
1.044591
0.992259
1.114074
1.078153
1.109684
1.136120
1.116106
1.115676
1.031398
1.140821
1.215266
1.149941
1.254702
1.020984
1.009984
1.038458
1.088145
0.970678
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16266.581100
16266.591713
16266.602303
16268.556076
16268.564190
16268.572373
16268.580243
16269.600602
16269.610509
16269.621111
16270.539317
16270.548148
16270.557512
16270.568171
16271.592546
16271.603183
16271.613715
16271.624444
16276.531343
16276.554063
16276.590313
16276.649444
16277.516539
16277.546678
16277.603438
16277.622211
16278.528171
16278.546829
16278.582824
16278.609734
16279.517164
16279.554097
16279.610359

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-0.907959
0.698123
-0.437403
0.271519
0.707812
0.745061
0.950560
-2.631097
-0.826983
-2.684835
0.163842
0.181919
1.872809
-1.054062
-0.992658
0.859960
-0.801313
0.368667
1.231111
1.562943
2.181953
1.108716
1.832985
1.123302
0.340632
4.010093
2.258625
2.559500
3.188079
2.658595
1.400418
3.258336
4.171176

1.045700
1.031057
1.101087
0.974695
0.954896
1.008808
0.973088
0.935601
0.989343
0.910384
1.007948
1.021066
1.027817
1.036726
0.960656
0.932329
0.949744
0.997590
0.948332
0.855389
0.864772
0.905460
0.959609
0.920346
0.982233
0.998408
0.993671
0.933064
1.015873
1.042522
1.031104
1.083257
1.009304
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16279.652743
16280.587998
16280.643970
16282.536979
16282.579063
16282.657222
16282.671181
16283.544433
16283.616586
16283.638472
16283.681493
16284.529803
16284.578449
16284.599491
16284.654884
16285.525081
16285.557697
16285.646389
16288.521863
16288.560972
16288.643148
16289.522164
16289.581840
16289.603900
16289.619340
16290.518762
16290.559826
16290.582095
16290.642049
16291.518704
16291.557199
16291.642315
16295.589190

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

3.110699
3.018854
3.597666
3.068148
5.487991
4.519161
3.001640
4.483908
2.872348
4.301019
4.803116
3.573194
1.284744
1.731734
2.527237
2.456599
5.168847
2.725413
2.967869
5.659137
5.005683
0.161808
0.167649
3.001569
3.193571
2.082892
3.413467
1.133454
1.820472
0.909966
0.276577
2.473982
-3.109298

1.089365
1.095943
1.096407
0.947036
0.921563
0.913951
0.906880
0.946905
0.965086
0.942892
0.952575
1.129632
0.973649
0.933276
0.967992
0.975958
0.925072
0.964611
0.922520
0.913751
0.880719
0.999391
0.994087
0.927137
1.029157
0.985043
0.928869
0.945023
0.888923
0.926245
0.951119
1.019857
1.105215
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16295.612708
16295.636296
16296.532998
16296.544618
16296.574294
16296.589375
16297.525764
16297.563704
16298.526771
16298.586910
16298.608287
16298.622419
16299.531169
16299.562755
16299.590984
16299.618472
16304.529352
16304.555532
16304.592338
16304.604664
16305.529838
16305.551829
16305.574491
16307.531238
16307.555023
16307.579178
16308.521562
16308.543113
16309.527604
16309.550162
16310.540498
16310.561389
16311.528032

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-1.708154
-0.872778
-1.918065
-3.251519
-3.644902
-2.239216
-0.219290
-0.653613
-1.207957
-1.802267
-0.268824
-1.886144
-1.868157
-1.921783
-1.767061
-1.717442
1.191817
0.562274
-0.218200
-1.255732
-4.555707
-3.214045
0.418555
-0.836186
-1.363230
-1.613987
1.440152
1.699434
-0.693850
1.837634
1.290645
2.964363
-0.448504

1.185762
1.148421
0.960301
1.034674
1.070267
1.037097
1.047922
0.947636
1.040338
0.909969
0.992792
0.907428
0.986427
1.000555
0.988607
1.059114
1.060263
1.114868
1.080362
1.150119
1.158065
1.177935
1.193881
1.105673
1.123523
1.140378
1.118717
1.154668
1.017196
1.068058
1.112153
1.096299
1.522140
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16311.552604
16311.576065
16312.534815
16312.570405
16314.543449
16314.554005
16314.574259
16316.535868
16316.546644
16316.572257
16316.582801
16317.527616
16317.538356
16317.566736
16317.577361
16318.520197
16318.530903
16318.557998
16318.568588
16319.523623
16319.534340
16319.551539
16319.561979
16321.538623
16321.549456
16321.570428
16322.529005
16322.539711
16322.565313
16323.531296
16323.541771
16323.570764
16328.517720

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

1.762261
2.352973
1.857596
0.526644
-0.142267
0.859989
0.853201
0.344801
-0.199667
0.616921
3.814528
5.381880
2.916398
3.815643
2.704509
2.921668
3.659200
6.703598
2.665349
4.448822
-1.358217
1.885691
2.320128
3.783012
3.794921
4.829690
3.300032
1.923618
2.087288
-1.956983
0.406827
1.405346
1.484914

1.162035
1.222915
1.122794
1.242666
1.132134
1.174407
1.159111
1.099562
1.028317
1.037459
1.013812
1.071463
1.096806
1.155310
1.096580
1.119129
1.082500
1.063558
1.157980
1.115465
1.163325
1.277464
1.180998
1.016695
1.108781
1.055377
1.115834
1.013534
1.073546
1.201928
1.246341
1.098504
1.005437
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16328.524792
16328.531968
16328.539190
16328.546111
16329.518391
16329.525509
16329.532593
16329.539861
16329.546933
16330.520069
16330.528484
16330.534618
16330.542060
16331.527338
16331.534734
16331.541192
16331.548704
16332.520868
16332.527998
16332.535162
16332.542315
16332.549421
16336.517998
16336.525162
16336.532396
16336.539491
16445.923009
16445.934028
16448.920417
16448.948391
16457.905266
16457.946701
16458.899329

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-0.090201
2.865026
6.741301
5.846138
1.003674
-0.193528
4.545101
2.368757
3.425584
4.233744
6.597156
1.058873
-1.510417
3.014740
1.523248
2.539632
-1.035933
1.880515
1.287602
1.039012
5.959025
2.598907
-0.211226
3.121987
-0.183751
0.720500
-0.086985
-0.117326
0.125492
1.640912
-2.289979
-3.566001
-2.999157

1.062075
1.113812
1.096640
1.141816
1.128441
1.156967
1.205604
1.316838
1.150172
1.522558
1.455855
1.496667
1.668571
1.520038
1.609831
1.603126
1.794802
1.515493
1.485299
1.355448
1.413285
1.509333
1.313685
1.261150
1.379481
1.356007
0.909577
0.926544
0.996408
0.905185
1.060318
1.032444
0.946293
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16458.940845
16460.946366
16462.924005
16472.935613
16472.958426
16473.929757
16473.949514
16475.896146
16475.930868
16476.890359
16476.933530
16477.872593
16477.921042
16480.874502
16481.832384
16481.944711
16482.829942
16482.903704
16485.815127
16485.882315
16486.833831
16486.859641
16486.924884
16486.935833
16487.818380
16487.869433
16487.936100
16488.809363
16488.904306
16488.939780
16492.798623
16492.928588
16496.805833

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-3.120653
-4.230615
0.128424
-1.459598
-0.502894
-0.952526
-1.730518
-1.016329
-2.259033
-2.687859
-3.762965
-2.058165
-3.392570
-4.211097
-2.068403
-2.942937
-1.514682
2.489490
-1.581248
-1.344775
-0.511138
0.793881
-2.729074
-3.252474
-1.752135
-2.401666
-1.882623
-2.461711
0.484282
-1.691516
-1.720492
-1.740620
-2.170921

0.913992
1.087876
1.738310
0.853753
0.835063
0.885684
0.911704
0.782575
0.855228
0.878443
0.910999
0.897931
0.951059
0.827107
0.839318
0.956258
1.051921
0.972986
0.886663
0.839124
0.806116
0.816835
0.849437
0.857711
0.876136
0.953791
0.898093
0.797120
0.886161
0.854282
0.946915
0.839529
0.874028
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16496.875810
16496.912743
16496.947396
16497.780544
16497.843924
16498.821262
16498.873530
16498.907164
16500.790509
16500.856088
16500.894606
16501.827778
16501.846667
16501.913241
16502.819537
16502.843472
16504.782222
16504.798426
16504.840799
16505.869155
16505.943843
16506.806563
16506.899954
16506.919873
16508.772361
16508.839317
16509.761146
16509.850671
16509.913021
16509.923773
16509.934352
16509.945127
16510.822616

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-4.293983
-2.266475
-2.420118
-1.642178
-2.780837
-3.728544
-3.217795
-2.908755
-5.342604
-4.465489
-4.892220
-3.185330
-2.093070
-1.351676
-3.791237
-5.299206
-2.183448
-2.967201
-4.422451
-3.585019
-2.834567
-3.156547
-1.224672
-1.985914
-3.258606
-3.208879
-2.522377
-2.462405
-1.582180
-2.319618
-1.071907
-2.979026
-2.758160

0.857465
0.928058
0.915550
0.854721
0.864851
0.915856
1.033286
0.993150
0.902625
0.948286
0.995579
1.064812
1.046808
1.034455
1.081633
0.980394
0.960647
0.913750
0.947151
0.952232
0.826718
0.888822
0.903577
0.910279
0.875151
1.055568
0.946970
0.918004
0.936991
0.956595
0.972754
1.055566
0.921805
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16510.834850
16510.880590
16510.891285
16510.951551
16511.791481
16511.799236
16512.874630
16512.885069
16512.918715
16513.833275
16513.934282
16514.751042
16514.947650
16515.743866
16515.836852
16516.781782
16516.821944
16516.846748
16516.857870
16516.888345
16516.909549
16516.918762
16517.747662
16517.859282
16517.923044
16517.934444
16518.730787
16518.802083
16518.842222
16518.849340
16518.901065
16518.908762
16518.918264

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

0.633756
-0.492578
-0.283292
-0.181619
-2.058787
0.330644
0.496565
3.193944
-0.335824
2.207544
0.449295
0.040455
1.303784
-0.595332
-0.453425
-0.838775
-0.266692
1.255848
0.028714
-1.348679
-0.335270
-1.729135
-1.982376
-0.561026
-0.589505
-3.072104
0.344817
0.296120
-1.989018
0.072297
-3.813655
-0.716266
-0.664080

1.030455
0.994295
0.955364
0.945892
1.208513
2.066543
0.946513
0.967461
0.945151
0.907832
0.932978
0.889120
0.878574
0.781664
0.868843
0.972988
0.915477
1.041644
0.953681
0.929575
0.979808
1.042071
1.010371
0.926838
0.831885
0.880500
0.825398
0.841863
1.012391
0.973483
0.914516
0.956107
0.964212
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16519.776065
16519.836400
16519.862731
16519.870799
16519.938299
16520.727882
16520.845150
16520.937269
16521.719190
16521.762616
16521.769965
16521.869294
16521.911863
16522.744294
16522.792130
16522.846794
16522.928669
16523.726204
16523.776701
16523.820961
16523.888681
16524.716227
16524.795359
16524.880174
16524.934433
16525.712986
16525.760382
16525.826771
16525.880208
16526.730231
16526.781782
16526.838449
16526.923738

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-0.747884
-3.677765
-1.799941
-0.894997
-0.011298
-0.983493
-2.668225
-2.949582
-1.932738
0.287124
-0.281633
-1.825699
-3.180530
-1.893552
-4.119959
-2.388073
-1.407542
-2.158252
-4.839442
-1.017612
-3.057609
-3.319585
-1.289376
-1.061826
-1.688106
0.317124
-1.936391
-1.914806
-0.538935
-1.616067
-1.977704
-0.376207
-1.952470

0.855732
0.900289
1.036778
1.000872
0.991151
0.932114
0.985562
0.916689
0.886753
0.978616
1.009647
0.958738
1.065728
0.907300
0.880236
0.975561
0.873131
0.906062
0.890959
0.901288
0.966706
0.971177
1.010975
0.999435
1.132321
0.881248
0.906941
0.885503
0.936632
0.886714
0.991965
0.974374
0.968719
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16529.729028
16529.785127
16529.829178
16529.908079
16530.689062
16530.777222
16530.864097
16531.705810
16531.805891
16531.899132
16532.712604
16532.766539
16532.894167
16533.689086
16533.776389
16533.875359
16537.710961
16537.805127
16537.918484
16537.931134
16538.686262
16538.803958
16538.923715
16539.715266
16539.803796
16539.935000
16540.824074
16541.733634
16543.725243
16543.803958
16543.910301
16544.703854
16544.751968

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-1.369048
-1.781264
-3.794996
-5.837896
-1.159599
-2.109979
-1.730155
-2.519513
-3.475446
-2.521489
-2.442896
-3.129519
-2.421427
-2.230922
-2.407280
-3.076424
-2.286052
-3.630100
-2.695929
-7.287408
-2.318574
2.677653
-3.287315
-2.670740
-7.316649
-6.244417
-4.820524
0.325483
-3.295598
-1.428803
-3.274056
-2.829276
-2.718812

0.936980
0.888801
0.964765
0.889065
1.044514
0.966187
0.928995
0.944173
0.851963
0.906954
0.992792
1.001588
0.917665
0.924818
1.136415
1.051299
1.065804
1.165977
1.177685
1.259865
1.016326
1.012681
1.191028
2.117201
1.298706
1.989861
1.262713
1.327684
1.089969
1.202157
1.132689
1.118337
1.148897
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16544.866678
16544.917998
16545.662685
16545.761424
16545.834734
16545.925579
16546.675868
16546.750671
16546.867662
16546.924549
16547.825938
16547.865382
16548.817616
16548.845556
16550.657396
16550.691748
16550.720382
16550.743970
16550.767546
16551.641632
16551.721725
16551.777338
16551.910833
16554.655208
16554.728542
16554.833947
16555.666273
16555.714282
16556.635046
16556.650081
16556.852141
16556.866146
16557.628924

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-2.904916
-0.989535
1.626182
-0.602709
-0.979402
-3.625323
-0.067835
-1.705339
-3.058105
-4.656001
-1.682788
-0.447481
-0.810964
2.391401
-0.192703
-1.434581
0.771115
0.174985
-3.142543
-3.980674
-2.906762
-0.310335
-1.081913
-0.597818
-3.180046
-4.626933
0.745068
-3.727289
-0.611154
-0.295815
-1.739631
-0.433611
-1.318498

1.126113
1.173263
1.108314
1.166539
1.008119
1.062785
1.080186
1.091343
1.236512
1.091111
1.206381
1.119058
1.207174
1.322358
1.147989
0.951128
1.025923
0.987588
1.102139
1.053422
1.054150
1.221430
1.041428
1.108154
1.162184
1.095547
1.151635
1.234969
1.011327
1.145032
1.158775
1.189323
1.157598
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16557.643414
16557.658090
16557.671979
16557.686123
16557.700938
16558.626632
16558.637025
16558.707523
16558.715208
16558.808241
16558.817442
16558.834005
16558.843773
16559.634005
16559.641713
16559.688958
16559.696400
16559.745255
16559.753507
16559.765579
16559.774097
16560.626505
16560.633623
16560.707187
16560.714618
16560.772477
16560.785984
16560.845440
16560.852697
16561.602569
16561.613796
16561.800289
16561.807836

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

1.960132
-2.899990
-5.313519
-0.888912
-1.450740
-1.924714
0.473426
1.035923
-1.146019
0.566960
-3.302735
-2.337306
-3.611122
-4.335763
-2.803903
2.570785
-0.756526
-0.933218
1.586998
-3.621088
-6.320763
-1.099095
1.254384
-2.520255
-1.683105
0.625644
1.431032
-2.508777
-1.597626
-0.206729
-0.065449
-1.223348
-0.443542

1.322768
1.275003
1.306035
1.337352
1.470661
1.182626
1.188207
1.225258
1.212865
1.411260
1.449295
1.136413
1.305334
1.317805
1.242885
1.195585
1.233015
1.200644
1.230051
1.200693
1.199182
1.363818
1.407874
1.396707
1.444341
2.145188
1.847368
1.324393
1.461943
1.122051
1.167459
1.255569
1.256442
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Table B.1 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16561.863391
16561.872662
16562.635012
16562.644687
16562.817176
16562.825880
16562.903461
16562.914294

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

0.598697
-3.733950
0.768744
-0.423356
-0.295914
2.308140
-0.077065
-1.484293

1.303426
1.288513
1.238606
1.218528
1.274935
1.422765
1.263283
1.221700
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Table B.2.

Radial Velocities for τ Ceti observed by EXPRES

JD − 2440000
18710.459988
18710.461278
18710.462556
18711.490857
18711.493420
18712.490102
18712.491370
18712.492672
18714.494694
18714.495974
18714.497253
18715.493506
18715.494800
18715.496094
18715.497380
18715.498672
18716.451735
18716.453242
18716.454520
18716.455794
18719.456040
18719.457343
18719.458659
18719.460893
18719.462172
18719.463546
18720.465888
18720.467156
18720.468455
18720.469741
18720.471034
18720.472457
18720.473754

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-0.543585
-1.160005
-1.952452
1.968619
-0.366579
-0.921496
-1.484155
-0.182867
0.190434
0.067595
0.672241
-0.238942
-0.203842
0.767251
-0.112352
0.068339
0.449626
-0.720642
-0.257596
-1.251627
-2.282144
-1.600745
-2.450050
-1.467116
-0.614383
-1.620466
2.060028
0.561013
-2.798378
-0.218241
1.540922
-3.158833
-1.545778

0.335979
0.349508
0.347454
0.428975
0.412422
0.368134
0.359737
0.354387
0.301834
0.327885
0.308521
0.370858
0.385875
0.374597
0.377965
0.350036
0.342172
0.344613
0.315812
0.367043
0.394564
0.403341
0.339531
0.394766
0.411938
0.436839
0.364510
0.356584
0.382014
0.386208
0.402762
0.355813
0.379401
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Table B.2 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
18720.475049
18720.476366
18720.477664
18720.480961
18720.482280
18720.483541
18720.484855
18720.486144
18720.487444
18720.488721
18720.490042
18720.491317
18720.492601
18763.363891
18763.365192
18763.366490
18763.367774
18763.369071
18764.364348
18764.365429
18764.366496
18764.367547
18764.370433
18764.371465
18764.372595
18764.373645
18764.374678
18764.375748
18764.376783
18764.377845
18764.378893
18764.379950
18764.382950

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

2.458547
-3.340328
-2.841444
4.431065
-3.012935
-3.266361
3.724067
-2.315917
-3.573157
4.476071
-0.342856
-4.934639
5.745652
-0.185074
-1.070920
0.977161
-1.336275
1.441420
-0.232971
0.746032
1.380502
-0.101130
-0.832700
0.145475
-1.566129
0.779033
-0.158602
0.774262
0.785539
-1.349702
1.334991
-2.115194
0.208453

0.389214
0.336519
0.362695
0.371128
0.370715
0.354713
0.373450
0.349239
0.332381
0.341092
0.347271
0.377484
0.345343
0.314865
0.292887
0.306503
0.308722
0.324994
0.370551
0.300488
0.299818
0.297301
0.315223
0.311602
0.310383
0.328237
0.309348
0.319106
0.328300
0.324594
0.350768
0.317906
0.325879
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Table B.2 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
18764.384004
18764.385053
18764.386128
18764.387213
18764.388271
18764.389356
18764.390417
18764.391496
18764.392566
18772.414269
18772.415535
18772.416814
18772.418090
18772.419413
18780.260808
18780.262424
18780.263898
18780.265471
18780.266861
18795.350523
18795.352092
18795.353820
18795.355689
18795.357669
18796.245693
18796.246591
18796.247462
18796.248316
18796.249247
18797.334348
18797.335206
18797.336664
18797.337533

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-0.145375
-1.207109
0.237800
-1.482498
1.869571
-2.593876
2.146754
-1.336679
1.168140
-0.299451
0.692689
0.669513
0.168094
1.423165
1.035859
0.446140
0.887450
0.366323
-0.071378
1.013451
0.348842
2.500417
1.306455
0.663058
1.671087
1.063715
1.085187
1.723492
1.288613
-0.714555
3.293309
0.000168
3.719618

0.335990
0.329142
0.371963
0.326508
0.349132
0.331231
0.352098
0.344856
0.351385
0.448095
0.418862
0.412424
0.406495
0.446834
0.325996
0.330724
0.333957
0.335797
0.332958
0.344315
0.345084
0.319197
0.327174
0.385240
0.332186
0.360124
0.349700
0.355665
0.357688
0.351864
0.338320
0.370139
0.354108
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Table B.2 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
18797.338384
18798.205585
18798.211068
18798.213173
18798.214147
18798.215078
18850.141462
18850.144186
18850.146784
18850.150262
18850.154095

Table B.3.

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-0.541678
0.802831
-0.181977
2.189692
-0.358664
-0.523082
-0.238461
-1.104858
-0.201399
-0.119572
-0.686552

0.374386
0.332364
0.343620
0.381877
0.344990
0.340117
0.391219
0.408046
0.407614
0.410758
0.396946

Radial Velocities for τ Ceti observed by EXPRES with 15-minute binning
JD − 2440000
18710.461234
18711.492176
18712.491407
18714.495962
18715.496172
18716.453788
18719.459576
18720.479609
18763.366443
18764.378327
18772.416831
18780.263855
18795.353849
18796.247415
18797.336350
18798.211672
18850.147354

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-1.149294
0.719706
-0.828294
0.298706
0.056706
-0.387294
-1.648294
-0.342294
-0.211294
-0.199294
0.379706
0.384706
1.045706
1.180706
1.060706
0.175706
-0.536294

0.195
0.293
0.204
0.178
0.163
0.167
0.157
0.080
0.127
0.066
0.187
0.145
0.150
0.154
0.156
0.152
0.181
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Table B.4.

Radial Velocities for  Eridani observed by CHIRON

JD − 2440000
16115.918403
16115.922813
16116.904502
16116.908819
16118.904537
16118.908877
16119.959988
16119.964294
16120.907917
16120.912245
16121.917292
16123.912604
16123.916956
16123.924248
16123.928657
16125.899803
16125.904259
16125.909734
16125.914062
16126.879329
16126.883750
16126.889294
16126.893704
16129.938785
16129.942801
16131.910440
16131.915081
16132.938611
16132.942928
16134.918553
16134.922963
16135.959178
16135.963576

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-23.840860
-24.650608
-28.350618
-23.838623
-5.172623
-7.884538
-5.699085
-6.604404
-1.013474
-2.616923
2.033528
7.821161
8.289104
11.390311
10.756673
2.143758
-2.239041
-2.479702
1.326351
-11.453460
-11.252748
-9.042777
-16.946657
-9.084760
-3.809872
-4.026947
-8.561640
-7.141508
-6.215696
3.451278
0.833361
2.478230
1.314767

1.203159
1.201772
1.127997
1.191068
1.182427
1.114676
1.050803
1.015724
1.268649
1.354360
1.534794
1.155732
1.280940
1.404161
1.447095
1.118268
1.180214
1.222346
1.355393
1.261833
1.269567
1.325745
1.304169
1.474278
1.991794
1.615064
1.773392
1.021004
1.014643
1.046479
1.000809
1.122509
1.119487
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Table B.4 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16145.945787
16145.950301
16146.917049
16146.921644
16147.943947
16147.948264
16158.913715
16158.918044
16160.944132
16160.948414
16164.913426
16164.917766
16165.936620
16165.941030
16166.912789
16166.917211
16167.922257
16167.926690
16168.910995
16168.915498
16171.851609
16171.855926
16172.933229
16172.937650
16174.919641
16174.923970
16175.884340
16175.889583
16179.877593
16179.881933
16182.894398
16182.898819
16184.880694

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-4.061507
-4.324454
-1.578598
-1.662913
-7.333981
-5.631799
-3.964423
-2.152172
-22.163155
-18.964832
8.376810
5.966562
11.506910
10.879786
10.192969
14.555344
7.146416
9.227986
1.865168
1.635153
-18.883978
-16.003239
-13.825075
-13.467927
-3.287237
-4.670817
1.251298
6.777245
1.489462
2.820692
-16.904362
-16.552498
-7.726551

1.100205
1.093138
1.040223
1.140857
1.202819
1.139800
1.284865
1.280401
1.144907
1.113664
1.083556
1.123795
0.988014
1.030118
1.121778
1.162657
1.019429
1.107347
1.164472
1.168612
1.029712
1.056217
1.055977
1.055049
1.037770
1.033061
1.533272
1.571824
1.054956
1.033817
1.082809
1.061901
1.036419
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Table B.4 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16184.885093
16185.879444
16185.883681
16185.889664
16185.893981
16186.829792
16186.834178
16187.871678
16187.875880
16189.827523
16189.831794
16190.850336
16190.854826
16192.901227
16192.905602
16194.864745
16194.869201
16197.804560
16197.809225
16198.884572
16198.888947
16199.877674
16199.882037
16200.877523
16200.881852
16201.723993
16201.728137
16201.848727
16201.853090
16202.708218
16202.712500
16202.830799
16202.835116

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-8.701264
-5.743694
-4.012952
-3.574688
-0.632486
-0.317871
1.277753
1.673925
2.639372
9.674028
10.877485
1.855984
2.178030
-5.692058
-6.798489
-16.003723
-18.482744
3.484176
-1.789554
3.502182
5.337924
5.864855
6.131941
15.118848
15.552347
13.971015
13.037739
12.042656
11.233927
7.892195
7.207190
5.168357
6.116570

1.018673
1.354404
1.344925
1.354825
1.341444
1.000865
1.004049
1.076864
1.144558
1.073437
1.074001
1.556538
1.479876
1.157589
1.079037
1.207209
1.198124
1.154642
1.634854
1.145294
1.085571
1.195305
1.138835
1.175098
1.056201
1.133057
1.085244
1.183967
1.232440
1.143485
1.244851
1.141235
1.086483
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Table B.4 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16203.704537
16203.708831
16203.829028
16203.833333
16204.694560
16204.698877
16204.776273
16204.780637
16210.717106
16210.721389
16210.751343
16210.755567
16211.714236
16211.718611
16211.795810
16211.799757
16212.673495
16212.677859
16212.810729
16212.815069
16214.728299
16214.732708
16214.813090
16214.817407
16215.759606
16215.763889
16215.842951
16215.847269
16217.635405
16217.639803
16217.807292
16218.634282
16218.638738

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

0.890486
2.708592
-2.431767
-1.021858
-8.040390
-11.826646
-11.339212
-14.903376
5.756423
0.255830
2.051320
1.249321
11.376221
10.201391
12.217137
12.352129
9.502347
11.494850
13.239269
10.958308
1.883695
2.950517
1.787389
0.273955
-10.279259
-9.978644
-14.029119
-13.595397
-29.038872
-29.088047
-33.102688
-20.880173
-21.602251

1.081286
1.080793
1.048841
1.066958
1.088670
1.069048
1.060235
1.095770
1.101552
1.148192
1.179305
1.165561
1.084576
1.112506
1.153025
0.978176
1.024835
1.099217
1.051581
1.004154
1.104804
1.079764
1.042769
1.024622
1.047541
1.000461
0.984804
1.100899
1.216073
1.032802
2.188337
1.080937
1.024753
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Table B.4 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16218.803854
16218.808137
16219.847708
16219.852083
16219.883171
16219.887546
16220.659271
16220.663669
16220.804988
16220.809421
16221.751065
16221.755463
16221.835660
16221.839884
16223.767060
16223.771215
16224.747465
16224.751493
16224.864873
16224.869097
16225.690718
16225.695081
16226.799641
16226.804005
16229.841319
16229.845752
16229.877859
16229.882234
16230.741412
16230.745775
16230.757882
16230.762303
16231.837245

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-17.573009
-15.243769
-3.101430
-2.996065
-4.834224
-2.373248
0.507383
2.069151
1.078345
3.223288
-1.161826
3.110598
4.962272
0.147262
7.410556
7.122799
7.493484
8.913146
9.708566
9.345470
7.634530
9.262022
4.034101
5.728010
-26.051044
-22.027006
-22.542259
-20.459164
-14.503347
-9.697672
-14.169687
-10.071816
1.988823

1.058066
1.057637
1.131347
1.048918
1.151031
1.166154
1.003363
1.034778
1.093040
1.004560
1.000811
1.113994
1.110676
1.141334
1.033946
1.108216
1.210223
1.163713
2.060734
1.618104
1.152330
1.072297
1.094860
1.107644
1.131188
1.105704
1.139622
1.116796
1.110187
1.047159
1.130609
1.075892
1.111996
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Table B.4 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16231.841759
16232.771146
16232.775451
16232.824421
16232.828773
16233.705347
16233.709745
16234.613310
16234.617535
16235.784711
16235.789120
16236.786921
16236.791273
16237.601319
16237.605486
16238.706771
16238.711157
16238.717060
16238.721424
16239.772894
16239.777245
16240.671852
16240.676100
16241.824306
16241.828681
16242.805613
16242.809942
16244.697535
16244.701944
16245.730671
16245.735035
16248.685961
16248.690405

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

1.831925
7.002970
10.546369
12.519127
11.510718
14.390674
16.875933
15.316535
17.520403
5.956324
7.282845
10.487937
12.443677
16.573505
16.788395
9.230547
9.042048
8.358788
9.999192
-13.502734
-16.229036
-28.250469
-25.683231
-22.158720
-23.991400
-9.350536
-8.326221
23.394632
23.785290
27.658115
30.958593
4.088401
7.859721

1.161283
1.126970
1.229583
1.141380
1.138980
1.103179
1.102417
1.112120
1.062775
1.032108
1.155387
1.098598
1.254249
1.061358
1.180608
1.131130
1.055137
1.148558
1.070556
1.086379
1.064298
1.114092
1.085719
1.211756
1.124518
1.062654
1.105111
1.098125
1.064152
1.013205
0.984093
1.138205
1.121490
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Table B.4 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16250.814213
16250.818669
16251.669306
16251.673681
16253.743611
16253.747951
16254.745648
16254.750000
16255.665868
16255.670289
16256.769942
16256.774236
16257.731817
16257.736181
16258.759387
16259.686991
16259.691389
16262.666424
16262.670775
16263.661736
16263.666181
16265.706597
16265.711030
16268.642396
16268.646794
16269.666713
16269.671019
16277.674016
16277.678380
16278.592523
16278.596910
16280.694201
16284.587164

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-11.072785
-8.287229
-20.718082
-21.980942
-21.190319
-23.940454
-4.262057
-7.885396
20.590120
19.654791
30.456696
31.090155
15.499656
19.228077
0.366384
4.987313
7.252189
-14.585327
-13.566691
-24.217163
-25.325390
-15.303226
-12.095944
9.698289
10.982729
3.979953
1.566004
-0.764321
-0.751796
10.737669
9.768476
-8.252359
15.109983

1.226563
1.164162
1.151736
1.089981
1.032466
1.128362
1.068627
1.076130
1.018399
1.041260
1.140819
1.149261
1.097766
1.102930
1.045534
1.127704
1.093735
1.093879
1.159672
1.183855
1.150896
1.102628
1.170927
0.953310
0.987923
1.149383
1.161233
1.026787
1.087529
1.159076
1.279525
2.051882
1.085934
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Table B.4 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16284.591539
16290.568646
16290.572986
16295.622535
16295.626887
16299.604387
16299.608750
16304.613171
16304.617512
16305.561181
16305.565521
16306.597512
16306.601794
16307.565405
16307.569745
16309.559433
16309.563831
16311.562431
16311.566736
16319.591979
16319.596354
16320.602801
16320.607118
16322.594572
16322.598924
16323.605058
16323.609433
16362.508715
16362.515845
16364.492882
16364.512755
16364.519850
16365.495729

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

14.276051
3.561996
1.932077
5.915106
8.698421
13.244768
6.358276
-4.377764
-3.531202
13.858753
6.569813
10.425047
12.871243
1.654898
-0.156119
-1.130653
1.349610
23.854237
26.349745
-11.896595
-13.368948
-8.985425
-10.935054
22.121944
15.586857
31.909306
35.469791
1.622552
5.236333
-1.785571
-6.346107
-6.035527
5.982192

1.165343
1.000045
0.985403
1.261936
1.319072
1.070972
1.166497
1.402904
1.318099
1.430651
1.467713
1.438474
1.373726
1.256277
1.271648
1.397114
1.318942
1.590045
1.480005
1.353258
1.458553
1.452033
1.524647
1.415250
1.323133
1.469456
1.357898
1.038247
1.079021
1.090620
1.165768
1.126584
1.189213
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Table B.4 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
16365.516678
16365.525127
16373.503762
16374.494572
16375.505266
16376.492743
16377.494363
16378.492836

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

3.166977
10.154403
4.963251
-5.501328
-13.522711
-1.971570
11.408540
12.844101

1.260151
2.255754
1.210044
1.216302
1.442141
1.305286
1.227356
1.154628
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Table B.5.

Radial Velocities for  Eridani observed by EXPRES

JD − 2440000
18710.483924
18710.485348
18716.496130
18716.497549
18716.498950
18719.463119
18719.464500
18719.465931
18720.493460
18720.494866
18720.496344
18764.394743
18764.395780
18764.396878
18764.397916
18764.398973
18772.422107
18772.423492
18772.424875
18772.426270
18772.427705
18780.342056
18780.343782
18780.345462
18780.347266
18780.348902
18785.390537
18785.392395
18785.394009
18785.395741
18785.397382
18788.420613
18788.421428

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-5.629355
-6.433826
-11.222171
-7.289694
-6.443980
-1.780685
-2.709405
-0.724360
-3.852400
-5.281462
-1.599344
-8.856009
-10.753844
-10.408247
-10.617087
-10.396738
6.584208
7.807598
6.263977
6.940721
6.864151
-8.365434
-7.583354
-7.809931
-6.978415
-6.199717
3.210108
1.989364
0.943253
2.349950
1.897820
-0.487870
-2.299563

0.472221
0.505648
0.399732
0.434672
0.405059
0.418727
0.457561
0.452574
0.422155
0.390239
0.437431
0.326250
0.344058
0.346442
0.347958
0.324014
0.358238
0.349860
0.358474
0.342415
0.364078
0.315695
0.296787
0.269478
0.309862
0.292645
0.269279
0.291115
0.291125
0.293812
0.274594
0.306031
0.311851
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Table B.5 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
18788.422133
18788.422844
18788.423545
18794.372016
18794.373412
18794.374628
18794.375908
18794.377139
18795.388017
18795.389464
18795.390926
18795.392586
18795.394179
18796.252189
18796.253406
18796.254592
18796.255729
18796.256805
18798.234330
18798.235466
18798.236582
18798.237713
18798.238855
18833.308268
18833.314814
18833.319319
18833.322772
18833.326128
18850.193401
18850.194778
18850.196140
18850.197650
18850.199045

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-0.981049
-2.116057
-0.409310
5.411368
4.586942
4.379582
5.419687
4.488529
5.614442
5.203008
5.466722
6.049352
5.776421
4.255813
4.621034
4.197840
4.536914
4.474850
7.999547
6.933804
6.952642
7.730577
6.853429
6.400185
5.745297
6.210964
5.063278
5.009354
2.974526
2.904293
3.033315
2.935763
2.930283

0.300943
0.291945
0.311546
0.295895
0.324870
0.288232
0.327041
0.312262
0.270455
0.286435
0.281780
0.283318
0.274599
0.286715
0.270050
0.279423
0.275946
0.279518
0.304445
0.277855
0.284240
0.263379
0.275989
0.307604
0.318335
0.329901
0.306121
0.306000
0.390462
0.384657
0.387003
0.435422
0.397309
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Table B.5 (cont’d)
JD − 2440000
18852.123673
18852.124835
18852.125905
18852.127057
18852.128218

RV [m s−1 ]

σRV [m s−1 ]

-9.509377
-10.621528
-9.673142
-11.222013
-10.755541

0.378489
0.375306
0.364651
0.368906
0.370209
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